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Variable Cloudiness,
Light Snow Tonight,

Fee Best Results
Use Daily News
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Tuesday

Freeze in Florida, 39 at Miami

Daytona Beach
Has Mark of 27r
Tallahassee 15

Churchill Weaker, Life
Slowly Ebbing A way

LONDON (API - Sir Winston
Churchill, his life slowly ebbing,
was a little weaker today, a
medical bulletin said.
The bulletin was issued by
Churchill's personal physician
and lifelong friend, Lord Moran ,
after a visit to the 90-year-old
statesman this morning.
It said that otherwise there
was nothing to report on the old
nan 's condition .
The text of the bulletin:
"Sir Winston had a restful
night. He is a little weaker, but
otherwise there is nothing to
report."

have told of the steady decline
of the aged statesman.
Moran , 82, arrived for the
morning examination at 11:17.
The bulletin was issued 30
minutes later.
The next bulletin will be issued at 8:30 p.m. (2:30 p.m.
Winona Time) the physician
said.
Lord Moran left the Churchill
home immediately after issuing
the bulletin. Asked by reporters
whether Churchill was taking
any nourishment, he said:
"I don't think I'll answer
that."

restless start , Sir Winston has
had a peaceful day, but he has
lost ground."
Churchill's three surviving
children stayed late with Lady
Churchill now 79, near the bedside, dispersing only in the early hours this morning.
His actress daughter Sarah,
49, said as she left : "He is
sleeping peacefully."
Sir Winston's son, Randolph,
and grandson, Winston Spencer
Churchill, 24, left grave-faced
after 1 a.m. without comment.
The younger daughter Mary,
wife of former Cabinet minister,
Christopher Soaraes, stayed on
Thlt was the seventh bulletin Moran examined Chnrchlll with her mother.
•since Churchill was struck by twice Sunday. After the second
cerebral thrombosis Friday. All examination he said : "After a
Outside the house, on a se-

IN
N^W SOVIET LEADERS
WARSAW
. . . Soviet First Secretary Leonid Brezhnev,
left , and USSR Prime Minister Alexei Kosygin, center, are welcomed by Polish Party

Boss Wladyslaw Gomulka at the Warsaw
railroad station today as they arrived for
a summit meeting of Communist bloc leaders. (AP Photofax by cable from Warsaw)

Pink Champagne, Black Caviar

Perle s Blast for Hubert
Opens Inaugural Swirl

WASHINGTON (AP) - There
was pink champagne (domestic) and smoked tongue and
black caviar and so many people the next vice president of
the United States was almost
backed into the kitchen.
But everyone had a nice word
for everyone , and Hubert Humphrey, as always, had a few
more at Perle Mesta 's blast
Sunday night which unofficially
inaugurated the social swirl of

inaugural week.
"How does it feel to be unemployed?" someone asked the
vice president-elect.
"Not u n e m p l o y e d ," he
grinned . "Unpaid. " Humphrey
went off the government payroll Dec. 29 when he resigned
his Senate seat to advance his
successor's seniority. His new
paycheck of $43,000 a year
doesn 't start until he is sworn in
Wednesday.

Thief Returns
Car With Baby
LAKE GENEVA , Wis. Un Federal authorities have declined to file a kidnap ing charge
against a 21-year-old Illinois
man who telephoned police he
was returning after discovering
a child on the bock seat of a
car he had taken.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation identified the man as
Roger Dale Hobson of Rockford ,
who hod driven into Illinois Saturday night before discovering
that James McAvoy , 2V4 , was in
the car.
Police Chief Mel Swance said
a crying Hobson telephoned
from Belvldcre , 111., about 35
miles southwest of here , ond
said he was driving to the Lake
Geneva police station.
"I might spend the rest of my
life in jail , but I'm more concerned about the boy," Hobson
told the chi^f. Hobson said he
didn 't know James was in the
car until he awoke and asked
"Where 's niy mommy?"
Hobson was arrajgned before
U. S. Commissioner John J.
Byrnes at Elkhorn Saturday
night on a charge of interstate
transportation of a stolen car.
He was bound over to trial in
U. S. District Court at Milwaukee and released on his own
recognizance. He did not enter a
plea.
James, one of the five children
of Mr. and Mrs . C. L . McAvoy
was unharmed, a physician said

after on examination.
McAvoy told police his car
was gone when he and his wife
returned from a two - minute
stop at a downtown drug store.
James, dressed in pajamas and
wrapped in blankets , had been
asleep on the back seat.
Police said McAvoy left ,the
keys in the unlocked car and
motor running to keep James
warm.
James and (he car disappeared about 7:30. Hobson had
notified police that he was headed back at about 8:30.

4 Escape Car
Sinking Through
St Croix Ice
HUDSON, Wis. <fl - A man
and three youths escaped
through the windows Sunday
when their auto plunged through
the ice on the St. Croix River
while they were participating in
a church fishing contest.
Recovering were Bert Boster ,
60; his sons Phil , 19, and Craig,
18, a neighbor, William Janisch,
20, allrof River Falls.
Craig Foster said they hnd
been driving on the ice and the
auto broke through just as they
were about to turn around because "it didn't look too good
up ahead. "

Clearly the top line of the evening came from Rudolph Nureyev, the great ballet dancer, who
was asked what he thought of
the Great Society. "I don't
know ," the Russian defector
said , struggling to keep his elbows in and his champagne
from spilling. "I haven't seen it
yet."
Nurcyev came with Dame
Margot Fonteyn, the ballerina ,
who was radiant in something
black. Like Carol Channing of
"Hello Dolly," they will perform tonight at the inaugural
gala. Sunday night , Miss Channing wore a big round white hat
which was said to be modeled
after the Capitol dome.
Mrs. Mesta, who Is "social
consultant" for this inaugural ,
gave the party in her 15-room
penthouse apartment , which is
full of expensive French furniture — the Marie Antoinette
desk , someone whispered , is
worth $25,000 — and the bathroom fixtures are sculpted out
of gold leaf.
Tho cocktail pnrty had been
billed as a get-together for the
kinfolk and friends of the Lyndon Johnsons. But among the
300 present , the kin were outnumbered by members of government , show people nnd society reporters.

On Last Lap
A friend of ours claims
he can always spot nn aging secretary : She's on the
last lap of her career . . .
Regardless of what the Supreme Court says, there
will always be prayers in
our schools as long as there
are exams . . . Sign in a
gas station : "Flats Fixed
and Road Maps Refolded"
. . .A businessman is a man
who never confides his business troubles to his wife ,
except when she wants to
buy something expensive,

cluded residential street just
south of Hyde Park, a small
crowd of newsmen and photographers waited through a turbulent night. Sleet and rain lashed
down and high winds sent milk
bottles clattering along the sidewalk.
Three lights burned inside the
house all night. At dawn the
number of onlookers began to
grow.
Big headlines in the morning
papers reflected the nation's
concern.
"Peaceful... but he is losing
ground," said The Daily Express. "Winston worse" was the
line in The Sun.

LBJ Pledges
No Letdown
In Defenses

SHEEP IN SHEEPS* CLOTHING . . .
This animal has just been groomed and is
ready for judging in the sheep class at the
National Western Stock Show, Denver. Livestock entries at the show this year have set

a new record , entries are up 500 over 1964.
Officials at the show are also looking for a
new attendance record as the weather is
mild and clear in Denver. (AP Photofax )

Weather Is Dubious
For Inaugural Week

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Johnson told Congress today the United States "is
stronger militarily than at any
other time in our peacetime history."
Johnson, sending a 4,000 word WASHINGTON (AP) - The can Barry Goldwater.
special message to Congress, capital starts whooping it up for Not until the five inaugural
disclosed that he expects to sub- Lyndon B. Johnson officially balls are over sometime
mit a budget calling for defense today, and only a dubious Wednesday night is Johnson
spending of $49 billion, a drop of weatherman stands in the way likely to have another quiet mo$300 million from this year's of what could be one of the live- ment. He planned to get in some
level and $2.3 billion less than liest inaugurations since An- work today on his inaugural adlast year.
dress.
drew-Jackson's.
The President unveiled three Three days of partying and For all the accent on the gaiemajor new weapons systems he assorted rejoicings begin with a ty, if you needed one word to
is proposing to begin this year. reception for distinguished la- describe official Washington toOne is a new missile system, dies this afternoon followed by day that word would have to
the Poseidon, to increase the tonight's Democratic gala. This be: Apprehension.
striking power of Polaris sub- is a mammoth variety show, With snow on the ground ,
with an all-star cast of singers,
marines.
more snow in the forecast for
"The Poseidon missile will dancers and comedians.
tomorrow and temperatures
have double the payload of the President Johnson returned huddling in the 20s, the climatic
highly successful Polaris A3," Sunday night from a weekend in possibilities are sobering if not
he said.
Texas, ready to celebrate his downright frightening. The foreTo keep America superior, sweeping victory over Republi- cast for Tuesday : fair and cold.
Johnson told Congress, "the immediate future will see further
increases
in
our
missile Shock Gives Way to Grief
strength, as well as concentration on further technological
improvements and continuing
vigorous research and development."

Wichita Cleaning
Up After Crash

The Polaris A3, with a range
of nearly 21,900 miles, carries a
nuclear warhead equivalent to
the explosive power of about
800,000 tons of TNT.
Johnson said the increased WICHITA , Kan. (AP) - The
accuracy and flexibility of the cleanup and the questions conPoseidon will permit its use ef- tinued on Piatt Street today.
fectively "against a broader Shock gave way to grief
range of possible targets and
give added insurance of penetration of enemy defenses. "
Another disclosure was a series of what Johnson called "remarkable new payloads for
strategic missiles."
These, lie said, include "penetration aids," decoy devices to
assure that missiles hit their
targets through any defense;
guidance and re-entry vehicle
designs to increase many times
the effectiveness of U.S. missiles; and new methods of reporting the arrival of missiles
on target up to and including
the time of explosion.
The third system Is a new
short-range attack missile —
SRAM — that can , If needed , be
mounted on B52s or other bombers.
Johnson said this missile "a vast improvement over existing systems" — would permit
a bomber to attack a far larger
number of targets and do so
from beyond the range of their
local defenses.
The President said he will
ask more than $300 million to
continue a program designed to
extend the fife and improve the
effectiveness of the B52 bomber.
At th« same time, he announced elimination of two
squadrons of early model B52s,
"least effective" of the eight jet
intercontinental bom bers.

Jailed Youth Rips
Out Cell Plumbing

STILLWATER , Minn . (AP) A 17-yenr-old youth was jailed
for drunkenness here Saturday.
Officers said the prisoner
ripped out the plumbing In his
cell. Aa a result , the sheriff' s
office on the floor below was
flooded.
Damage was estimated at
$1,000.

£*$P ^

(For more laughs see Earl
Wilson on Page 4)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Biting cold blanketed the entire Atlantic Coast today and
pushed far into Florida, where
low temperature records were
broken.
Subzero readings ranged from
Maine to Delaware. Atlantic
City, N.J. recorded 3 below and
Salisbury, in southeastern Maryland had 6 below.
There was from three to nine
inches of snow on the ground in
Maryland but no fatalities were
noted and schools remained
open. Snow covered all North
Carolina. There was from one to
three inches of new snow in
Western Pennsylvania overnight
and some roads were slippery.

Inauguration after inauguration, it's not so much what they
say here, but the conditions under which they shiver and
shake.

On the eve of John F. Kennedy's inauguration in 1961 an
eight-Inch'""snow,"' swirling in
gusts of up to 32 miles an hour,
so tied up traffic you would
have thought the capital was
barricaded.
Such recent nightmares, coupled with such uncertain forecasts, could hold down the
crowds, even though Johnson
throughout the campaign extended invitations lavishly.
Sunday night, coming back
from Texas, he brought along so
many friends on the presidential
plane his staff members were
displaced and had to ride another aircraft.
Curiously, Andrew Jackson,
away back in 1829, seems to
have come closest to Johnson in
inviting all his friends to come.
Some 20,000 did crowding into
the White House and creating
such suffocating confusion that
Jackson eventually had to flee
the too-friendly mob.
Well, Johnson hasn 't gone that
far.
Security precautions, much
stronger since Kennedy's assassination , will keep everyone
in his place unless he has , a ticket. The 20,000 who will be dancing Wednesday night will have
paid $25 each for the privilege.

among survivors of the 30 people who died Saturday when a
KC135 jet tanker loaded with
fuel smashed into the quiet section of modest homes in northeast Wichita .
It was the city 's worst disaster.
The toll included 23 residents
of the area and seven crewmen
Almost obscured by all the
of tho plane which left McConnell Air Force Base three min- sideshows is the main point: the
utes before it plunged almost simple swearing-in ceremony at
noon Wednesday, and the inauvertically into the street.
gural address.
Five houses were consumed Johnson worked on his speech
by the flaming fuel which Sunday, but there is no hint aa
SELMA , Ala. (AP) - A man splashed from broken tanks. to what he will stress or how
wearing a national S t a t e s Only the shells remained of six long he will talk. Since the PresRight Party uniform attacked houses and 25 others were dam- ident spoke to the nation over
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to- aged.
television and radio in his State
As identification of the dead of the Union speech Jan. 4, and
day when the Negro leader
registered nt a previously white was established the bodies were since he has sent a batch of
moved from a temporary messages to Congress , the guess
Sclma hotel.
The man who previously had morgue at the County Health would be that he will keep this
asked and obtained permission Department to funeral homes. one short.
from King to attend a Negro Emmit J. Warmsley , 37, his
rally tonight , waited at the edge pregnant wife and their three
of a small crowd while King and children were among the dead.
II other Negroes were regis- Albert Bolden , 22, his wife and
tering, and then without warn- their three children also died in
ing he hit King in the right the holocast.
temple and kicked him in the Shnron Dale, 15, was on a
baby-sitting job when her mothgroin.
er , Alice A. Dale, 4f> , and 2-yearThe assailant was arrested old sister , Cherynl Ann , died .
MIAMI , Fin. (AP ) - A Cuban
immediately by Selma 's public Harvey Dale , the father and
exile
organization reports hitsafety director , Wilson Baker , husband , was at work ,
ting
Fidel
Castro 's Cuba where
and taken to jail.
it hurts most — in the sugar
,
25.
and
Ms
Joe
T.
Martin
Jr.
The man at the time he talked
the island's
to King earlier on the sidewalk brother , Gary Linn Martin , 17, industry so vital to
economy.
died
at
the
scene.
They
were
the
outside the county courthouse ,
The Insurrectional Revolugave his name as Jimmy George only sons of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T.
Martin Sr., who went into seclu- tionary Recovery Movement —
Robinson.
M1RR — said Sunday its comAfter the attack , other Ne- sion with relatives after the famandoes bombed a sugar mill
groes grabbed the man. Baker , ther identified his sons.
nnd used incendiary materials
who was standing on a stairto set fire to cane fields on the
way, rushed In , seized tho man
island' s western tip.
by the neck and hustled him
A spokesman said , "Our
outside.
lanes
dropped Incendiary and
p
King said later he suffered a
n a p a l m and high-explosive
slight headache but otherwise
WEST BEND lit — Mark Mey- bombs and more than 5,000 capdid not appear to be Injured.
er , 18 months, was pronounced sules of live phosphorus ."
The spokesman said the cane
A short time earlier , other dead nt a hospital Saturday
Negroes had integrated three after his father , Gerald Meyer, fields hit were in Cuba's westdowntown Selma restaurants said he found the boy eating ern Pinar del Itio Province. The
without disorder while scores of peanuts and then unable to sugar mill bombed was the Niothers lined up to register as breathe. The hoy apparentl y agara mill on the north coast of
voters.
Pinar del Rio.
choked on one of the nuts.

States Righter
Attacks King
At Selma, Ala.

Cuban Sugar
Mill Bombed

Child Chokes
On Peanut

Record lows for Jan. IS were
set at Dayt na Beach, Fla., with
27 and Tallahassee with 15
above. Other Florida readings
in the morning included: Ocala,
22; Tampa, 30; Vero Beach, 29,
Clewiston, 29; West Palm
Beach, 33, and Fort Myers, 33,
with light frost.
Snow fell from the eastern
Great Lakes and the upper Ohio
Valley to the Appalachians. The
remainder of the nation was fair
and dry, except for considerable
valley fog in California, the Pacific Northwest and parts of the
Great Basin.
Heavy snow squalls blowing
off Lake Erie left one-half to
one foot accumulations from
North Buffalo, N.Y. to Niagara
Falls eastward to Lockport,
N.Y. overnight. Brisk winds
piled up huge drifts and many
schools and business firms remained closed.
Lows thus morning included IS
belowTero in Newport, Vt, and
International Falls, Minn., and
13 below in St. Johnsbury, Vt,
and Lebanon, N.H.
The Weather Bureau warned
that the Midwest was in the
path of a new series of cold outbreaks.
The icy arctic air Chat gripped
the eastern half of the nation
added new misery to many sections still recovering from
heavy weekend snow storms.
Below freezing weather forced
Florida fruit and vegetable
growers to turn up their burners
in efforts to save threatened
crops. The orange crop, however, was expected to escape
damage.
Miami set a record low of 39
early this morning, after a
record-tying low of 44 Sunday.
- Farther north, m any secondary roads remained snow-bound
and some major highways were
snow-packed or icy. Officials
announced that schools would
be closed in wide areas of Virginia and North Carolina. Up to
18 inches of snow fell over the
weekend. About 100 schools
were closed in the east Tennessee mountains.
Subzero readings were expected in some parts of Virginia.
Frigid temperatures and
some snow flurries were predicted for New England and
other sections of the Northeast.
With another mass of cold air
moving in from the arctic, little
relief was in sight for the eastern half of the nation.
The Weather Bureau said
fresh snow will blanket a
stretch irom Upper Michigan to
eastern and northern Indiana ,
then diminish to flurries late
today. However, another snow
storm is brewing in northern
Alberta and will move into the
Midwest Tuesday.
Indiana — hardest hit of the
Midwest states — was still suffering from the weekend storm,
although major highways were
open. The 12-inch snowfall still
had secondary roads clogged
and most schools in the middle
of the state were dosed today.

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Variable cloudiness tonight and
Tuesday with brief light snow
late tonight and early Tuesday.
Warmer tonight, colder Tuesday. Low tonight 12-22, high*
Tuesday 25.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. Sunday:
Maximum , 19; minimum , 4;
noon , 19; precipitation , non«.
Official observations fcr the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today.
Maximum , 31; minimum , 6;
noon, 12; precipitation, BOB*.

HARRIS SURVEY

Poll Shows
Popularity
Of LBJ High

AWARDS NIGHT AT WABASHA . . . Donald E. Larson,
20, left , was named outstanding young man of the year,
and Donald Tentis , 33, center, Kellogg, outstanding young
' farmer. Thomas Foley , right , received the outstanding citizen award for his father, Daniel F. Foley, 43, who is in
Washington for the presidential inaugural, (Joyce Lund photo)

Wabasha Jaycees
Cite Three Citizens

WABASHA, Minn. (Special)Wabasha's outstanding citizen oi
the year is Daniel F. Foley, 43 ,
attorney and former national
commander of the American Legion. The outstanding young
farmer is Donald Tentis, 33,
Kellogg, and outstanding young
man, Donald E. Larson, 30,
dairy operator and former Wabasha Jaycee president.
Awards were made at the
third annual Jaycees distinguished service awards and
senior chamber farmers night
banquet at St. Felix school
night.
auditoruim
Saturday
About 250 Wabasha businessmen and women and their farm
guests were present.

MASTER OF ceremonies was
John Hollowell , president of
the senior chamber, who introduced guests including Maynard Speece, WCCO farm director, who gave the principal address; William Wood, Minneapolis , national director of the
Minnesota Jaycees, and Miss
Barbara Hasselberg, Miss Minnesota of 1964, who entertained
with a Hawaiian dance.
Duane Stroot, president of
the Wabasha Jaycees, presented the outstanding citizen and
young man awards. Matt Metz,
Wabasha County agent , introduced the outstanding young
farmer.
Speece entertained the crowd
with a number ot amusing stories and incidents. He is one of
the iniatiators of the outstanding farmer awards program
and stressed the need for a
better understanding between
"people in town and people in
the country."
In citing Foley 's record ,
Stroot said he served Wabasha
as city attorney , the district as
American Legion commander,
and the state and nation in the
same capacity. He also mentioned Foley 's honorary degree

in international law from the
University of Mexico, his Lantern award from Massachusetts,
and his appointments on the
national Legion security council
and veterans affairs committee.
Because he is in Washington for
the inaugural ceremonies, his
son, Thomas , 17-year-old St.
Felix High School senior, accepted the award in his behalf.

TENTIS operates a l,00O-acre
farm in Greenfield Township
in partnership with his father.
Metz praised the modern methods he uses both in testing the
soil of the 3O0 acres he has in
crops and his beef and dairy
projects. As a youth he was
president of his 4-H club eight
years and received the state
farmer degree following membership in the Wabasha High
School FFA four years.
He has held offices in the
Zumbro Valley Fanners Union ,
is current president of the Wabasha County organization , and
a director of the Minnesota
Farmers Union. A member of
the Wabasha County extension
service board, he also is active in the DFL party , church
and other organizations.
As local Jaycee president,
LARSON organized the first
distinguished service awards
banquet in Wabasha in 1963. He
has been a continuously active
member of the Jaycees. He is
a member of the city planning
board, worker in charity drives,
member of the scouting commission from 1956 to 1959, and a
scoutmaster. Stroot attributed
the national Jaycee community
development award to Larson 's
work.
¦

This personal involvement by so many people in the classified advertising columns is n
priceless nnd exclusive asset which gives classified advertising ils remarkable result-gelling
power; the direct participants in elassified advertising makeup a huge and responsive audience all by themselves.
You can take advantage of Ibis massive
in\ olvenient by becoming a reguUir participant
in classified advertising yourself.

For complete Information on
Winona Daily News
classified advertising, or
to place your own classif ied
ads, phone 3321.
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"What are two or three
things YOU most like about
Ihe President? Anything
;
else?"
"Is there anything you
don't like so much about
the President? What is that?
Is there anything else?"

.

„ „ ,|

Negative on Ihe Man
8
Too corny
Too much wheeler8
dealer
8
Lacks integrity
5
Poor speaker
4
Not strong
2
Reckless driver
2
Lucks dignity
1
Too Southern
Got rich
1
questionably

for politics.
Contrary to the public 's opinion of Gen. Eisenhower, President Johnson is not thought of
as above politics, but rather as
being in the thick of the political mainstream. As such, the
new President is considered to
be much more one of the people and closer to the rank and
rile than either of his last two
predecessors. This means that
he, much as President Harry
Truman, is criticized for bis
human frailties, is not put on a
pedestal and is apt to be judged
more on the basis of the timeh o n o r e d political question:
"What have you done for rne
lately?"

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
— At the annual meeting of the
Lanesboro fire department , Leroy Erickson was re-elected
chief.
Also elected were: Virgil
Bothun, Lynn Iverson and Edmund Gatzlaff , first, second and
third vice chief , respectively;
Lee Boyum , secretary, and
Gordon Peterson , treasurer.
Harris Overland, secretary
last year, reported 18 rural calls
and nine in the village limits
in 1964; There are 20 firemen.

L

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stems Itch—Relieves Pain
N«w Tf«rk. N. *. <Si»ti.l) - For the
fir»t timt science hag found a ntw
healing lubsttnc* with the astonUhjng ability to shrink hemorrhoids, stop itching, and relitv*
pain — without surgery.
In case after c»s«, while gently
relieving pain, actual reduction
(shrinkage) took place.

tlnut «m«»m<r nt all— l-MultlWtl"«

so thorough that sufferers maeta
astonishing statements like "Piles
have ceased to be a problem I
Tha secret is a new heslinr substance (Bio-Dyne»)-discovery of
a world-famous research institute.
This substance is now avsilablt
in $uppt$ittr %> or cintmtnt /«m
under the name Prtpantion H *.
At all drug counters.

.
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Consolidate all your indebtedness with a
LOW-COST MERCHANTS NATIONAL

GBQ0E0QQ
DHQ13

—
—
2
—
—
—
1

• If there 's a frown on your face b«cau«» you're caught short of ready <a$h ot
; this

lima of th« yaar . . .

sonal Loan.

let us a rasa those worries with a Low-Cost Per-

We're known for quick , courteous and confidential

everyone who needs money for any worthwhile

purpose.

service

to

Don't hesitate

to

come in soon and see one of our helpful officers.

—

( NOTK: Percentages add to
more than 100 percent because
some people volunteered more
than one comment about the
President . )
It is immediately apparent
(lint although (lie* positive Increases are substantial , many
are balanced by a rise In the
negatives. For example, while
the number who single out the
warmth nnd friendliness of Mr.
Johnson hns rise n 18 percent,
this increase is somewhat offset by the K percent who feel
he is too "corny " in manner.
The rise of 17 percentage

Advertisement
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Negative on Record, Positions
Poor on foreign
—policy (Viet Nam) 6
fi
—
Spender
5
—
Raker scandal
Poor advisors ,
2
—
appointments
1
~
Out.
—
Unci on poverty bill 1
Not like J . F. K.
1
1
on job
Not (amiliar enough
4
34
with him

Regular meetings are held the i The annual banquet was held,
second Monday each monthA Saturday sight.

Lanesboro Fire
Chief Renamed

^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^L^
aa^kav.

Positive on Record. Positions
Good on foreign
10
—
policy
Took over quickly,
7
—
good start
6
—
For the peop le
5
—
Trying to do best
5
2
Good politician
6
Worked with J. F.K. 5
4
S
Experienced
4
—
Good on poverty
—
Good on civil rights 2
—
Gets Congress to act 2
—
Good on Medicare 2
7
Qualified for office 2
1
—
Pro-labor

No one knows exactly how many people
use classified ads in their local newspnpers
each year , hut an intelligent estimate places
the number at about 30 million , not including
business establishments. In the Winona Daily
News , approximately f>0,0(l(; classified ails were
published in li)l)4 .

.i

69
63
Positive
27
3
Negative
4
34
Not sure
Despite the favorable balance
of public opinion that has prevailed for Mr. Johnson since he
took over, the number of people
who are all praise and no criticism of the President comes- to
less than a majority.
INDIVIDUA L IMPRESSIONS
OF.L.B.J.
Total Nation
%
All favorable , no
43
negative
Mostly favorable , some
26
negative
All negativ e, no positiv e 27
4
Not sure
Johnson
as
A profile of Mr.
seen by the public illustrates his
specific strengths and weaknesses within this broad spectrum of individual impressions.
A representative cross-section of
the public was asked :

L.B.J. COMPARATIVE
LANESBORO PATIENT
PROFILE
<Volunteered Comments)
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
Nov .
Jan.
— Mrs. R. 0. Benson is a med1965
1963
ical patient at Johnson Hospi/O
/O
tal here, having suffered a
the Man
Positive
on
heart attack Jan. 10.
Friendly, warm
30
12
personality
13
Integrity, character 30
Smart , bright,
12
3
clever
5
Good family man 11
Straightforward ,
8
vigorous
1"
8
4
Hardworking
Common touch as
7
3
speaker
Humble, common
6
1
man
2
2
Patriotic
1
—
Self-made man

INVOLVEMENT

I i n nun

By LOUIS HARRIS
On the eve of his inauguration
as President of the United
States in his own right , Lyndon
B. Johnson receives an even
higher measure of approval
from the American people than
he did during the emotional aftermath of the event that catapulted him into the White House
in November, 1963.
Yet the American public is
a severe task-master for Presidents, and Mr . Johnson is no
exception.
In November, 1963, people
were inclined to give him the
benefit of every doubt ; only 3
percent then had anything critical to say about the new President. Since then, negative comments have increased and are
now volunteered by 27 percent
of those interviewed.
Mr . Johnson, riding the crest
of his smashing victory at the
polls, seems to have sensed
these potential sharp edges of
dissent and moved to eliminate
them through his efforts to
maintain a national consensus.
The following table compares
public opinion about President
Johnson during his first week
end in the White House with
public reaction now :
OVER-ALL REACTION
TO L .B.J.
Nov .
Jan.
1963
1965

points for Integrity and character have been almost wholly
offset by the 16 percent who
feel Mr. Johnson is too much
a "wheeler-dealer" and is tacking in integrity. His gains on
foreign policy are balanced to
some degree by criticism in
international relations, especially over Viet Nam .
Signif icant is the f act that
Mr. Johnson is judged more on
his personality than on his record. This was also true with
Presidents Dwight Eisenhower
and John Kennedy . The dominant impression Mr. Johnson
has made is as a warm man
with a native shrewdness and
a keen love for and capacity
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Jury Panel
Treasure Hunt,
Ready for
Trial Opening
Clue No. 1

~

Efforts toward an out of court
settlement failed this morning
in District Court in the suit of
Zywicki Investment Co., Inc.,
against two local heating contractors and an Ohio boiler
firm.
Clerk of Court Joseph C. Page
announced at 11:30 a.m. that
trial would begin at 1:30 p.m.
today when jur ors were to be
picked to hear the case. The
45 members of the petit jury
Eanel assembled at 10 a.m. to
ear opening instructions from
Judge "Arnold Hatfield.
The judge instructed the
members in their duties and
responsibilities as jurors and in
the methods of the court. Jury
cases are scheduled to be heard
first in the new District Court
term.
A new boiler , a destructive
fire and five years of litigation
h ive gone into the trial that
begins today in District Court.
The boiler was manufactured
by National Heating & Cooling
Manufacturing Corp., Columbus,
Ohio. It was sold by Ross Kraning, 966 Gilmore Ave., and installed by H. J. Kramer, 1060
E. Sanborn St.
And it was the two-story
brick building of Zywicki Investment Co. at Center and
Howard streets that burned
down Nov. 28, 1959, allegedly
because of faulty installation of
the allegedly defective boiler.
Zywicki started by suing Kramer and National. But Kramer sued National , claiming
that any damages awarded to
Zywicki should be assessed entirely against the manufacturing
firm. Kramer also sued Kraning, who sold him the boiler,
charging breach of warranty.
During three years since
1961. which saw National win
a dismissal of the Zywicki
claim against it in federal District Court , then get brought
back in by the Kramer suit , Zywicki arranged an out of court
settlement, announced Jan. 11.
The issues which are now to
be settled by trial are apparently those of final liability for
the fire damage. And the three
defendants in the case are fighting it out among themselves.

Empties used
To Buy Gasoline;
Theft Possible

They named this city after her.
She stands with noble pose.
If you 're a. treasure connoisseur,
Start here, don't follow your nose.-

v

Hit-Run Crash
In 4 Weekend
Accidents Here

Winona police reported four
accidents Saturday and Sunday,
including a hit-run. One minor
injury was recorded.
The hit-run collision occurred
on the Interstate Bridge Saturday at 8 p.m. James B. Duffy ,
18, Winona Rt. 3, was stopped
on the bridge headed south and
about to make a left turn onto
Latsch Prairie Island when an
unidentified car struck the Duffy vehicle in the rear and drove
on without stopping.
Duffy reported the incident to
police 2% hours later. Damage
to his car was about $75.
A TWO-CAR collision on Pclzer Street, 75 feet south of Wabasha Street, Sunday at 12:50
p.m left one driver complaining of pain and more than $175
damage to the vehicles.
Ronny MacCronacher , 360
Pelzer St., complained of pain
after a collision with a car driven by Robert Gora, 19, 1750
Kraemer Dr. MacCronacher
was attempting to make , a "U"
turn on Pelzer Street when the
collision occurred.
Both drivers had been heading south on the street. Damage
was more than $150 to the right
rear of MacCronacher's car and
more than $25 to the front of
the Gora vehicle.
Patrolman Roy C. Nelson cited Gora for driving without his
driver 's license in possession.
Gora forfeited $10 bail today in
municipal court.
AN ACCIDENT on Junction
Street between 5th Street and
Broadway caused more than
$250 damage to one car Sunday
at 1:08 a.m.
James G. Ahrens , 263 McBride
St., was driving south on Junction Street when he attempted to
pass a car driven by Allen M.
Rolbiecki , 23, 761 W. Mark St.
Police said Ahrens lost control of his vehicle, ran off the
street to the east and sheared
off four guard posts and a telephone pole. Damage was to the
left side and rear of his car.
Damage to the posts has not
been estimated.
Patrolmen William J. Gordon
and Byron Hock investigated.
A TWO-CAR collision at 4th
and Hamilton streets Sunday at
3:53 p.m. caused $200 damage
to both vehicles.
Richard A. Wild, 18, 1750
Kraemer Dr., was driving south
on Hamilton Street and Romelle
H. Wineski , 875 E. 5th St., was
driving east on 4th Street when
the two collided.
The Wild car spun around to
face east about 20 feet south of
the intersection. Damage was to
the right rear of the Wild vehicle and the front of the Wineski

Sheriff George Fort was Investigating today a report that
several youths bought gasoline
in Stockton late last week using the credit on empty pop
bottles to pay for the purchase.
The sheriff is investigating the
Incident in connection with the
theft the first of the year of
10 cases of empties from Frank
Root's Fremont Store in Lewiston.
¦ Root told the sheriff that the
pop bottles were taken from a
platform in fron t of his store
during the night. The Stockton car.
store owner who accepted the Patrolman George M. Liebsch
bottles in payment for gasoline investigated.
said that a great many more
bottles were concealed in the
back of the youth' s car under a Boy Scout Troop
blanket.

William J. Grede

Milwaukeean
To Speak at
Chamber Event

Two Winona teachers were
among two sisters and one lay
person who were honored at
departure ceremonies Sunday
afternoon at Rochester. They
depart Jan. 30 for assignments
in Bogota , Colombia.
They are Sister Del Rey and
Miss Elizabeth Weidenkopf , both
leaders at Sacred Heart Cathedral School. The second sister is Sister M. Ruarc McGinty,
a teacher at St. Augustine
School , Austin.
¦ Both sisters, from the St.
Francis Order , are graduates of
College of Saint Te resa. Miss
Weidenkopf is n graduate of
St. Cloud State College.
The Most Rev. Bishop Edward
A. Fitzgerald presided at the
ceremonies.
The two instructors at Cathedral School will be replaced
by Sister Myron and Sister
Andrinn , both first semester
graduates from the College of

KELLOGG , Minn. (SpeciaDThe first meeting of the newly organized Kellogg Boy Scout
troop was held Wednesday night
in the municipal auditorium.
Donald Peters is Scoutmaster
and Dean Kiiklinski , his assistant.
Members of the general committee nre Brayton Collier ,
Lawrence Graner , Alois Freiburg , Odell Arens and Donald
Schouweiler.
The troop will meet each
Wednesday night in the auditorium.
Kellogg American Legion
Post 546 is sponsoring the program.
¦

Continuation Given
In Charge Stemming
From Lake City Death

New Queen
To Be Guest
In St. Paul

For Fire Victims

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) The Arcadia Businessmen 's Association , under the leadership
of President Stanley Wiersgalla ,
is conducting a fund drive for
the benefit of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Slaby, whose rented
home and contents in Lewis
Valley burned early Saturday.
Ronald, wife and 2%-monthold son, who escaped with coats
over thei r night clothes, are
staying with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Slaby. The Arcadia fire department , Martin
Rebhahn , chief , was called to
the blaze.

Some Airliners Set

North Central Airlines flights
served by Convair 440 planes
soon will be equipped with
transponders , a form of electronic navigation and flight
control aids.
The transponder responds to
signals from a ground radar
station , enabling the station tc
identif y, locate and guide an
aircraft on its landing pattern .
Restricting the new equipment to Convairs means that
flights to Winon a will not carry
the apparatus. The airline uses
DC-3 aircraft here.
Requests have been made by
the city for federal funds to increase main runway length from
1,000 to 5,000 feet at Max Conrad Field. If the extension is
construe led , the field will accommodate Convairs. North
Central plans to convert its entire fleet to Convairs within the
next two vears.

.THE NEW Miss Snowflake
was in tears after the coronation Saturday.
"I never thought I had a
chance of winning," the 19-yearold, 5 foot 5 queen said.
Dabbing a tear-soaked handkerchief to her eyes, the freshman at Winona State College
was still shaking from the excitement of the coronation.
"I still can't believe it," she
said. "I'm so hafcpy I'm seeing
spots in front of my eyes."
The queen, from Red Wing,
Minn., and the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Olson, said
she would try and be a good
queen . "I love people and this
will give me an opportunity to
serve Winona and meet more
people." .
A 1963 graduate of Red Wing
High School, the queen enrolled
at Winona State College in September of 1963 and attended
classes one quarter. Then she
attended a beautician's school
at Rochester and became a licensed beautician . She enrolled
at Winona State for the winter
quarter in December 1964 and
is majoring in mathematics,
She is employed part time at
the Daniel O'Brien House of
Beauty at the Westgate Shopping Center. She was sponsored by the Westgate merchants.

LYNN CLOSWAY, 20, daughter of Gordon R. Closway, 266
Lafayette St., and Mrs. Closway,
a graduate student at the University of Minnesota, was named princess of the Badger
Realm. She is a junior at the
College of Saint Teresa and is
majoring in Spanish and psychology.
Wrapping up> the coronation
ceremonies Saturday evening,
Jack Frost XV, Kermit Bergland , and his two Princes Frost,
Robert C. Olson , Prince of the
Gopher Realm, and William
Wieczorek , Prince of the Badger Realm, were given the
names of the new queen and attendants.
Wieczorek walked past several of the queen candidates and
then placed the orown on Miss
Closway.
Olson followed with the crown
for the second attendant and
walked past all the girls before
he placed the crown on Miss
Stever.

THEN JACK Frost XV took
the queen 's crown , eyed all the
girls, and waited several seconds, before he walked over to
Miss Olson and placed the
crown on her head.
Masters of ceremonies for the
coronation were James Goetz,
557 W. 5th St., and Mrs, Pat
Smiley , Minneapolis , hostess for
Minnesota Brewers Association.
Several visiting queens were
introduced during the evening.
Less than 700 attended the
coronation ceremonies.
¦
Pleasant topping for wafertype cookies : melted semisweet chocolate dribbled over
the surface of the cookies.

WABASHA , Minn. (SpeciaDGenc Turner , 21 Lake City, was
brouRht into Wabasha County CLUE NO. 1
District Court this morning on
a criminal negligence charge
in connection with the death of
Alvin Adler , 58, Millville.
Martin J. Healy , Wabasha ,
Here is the first clue in the 1965 Winona Winter Carnival
Saint Teresa.
¦
his court - appointed attorney , Children 's Scavenger Treasure Hunt conducted by the Winona
asked for a continunnce for
LAKE CIT1 CHARGE
Activity Group nnd pnrk-recreation department.
WABASHA, Minn. (SpccinD- more time to study the case.
This is tho first of six items or requirements .
The first five items In the Scavenger Hunt will be pubIloger Glanders , 19, Red Wing, Turner will be arraigned in
Rt. 1, was arrested Saturdny two or three weeks.
i lished in Ihe Daily News today through Friday and the
final clue will bo announced at Lake Park Lodge Saturdny
at 7:30 p.m. by Robert Loech- Allegedly Turner forced the
ot 10 a.m.
ler , Wabash a County deputy Adler car off Highway 61 at
The contest is for youngsters of Winona and the trade
sheriff , on a charge of posses- the south erlRC f it Lake City,
area 12 and younger. Top prize in the treasure hunt Is
sion of intoxicating liquor. He Dec. 17. Adler was killed In the
a $25 U.S. Savings Bond.
Is to appear Friday before Mu- accident.
To be eligible to win , youngsters participating in, the
Judge Donald T, Frnnke , whe
nici pal Judge Kenneth Kalbrenjud
ge
TreuKure
Hunt must hove all neavenger hunt items with (hem
u
District
3rd
miles
elected
was
2
arrested
t
ner . He was
Saturday morning. The winner will bo the one to find the
sout,h of Lake City in a rock Inst fall , presided. A trust ncfinal items revealed by the clue to he announced that
quarry oif County Road 2, where count was settled nnd there
titmorning.
a
quiet
nnd
adoptions
were
he was parked. He was alone
The first requirement will be to register at tho pnrk
morning.
this
action
le
said.
Loechler
In the car ,
recreation office , City Hall , in person or l>y telephone any
time this week but before Snturday.
aimaWlammmmamammmma^laaaaaa am
Tho first thing to get will be a clean empty milk carton
WINONA LODGE NO. 18 A.F.4A.M.
or other container. Awards also will bn given for nn optional event , the best decorated and most novel container .
( f
t,
Stated Communication
Afjr^s
However , contestants are not required to decorate containers.
Keep your carton throughout the contest and plnce tho other
'clock
7:30
o
Jan.
19,
Tuesday,
Items
inside It . You do not have to put the final item In the
9 ™ *
GEORGE M. ROBERTSON JR., W.M
carton if vou find it.
¦
i
"^
!¦

Children s Treasur e Hunt
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Student Killed at Galesvil le

GALESVTLLE, Wis. (Special)
_ —One of two sophomores at
Marquette University, Milwaukee, who were en route to visit
their ,.girl friends
at Winona
¦was killed inState College, ¦
stantly at 7:15 a.m. Sunday
when the car he was driving
skidded 705 feet out of control
The first public appearance in a snow-covered field about
tor Miss Snowflake of 1965, three miles southeast of here.
Miss Sharon Olson, will be Fri- Luke M. Scinto, 19, who
day noon at the St. Paul Win- would have gone into the school
ter Carnival where she and vis- of dentistry next year , died of
iting royalty from nine other a broken neck and skull fraccities will attend a luncheon at ture, according to J. E. GaraI ghan, Whitehall, Trempealeau
St. Paul Hotel.
who
received
the
Miss Olson,
Miss Snowflake title during coronation ceremonies Saturday
evening at Senior High School
auditorium, will be in St. Paul
five (jays to participate in the
coronation of the Queen of
Snows, appear in the parade
with her two attendants, Miss
Janet Stever, princess of the
Gopher Realm and Miss Lynn
Closway, princess of the Badger
Realm, and represent Winona et
other carnival events.

A Milwaukee businessman will
be the speaker at the Winona
Chamber of Commerce annual
meeting at 7 p.m. Feb. 3 at
the Oaks.
He is William J. Grede, chairman of Grede Foundries, Inc.,
which he founded in 1920. The
firm now operates seven foundries in three states and employs
approximately 1,400 persons.
Grede has served as president of the Employers ' Association of Milwaukee, the Wisconsin Manufacturers Association
and the National Association of
Manufacturers. He received a
citizenship medal from the National Society of the Sons of the
American Revolution in 1953, the
first time such an award was
given a Wisconsin citizen.
He is a former director of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, a member of the board
of Carroll College and a past
president of the Milwaukee
YMCA. He has also been active
in regional and national YMCA
groups.
New officers and directors of
the Winona chamber will be in- JANET STEVER, 20, 362^ E.
stalled at the dinner meeting. 5th St., daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Otto Stever, was named princess of the Gopher
Realm. She is employed by the
Arcadia Group
Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co. as a service representative.
Collects Funds

Formed at Kellogg For New Equipment

2 Sacred Heart
Teachers Leaving
For Bogota Duty

Monday. January 18, 1965
WINONA DAILY NEWS .3

County coroner. He yras listed er boy?" At the scene Sunday
as being from Stratford, Conn. morning, officers had found him
HIS COMPANION, Edward beside Scinto's body in a dazJ. Kubacki*Riverton, N.J., re- ed condition, saying, "Luke Is
ceived a fracture of the right dead."
femur and lacerations of the Kubackl said he was studying
skull. Taken by ambulance to St. political science and pre-law.
Francis Hospital, he was in His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgood condition there this morn- ward D. Kubackl, were at the
hospital with him.
ing.
Kubackl would not disclose Scinto, believed by officers to
the names of the girls he and have been driving Kubacki'g
Scinto were going to see. He 1962 convertible, was traveling
appeared to be unclear about north on Highway 53 and lost
Scinto; at the hospital this control about 300 feet north of
morning he asked "Do you Hunter's bridge. Kubacki said
know what happened to the oth- he was asleep at the time.

THERE IS a town of Gate
road running straight north
from Hunter's bridge. Concrete
Higmray S3 begins a long and
gradual l eft curve at the top of
the hill which rises from th*
low bridge over Black River.
The two roads form a Y .
Scinto either fell asleep or
lost control after he took the
straight road by mistake and
tried to get back onto the concrete, officers said: He traveled
straight into the Y, crossing the
road which curves onto the coo*
crete from the straight road,
flying over a ft-foot drainage
ditch, knocking over a Trempealeau Electric Cooperative
utility pole, and coming to rest
facing south when it struck two
heavy posts from which it
knocked a sign
The vehicle traveled 705 feet
from the dry highway before
coming to rest, facing south in
the rough , snow-covered field.
Sheriff Eugene Bijold and
Maurice Scow, county traffic
officer , said the car skidded
sideways.
SCINTO'S BODY was found
30 feet south of where the car
stopped . When officers got
there, Kubacki was sitting beside his body.
An unidentified passerby saw
the wreckage and ran to the
Joseph Gerard home to the east,
on the town ~Toad. He asked
them to call an ambulance and
doctor. The passing motorist
also roused Ernest Komperud ,
living in a basement home adjacent to Highway 53 on the
west, nearly at the top of the
¦
hill.

REMOVING THE BODY . . . Trempealeau County Traffic Officer Maurice Scow,
Whitehall, left, is assisted by Harold Williamson, Larry Smith and Joe Gerard ,
Galesville, in removing the body of Luke M.

Scinto, who was thrown to his death when
the car he was driving went out of control
southeast of Galesville Sunday morning. The
passenger in the car is hospitalized at La
Crosse. (Mrs. Frank T. Dahlgren photo)

. ..

Gerard caLled the sheriff's office. Mrs, Komperud brought
blankets to cover the survivor
until officers arrived. Gerard
and Komperud helped place Kubacki in the ambulance.
Smith Mortuary, Galesville,
said this morning Scinto's body
was to go by air this afternoon
fo Bridgeport, Conn., a mortician there having called to
make the arrangements.

City Receives Five . Burglaries,
$120,724 in Attempts Checked
State Road Aid

A total of $120,724, its share
of state-collected road funds ,
has been granted the city of
Winona by the Minnesota Department of Highways in St.
Paul.
Winona's share includes $22,845 for maintenance and $97,879 for construction. The money
is for the fiscal year 1965, which
will end June 30.
By a special resolution, the
City Council last year lumped
construction and maintenance
funds in a construction category for the Mankato Avenue
widening project. General contract costs of the project totaled $150,063, making it necessary
to use $29,339 of general fund
surpluses. This made up the difference between costs and available state aids.
Still not included is the cost
of relocating crossing signals
for the Milwaukee Railroad
tracks. The estimated cost is
$17,500 but no bill has been received from the railroad company yet .
Last fiscal year—ending June
30 r 1964— the city received aids
totaling $119,415. Of this, $96,570 was for construction and
$22,845 for maintenance.
City officials estimate state
aids for fiscal 1966 will be only
slightly hi gher unless a gasoline
tax increase is adopted in the
current session of the Legislature.
Gross funds of $11,591,689 were
distributed by the department
to 77 municipalities with populations of 5,000 or more. In fiscal 1964, the municipalities received $10,967,128.
The largest allotment went to
Minneapolis , which received $2,693,645. St. Paul , which was
granted $1 ,949,262, was next.

300 Attend
DFL Party

About 300 persons heard Lt.
Gov. A. M. "Sandy " Keith describe the Democratic - FarmerLabor party ns the "party of
progress" Saturday night at a
victory celebration here .
Keith addressed local DFL
members nt tlie Athletic Club in
the course of a program which
included nppenrnnccs by elected
officials and party leaders. He
called the DFL the party best
suited to handle state affairs
because it "has Buccesssfully
met the challenges in the past. "
Also Introduced were George
Daley , Lewiston , the party 's
1st District congressional candidate last year, Cit y Rep. Frank
Theis and Sen. Roger Laufenburger , lewiston. The legislators said some form of real estate tax relief is needed for elderly persons who own homes.
Mnster of ceremonies was Cy
Crawford , rural Winona. Music
for dancing was by Emil Guenther 's orchestra.

CORONER Garaghan called
Scinto's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Nicola R. Scinto, ol 45 Rosedale
Terrance, Stratford, and Kubacki's parents Sunday.
Scinto's driver 's license indicated he lived at 605 N. 13th St.,
Milwaukee. He was born Oct.
23. 1945, in Dane County, Wis.
Kubacki's car license was isA total of five attempted and safe rolled about five feet away
sued
at Garden City , N.J.
successful break-ins occurred in from one wall.
This was Trempealeau CounWinona over the weekend, As- Sunday at 12:35 p.m. Alfred
sistant Police Chief Marvin A . Eddy called police to report a ty's first traffic fatality of 1965.
break-in at Technigraph Co.,
Meier said today.
1012 W . 5th St. Eddy is manaburglars
In two instances,
entered buildings but did not ger of the company. He told
take anything. In the other police that he found an outside
three cases, they were unsuc- door open at the plant.
cessful in trying to gain en- A police investigation turned
up no evidence of forced entry
trance.
or anything missing, although
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) PATROLMAN J o s e p h F. here, too, a filing cabinet was
One resident of Arcadia filed
Bronk reported the latest break- pried open .
in today at 5:12 a.m. He found
Patrolman James L. Hill on nomination papers for city ofthe front door of Sam Weisman routine patrol today at 2:44 fice last week with Warren C.
& Sons, Inc., 450 W. 3rd St., a.m. found that a rear door Shankey, city clerk.
'
pried open early this morning. of the Winona Clinic. 420 E.
Eugene Killian, 41, filed for
Investigation showed that noth- Sarnia St., had been pried at; 3rd Ward alderman. Rudolph
ing had been taken , although but it appeared that entrance Klink Sr., whose term expires,
a filing cabinet in the office had not been gained. A door- hasn 't filed yet. Filing deadline
had been pried open and a knob had been broken off the is Jan. 26 at 5 p.m.
rear door , but nothing was disKillian, born at Independence
turbed inside the building.
Sept. 7, 1923. to the late Mr.
ELMER VOLKMAN. opera- and Mrs. Albert Killian, has
tor of Dutchman 's Corner tav- been in Arcadia since 1947. He
ern. Wabr>Fha p vd Laird streets. is a graduate of Independence
found a lock on the outside door High School and the Wisconsin
of his place broken Saturday Institute of Mortuary Science,
morning. The door had been Milwaukee, which he completed
pried at but entrance was not in 1949, He came to Arcadia ,
to serve his apprenticeship ungained .
der the late James Webb.
MosiA
similar
incident
at
the
(Special)WABASHA, Minn .
He purchased an undertaking
Two juveniles, each 16, and man Service station , 602 W. 5th business from Orlando Haines
Patrolwas
discovered
by
in
St.,
Guinn Minter , 20, Mazeppa , are
1952 and with Martin A. Weimman
William
J.
Gordon
and
Edbeing held in the Wabasha ward E. Matthees early Satur- er , Independence ,
the Webb fuCounty jail here in connection day morning. The front door neral service and furniture
with a burglary in their village was pried open , but nothing
store in 1953. In 1962 he and
early Sunday .
had been taken.
his brother , John , went into
Meanwhile, a break-in and
partnership and purchased Wietheft of some $1,200 in mermer 's share.
chandise and cash at Elgin Burch Denies
Killian is secretary of the WisThursday night still is under inconsin Funeral Directors Assovestigation.
Resignation Blow ciation. He is a veteran of World
War II and a member of St.
GERHARDT Gahler, who op- At Goldwa ter
Stanislaus Catholic Church. He
erates a taven and bakery , with
and his wife , the former EveTV repair shop attached , found
WASHINGTON (AP) - Dean lyn Hohmann , have two daughabout $40 in merchandise and Burch says his decision to step
cash missing from his Main aside ns Republican national ters and one son.
Street business Sunday morn- chairman is not a repudiation of
ing.
former Sen. Barry Goldwater.
Seventeen packages of Erik's Burch said on NBC's radio- Indian Dancers
cigars, three cartons of cigar- television program "Meet the For Inaugural
ettes, and $4 or $5 from the till Press" Sunday that the move
were missing.
represented Goldwater 's effort
SANTA FE , N.M. (AP I Officers said entrance appar- to unify the GOP.
Four New Mexico Indian dancWhen he turns the job over to ers will appear in the inau guraentl y was gained by pulling at
the back door until the screws Ray Bliss, Burch said , he will tion parade in Washington
came off. The burglars then turn over "some cash, not a Wednesday, but without their
broke a window in a rear room whole lot , but no bills. "
arrow heads.
used for storage and gained enThe Cochiti tribe dancers
trance to the tavern section .
were questioned by Ihe Secret
Deputy Robert Loechler was Injured Strum
Service , which is in charge of
called at 9:55 a.m . by Richard
presidential security, about the
Sibley, Mazeppa policeman , Man Released
type of arrowheads they would
who had seen the car in which WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special ) carry and the strength of their
the juveniles and Minter were —Herbert Holte , 36 , Strum , who hows.
driving during the night. Au- received a cut over the left
Joe Herrera , sponsor of the
thorities said someone else saw eye when his car hit the rear dancers , said the arrowheads
it at 3:30 a.m. on the street, of a farm truck on Highway 93 were steel and volunteered to
loechler traced it by tire tivcks north of Independence early remove them for the parade.
and found it on a back street . Saturday morninR, was dismissSome of the missing cigars ed from Tri-County Memorial
FCC Commissioner
were in it, he said.
Hospital , Whitehall , Sunday.
Minter will he arraigned nnd William Schlink . 22 , O.sseo, F. W. Ford Quits
the juveniles disposed of after Minn ., and Miss Beverly
Rude ,
consulntion with District Attor- 21, Blair both were still hos- WASH INGTO N (AD - Fred,
erick W. Ford resigned as a
ney John Mcllnrdy, Plainview .
pitalized here this morning member of the Federal CommuSHERIFF KD Lager and Their car went out of control nications Commission effective
Loechler nre investigating entry Saturday morning at the Ev- Dec. 31 , the White House aninto the Milo Peterson drug erett Hanson home on the wrst nounced Saturday night ,
store nt Elgin sometime Thurs- outskirts of Blair, crossed the
Ford , a Republican , had been
day night . Watches , jewelry, lawn nnd hit a trt>e.
on the commission since 1957.
coffee makers, toasters nnd a
radio tnken were valued nt $951
R«floUr Meetings
dr^^*^~^
by the owners . Burglars also
^
~~
took between $2!>0 and $:I0() from
W/
xW
1** •"<* 3rd Monday*—8:00 p.m.
^x \Ql
the cash register .
Social Nlghtt — Oth«» Monday*
\C«^^
"^^^©J
Loechler said ho thought entry was gained by Inserting u
IMDEPEKDENT ORD ER OF ODDFELLOWS
knife in the hack door and movJohn C. Schmidt, N.0.
ing the lock.

Arcadian Files
for Mderman

3 Youths Held
In Burglary of
Mazeppa Tavern

Car
Wisconsin
St dtapfwud,otj ut TUght
Train Crashes
Audrey Hepburn Take Six Lives

Did Too Sing

[ COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS OUT

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Six persons died in car-train
crashes as Wisconsin recorded
10 highway fatalities during the
weekend, pushing the total for
the year to 46, only one below
the toll on this date last year.
Four of the victims were killed
Saturday at Stoughton in the
collision of a freight train and a
car carrying the Whitewater
High School wrestling coach
and members of his freshmansophomore team.
Coach Carl CtaolU, 25. and
three 15-year-old wrestlers, Elmer Batz, William Hammons
and Larry Kowalski, were injured fatally. Two other members of the team were injured
seriously.
Killed in other car - train
crashes Saturday were Mrs. Leona Shimek. 48, of rural Cleveland, and Wallace Tousey, 21,
of rural Greshman. Mrs. Shimek died in a collision at Alverno, two miles west of Manitowoc, and Tousey in a wreck
a mile south of Gresham in Shawano County.
Orrin Salwoke, 42, a Lafayette
County farmer , was killed Saturday night« ,when a car struck
a concrete bridge on a county
highway near the Wisconsin-Illinois state line.

New Wisconsin Education
Service Nearinq Operation

The work of the state Cooperative Educational Service Committee to set up 19 Cooperative
Educational Service agencies in
By EARL WILSON
Wisconsin to supply and enNEW YORK — Now It Can Be Told That — Audrey Hephance services now furnished by
burn sang almost half of the wonderful "My Fair Lady" songs
c o u n t y superintendents of
. . . She hasn't spoken up about it , not wishing to reduce the
schools has been completed.
acclaim that gifted Mamie Nixon's got for the dubbing. But
Each agency will meet in
Audrey's teacher Susan Seton tells me, "Audrey should have
March to organize its board of
credit for being able to sing in the same league with the
control of 11 members from
greatest voices."
among delegates from the school
district in the agency. The adPaula Wayne of "Golden Boy" heard some people gossiping
ministrator from the school with
maliciously about her in Downthe largest valuation will preey's. Realizing they didn't rec- ny's Steak Pub, "but this is the
side at the convention. A chairognize her, she joined in: first time she's ever divorced a
man, vice chairman and treas"How do you like that broad?" country."
urer will be elected.
etc. They, and she, condemned WISH I'D SAJD THAT : ChivPaula Wayne for many minutes, alry among teen-agers isn't dead
SCHOOLS IN this area are In
until a waiter said , "Telephone , (claims Bruce Ho). If a girl
Agencies 5, 6 and 11.
Miss Wayne!"
drops one of her books, a boy is
Delegates from the 20 districts
Joe E. Lewis just turned 63, bound to kick it back to her.
in
Agency 5 will hold their conhe thinks . . . Hugh Downs
vention at Spring Valley March
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
doesn't want this around but Your
12 al 2 p.m. Delegates from this
character is built by what
he's a secret gourmet. At Ernest
area
at the convention there
,
your
reputation
you
stand
for
Henderson's swank Elizabethan
will be Delmore, Zirzow, Alma
dinner in the Elizabethan Room by what you fall for.
district; Arthur Drier, Arkanat the Sheraton Russell, they EARL'S PEARLS: "The persaw;
W. W. Weishapple, Durand,
served a mystery meat. Hugh fect gift for an 18-year-old girl
and Howard Brenholt, Pepin.
correctly guessed it was "baby is still a compact ," says Susan
School population total in the
bear" . . . Johnny Carson's just Wong of the Jade Palace, "—but
agency is 20,498.
discovered he's got a great nowadays it has to have four
Cochrane-Fountain City Dissinging voice. He may become wheels."
trict
was placed in Agency 11
the Vaughn Monroe of the Sexy Victor Borge was asked (in
but has asked for transfer to
Sixties .. . Eydie Gorme is NOT Diners' Club ) to explain why
Agency 5.
expecting. When Dennis James the keys on his piano were yelThe convention of Agency 6 ,
kept saying she is, on that tele- low. "It's not really because
including four high school and
thon, he was joking . . . Little the piano is old," he pointed out.
five common school districts in
Joey Heatherton's being groom- w It's just that the elephant was
ed to become the new Marilyn a very heavy smoker" .. . Luke M. Scinto. 19, a Mar- this area, is scheduled for
March 11 at 2 p.m. at Cadott.
Monroe. Joey's a triple-threater : That's earl, brother.
quette University student from
Acts, dances and belts a ballad.

Fire Destroys
Arkansaw Home

AVA GARDNER said she's going into a hospital for a checkup
. . .. What's this? Little Patty
Duke talking about marriage?
. . . Marty Allen & Steve Rossi
have an imaginary interview
with LBJ in their act at the Las
Vegas Sands: "Mr. President, 9 DURAND, Wis. (Special) out of 10 doctors don't like Med- Fire destroyed the home of
icare"; LBJ: "But 9 out of 10 Mrs. Marylan Decker, Arkansaw, Sunday morning. Also lost
Democrats like it."
Irving Berlin's getting so roy- was her clothing and that of
alty-rich, at 76, that J. Paul her six children ranging in age
Getty wishes he'd gone into fro m 3 to 11.
song-writing . . . Billy Eckstine The children were watching
greeted Harry Belafonte , Quincy television when the fire broke
Jones, and other celebs at the out at 7:45 a.m. They called
Americana Royal Box, and then, their mother, who was sleeping
spotting Leslie Uggams, said, upstairs. She called Durand
."From what I hear you might firemen , who stayed on the
be my daughter-in-law" (refer- scene 4 M hours.
ring to his son Ronnie who's in It is believed the fire was
service) . . . Joi Lansing, the started from electrical wiring.
sexy health faddist, plays the Firemen said the fire marshal
trick Faye Emerson used to per- from Eau Claire was to investiform : She lifts guys over her gate today. Mrs. Decker and
head . . . Dick Adler rushed children went to Ellsworth to
Ann-Margret into the Sophia stay with lier mother, Mrs.
Loren spot in the Inaugural Seward Nielson. She is employGala mistress - of - ceremonies ed at Pyrofax Gas Co., Durand.
lineup when Sophia definitely
pulled out because of filming.
Guess a lot of other Hollywood
beautiesTl think they should
have had the honor instead of
the Swedish Swedeheart.
All in fun , of course: Jackie
Kaanon at the Ratf ink Room
looks at one group and says,
"Look at all the booze on the In a step to provide more optable. Must be retired cops." portunities for its more than
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: 110 members to take a more
"Elizabeth Taylor had her trials active part in programs and acand tribulations in the past ," tivities , the Junior Classical
noted Vaughn Meader in Ken- League at Cotter High School
has been divided into two sections.
WINONA DAILY NEWS Each unit will meet monthly
with a combined meeting of
MONDAY, JANUARY H, 1»65
bot h units scheduled every two
VOLUME 109, NO. 41
months.
Published dolly except Saturday end HoliThe freshmen JCLers , under
days by Republican and Herald Publish.
Ins Company, 40! Franklin St ., y/lnono, the leadership of Han Meier—
Minn.
assisted by Philip Biesanz and
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Karen Glubka — have planned
Slnglt Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sund»y
a Tuesday meeting featuring
Delivered by Carrier—Per week 50 cents songs and games. Chris Gra26 week s J12.75
52 weeks »25.S0
jyczyk and Victor Morse will
By mall strictly In advance; paper flop- provide guitar accompaniment
ped on expiration date.
for singing.
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona,
Peter Kachler , Paul PrzybylWabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Ptpln and
ski and Jane Meier head the
Trempealeau counties:
I year
.. JI2.O0 3 monffu .
»3 w sophomore
group 's program
t months . . JAM 1 month
11 sh
committee. At their meeting
All oilier sub-crlptlons:
Tuesday there will be u Latin
1 yeor
., H5.00 3 months .
t< js
i monlhs . , S8.O0 1 month
u to llootenanny and a "What' s Your
Line " panel of occupations retend change ot address, notices, undelivlated to the field of Latin.
ered copies, subscription orders and other
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P. O.
James lleinlen presides ot
Second class poslaee paid at Wnotu. senate meetings held weekly to
Box 70. Winona, Minn.
coordinate the new units.

Classical League
At Cotter High
In Two Sections

..

THE DAIRY BAR
Vacation Time!
W« will clo&a at midnight , Tuesday, January 19,
for a 7-week vacation . W« will open again about
March 11.
WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT IN THIS PAPER

THE DAIRY BAR
114 East Third Street
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Haug, Galesville; Donald Skorstad, Blair; Ralph S. Lund,
Black River Falls; Ernest Sobotta, Arcadia, and Sylvia Tolkan, Alma Center.
Also in Agency 11 are Melrose
and Mindoro, under reorganization. Cochrane • Fountain City
will be represented by Mrs.
Alma Multhaup, Cochrane, if
not moved to Agency 5.
There are 34 schools In Agency n and 35,462 students.
Any state resident may appeal
until Dec. 31, 1966, to transfer
his entire school 'district to another agency.
ALL PROVISIONS of Chapter
565, providing for creation of
the agencies, go into effect July
1. At that time the agency
boards of control may apply for
the $22,000 state aid which each
is to be allowed.
County superintendency will
be discontinued at that time and
agency coordinators, whom the
boards of control have hired,
one for each, begin their services. The coordinator becomes
secretary of each county school
committee and board of control.
County boards elect a third
member to county teachers college boards. Provisions permitting county boards to levy taxes
for supporting county superintendents are repealed.
In July school boards will appoint delegates to each agency
AMONG the district delegates convention to be held on the secthere will be Paul Rieck, Mon- | ond Monday in August. It will
dovi; Charles Rongstad , Osseo; be Aug. 9 this year.
Gerald Bergerson, Strum-Eleva;
Mrs. Laura Gilman, Gilmanton AT THIS time , the agencies
Union Free High School; Mrs. will reorganize for the year,
Phyllis Buchholz and Eldrid electing their boards of control.
Branger , rural Mondovi , and A delegate from each district,
Robert Weiss , rural Alma , rep- appointed by the school board in
resenting three common school July, will attend.
districts sending their high The chapter provides that the
school students to Gilmanton. board of control shall have no
The 31 districts in Agency 6 more than 11 members. Union
have 34,114 students.
Free high schools will be limited
Agency 11 \val have its con-| jtjp one member on the board of
vention March 8 at 2 p.m. at " control although several comWest Salem. Delegates from this mon school districts may be opnewspaper area will be Ralph erating in their area.
Rasmuson , Whitehall; Leonard The convention will decide
Bender , Trempealeau ; Walter how to divide its area so as to
Kling, Taylor; Ernest C. Hala- place the limited 11 on the board

To March in Inaugural Parade

A Merchant Marine Academy
cadet from Goodview , PETERROLF OHNSTAD JR., will
march with his regiment in the
presidential inaugural parade
Wednesday in Washington , D.C.
Cadet Ohnstad , a 4th classman, majoring in marine transportation , will graduate in August 1968 from the academy at
Kings Point, N.Y. He is a 1964
Winona Senior High School
graduate. His parents are Mr.
and Mrs . Peter-Rolf Ohnstad ,
4016 8th St., Goodview.
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STOp (N T0 NIGHT AND ENJOY

THIS NEW ENTERTAINMENT!
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Richardson

LAKE CITY, Minn. - Airman Daniel R. Richardson , son
of Mrs. Faye M. Peterson , 219
S. Prairie St., has completed
Air Force basic military training at Lackland AFB, Tex . Airman Richardson has been selected for technical training as
a communications - electronics
specialist at the Air Training
Command school at Keesler
AFB, Miss. He is a 1964 graduate of Lincoln High School.
Ensign Joe Wise , USNR , left
Jan. 2 for Norfolk , Va., where
he has been assigned to York
County s h i p ,
h e a d q u a rlered there . He
was graduated
f r o m officer
candidate
school at Newport , R.I., Dec.
18. He l a t e r
spent a twoweek leave with
VVis *
his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Wise , Lake
City. He Is a 1964 graduate of
Winona State College.
Marine Pfc. William P. Gjerde , son of Dr . and Mrs . William P. Gjerde , has completed
a three-month training course

SEAMAN RECRUIT ROBERT
E. I'ASZKIEWICZ , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Paszkiewicz,
627 E. Belleview St., began
nine weehs of basic training
Dec. 31 at the Nava l Training
Center, San Diego, Calif. He
Religious Progra m
will receive aptitude examinaIn Catholic Grade
tions to determine which of the
Navy 's 65 specialty fields he
Schools Discussed
will enter on completion of reThe religious department of cruit training.
Cotter High School met recent•
ly with religious teachers ot the CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
city 's five Catholic g r a d e —Spec . 4 Lloyd A. Renslo , son
schools to promote mutual un- of Mr. and Mrs . Arnold Renslo
derstanding of the religious cur- was named "Soldier of the
ricula in the grade schools and Quarter " for his battalion at Ft.
high school.
I'olk , La., las ', month , lie reThe Rev. James McCuiiley , cently spent an 18-day leave at
principal at Cotter , welcomed home . His address : Co. B , Hilith
the group and spoke on the Engr. Bn „ Ft. Polk , La., 71459.
need for effective religion inSPRING flKOVE. Minn. (Spestruction in a time of spiritual
renewal and ecumenism. He cial) — Seaman Recruit Gary
emphasized that mutual aid Buxengard , 18 , a 1%4 graduate
and understandin g at all levels of Spring Grove High School ,
is necessary lo the effectiveness son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
of the program.
Buxengard , has completed basThe Rev. Robert Stamschr- ic training at the Naval Trainor , head of the Cotter religion ing Center , (Went Lakes , 111. He
department , presided at the will be assigned to a service
meeting and served as moder- school or to a ship or station
ator at a discussion of the sub- for further trainin g.
ject matter of each class in
religion at Cotter and a re- They 'll Do It Every Time
view of the grade school religion syllabus conducted to insure that the Cotter curriculum
is geared toward continuity in
the 12-year program.

B0BBI GEE

at once.
The board will determine (he
policies of the agency and receive the 122,000 in state aids
for operation.
The board of control will approve service contracts with local school districts, county
boards of supervisors, and other cooperative educational service agencies. However, no such
contracts will extend beyond
three years.
THE CONTROL board will determine the participating -local
unit's prorated share of the
cost of cooperative programs
and assess these costs against
each participating unit, but no
board may levy taxes.
No cost shall be assessed
against a unit for a cooperative
program unless the school district enters into a contract for
such service.
The board will appoint an
agency coordinator for a term
of not more than three years.
Coordinators must have qualifications at least equal to the
highest level of certification required for local school district
administrators. The salary of
the coordinator should range
between $10,500 and $13,500.
The board of control will
meet monthly and at the call
of the chairman, They will
take care of the necessary expenses of the board and coordinator and for acquisition of
equipment, space and personnel.
The coordinator will be responsible for the services, secure participation of individual
districts and county boards,
and other cooperative educational service agencies with whom
they may exchange services.
THE COORDINATOR also will
implement the policies of the
board of control.
A professional advisory comr
mittee, composed of the highest
professional school district administrators in each school district in each agency , will meet
at the request of the board or
coordinator to advise them.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Minnesota State Society held a
Detailed statements of ex- pre-inaugural ball Saturday
penses for the prior year must night in honor of Hubert H.
be submittedjto the state super- Humphrey, who will be sworn
intendent by Oct. 1 or no more in Wednesday as vice president
state aid will be paid. Service of the United,States.
agencies may incur short term The formal affair in the grand
loans prior to aid payments
Mayflower
and making of contracts to pay ball room of theestimated
l ,«
Hotel
attracted
an
for organizational steps in escity
got
into
000
persons
as
the
tablishing an agency.
No school district will lose a festive mood in preparation
state educational aids by refus- for the inauguration of Presiin to subscribe to any services dent Johnson.
provided by the agencies.
The Minnesota throng includThe services of the agency ed many who came to Washingmay include shared personnel ton for the inaugural ceremonies
in teaching; supervision and along with hundreds of former
curriculum development; re- Minnesotans who now live in the
search; special classes; data capital.
collection, processing and dis- One of the highlights at tha
semination; in - service programs; liaison between t h e ball was the crowning by Humstate and local school districts, phrey of Miss Connie Freeman,
and any services which the daughter of Secretary of Agriagencies may decide they want. culture and Mrs. Orville L.
Freeman,
as
Minnesota'!
C. H. Wileman. secretary of Cherry Blossom Princess.
the state committee, said that The entire Minnesota congresin this program not only the sional delegation accepted inviautonomy of local districts is tations for the ball with the exprotected, but "school board ception of Rep. Clark MacGregmembers in all districts are or, who sent word he would be
now of such stature that they out of the city.
are qualified to make their own
decisions regarding the pro- The nonpartisan nature of the
grams offered and services event was pointed up with the
needed to make those programs announcement by former Gov.
effective.
Harold E. Stassen of Minnesota
"Because of their own sophis- that he was bringing down a
tication and sense of responsi- dozen guests for the ball from
bility to their purpose, school Philadelphia , where he now reboard members no longer need sides.
a person at the county level to
Rowan , head of the
preside over the educational U nCarl
i
t
e
d
information
program of the area. However , Agency, wasStates
master
of cereit is recognized that there are
monies.
The
guest
list
included
inequities in the potential of
some district to provide certain Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag of Minnefeatures of value to the school sota and Mrs. Rolvaag , U.S. Disprogram. The cooperative agen- trict Judge Luther Youngdahl of
cies make it easier to provide Washington, a former governor
of the state, and Mayor Arthur
them."
Naftalin
of Minneapolis.
The county superintendency
has existed 102 years. The transition from it may not be accom- Want to color that cake frostplished without some inconveni- ing coral pink for a special taence, Wileman said. "Its discon- ble setting to match a centertinuance and the absence of piece of Talisman roses? Use a
the many dedicated people who few drops of yellow and a few
filled the office through the drops of red food coloring in
years cannot happen without your frosting.
some adverse effect."

SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

A gran t totaling $2,249 has
been received by the College
of Saint Teresa from the Association of College and Research
Libraries, a division of the American Library Association.
Of the total grant , $1,000 is in
cash , and the rest is in the
form of a microcard reader and
seven publications on microcards.
The college was one of 162
recipients selected from among
547 applicants. It plans to use
the $1,000 cash grant to increase
library holdings on Russia , particularly on its literature and
arts.
Through the college's cooperative program with libraries at
Winona State and St. Mary ' s
colleges, students at each institution have access to the collections of all three.

FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY!
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St. Teresa Gets
Library Grant

STARTING TONIGHT

Wltt& l ' ,-ifck
jK^

Stratford , Conn., was killed Sunday when his car left Highway
52 south of Galesville in Trempealeau County , snapped off a
utility pole, jumped a ditch and
stopped against a post in a
field.
Mrs. Mary Heinz , 81, of Kaukauna , died Sunday of injuries received Saturday in a
two-car collision at the intersection of Outagamie County Trunk
J J and Highway 41 west of Appleton.
Listed previously was the
death of Russell Jacobson , 62,
of Milwaukee in a two-car crash
on a Milwaukee Street.

ma , Independence; D o n a l d . of control, which will take over

Minnesota Slate
Society Honors
Hubert at Ball

at the Marine Mechanical Fundamentals School at the Naval
Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, Fla . He received
boot training at Paris Island ,
S.C. He is now spending a 30day furlough in Lake city. He
will leave for San Diego, Calif.,
to attend electronics school for
six months.
•
KELLOGG , Minn. ( SpeciaDAirman Dennis J. Hall USN ,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hall , returned to Long Beach ,
Calif., recently aboard the antisubmarine warfare aircraft carrier USS Kearsarge, after completing a six-month deployment
in the Far East with the
Seventh Fleet. Airman Hall is
now spending a leave with his
parents nnd grandparents , Mr.
and Mrs . Homer Hall. After the
leave he will go to Aviation Machinist Mate Jet Engine School
for 15 weeks at Memphis. Tenn.
Three young men left Kellogg Dec. 28 to join the Navy.
They are now in basic trainin g
at San Diego , Calif.
Norman A . Tentis Jr., 19, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Tentis , enlisted for three years. He
is a 1963 graduate of St. Felix
High School, Wabasha.
John E. Timm , 19, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gustave Timm , enlisted for four years. He is a 19G4
graduate of Wabasha H i g h
School.
Thomas C. McNallan , 19, son
of Mr , and Mrs . Coleman McNallan , enlisted for four years.
He attended Wabasha H i g h
School.
T. Sgt . and Mrs. Robert Leisen
and famil y have moved to Madison, Wis . Sgt. Leisen is stationed at Truax AFB there.

By Jimmie Hatlc

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - Pvt.
Arlan E. Stone, son of Mr . and
Mrs. Albert 0. Stone, Blair, has
completed a six-week powerman course at the Army Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir, Va.
Stone received instruction in the
operation and maintenance of
hand and power took, gasoline
and diesel engines and" electric
generators.
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MABEL , Minn. — Army Pfc.
Verdon H. Stennes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry V. Stennes, was
assigned to the 1st Armored Division , Ft. Hood, Tex., Jan, 6.
Stennes entered the Army in ¦£?m CQtOMCOM
jfy |
August 1963 and is a radio telephone operator in Headquarters
2 - B I G HITS-2
Battery of the division 's artillery. He is a 1958 graduate of
Mabel High School.
•
PEPIN , Wis. (S pecial)-Richard Ristow has returned to his
base at Cherry Point , N.C , after sepnding a week's leave
with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hovde.
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Army Pvt. Larry G . Larson ,
son of Robert M. Larson , South
Beaver Creek, has been assigned to the Fourth Transportation
Command , Ft. Eustis , Va. He is
a heavy equipment operator
with a transportati on unit. His
basic training was completed at
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.
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Variance Asked ^K ^^HB^v
¦r
j
Of Zoning Board 55 ^/—l.-^^j
ir7is«k»M
A variance from both front mmm
and back Jot setback regulations will be sought by Dr. mswmtmwm.
HW UMBO!mmt

Cleve Gruler In a hearing before the Board of Zoning Appeals Jan. 28.
The board meeting will be at
City Hall and begins at 7:30
p.m.
The proposed building lot Is
at the apex of a triangle formed
by Randall Street and Service
Drive. Its east side line Is 119
feet , while the west end of the
lot is a wedge-point. The address is 1302 Service Drive.
Dr. Gruler has applied for
permission to construct a house
fronting on Service Drive with
a 20-foot setback instead of the
prescribed 25 feet. At the rear
of the house he wants a 15-foot
setback instead of adhering to
tho 25-foot line established by
neighboring houses.

INBOND IS
, JAMES
^K

ACTIONI

THE MOST
ANTICIPATED
MOVIE OF THE
YEARI
__
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Breakfast menus getting dull?
Add a cup of finely chopped
pared apple to a standard pan^W^MkYAOor»lU/!iatWJ
cake batter and griddle-bake
these apple pancakes aa usual.
Serve with ginger marmalade- |GOID^£HOER7
if you can lay your handi nn J WBMiiwwv^^cMrpjMTOrtl
any — or with the usual maple
STARTS WED.
syrup or honey.

LBJ Working Closed School Districts
On Message Nearinq July 1 Deadline
For Inaugural
By GEORGE McCORMICK
Dally News Staff Writer
A spate of school district dissolutions has occupied the Winona County Board of Commissioners during its meetings in
the second half of 1964.
Before then only an occasional thing, from July on, petitions
for dissolution of a district and
its attachment to another district were presented to the
board at almost every meeting.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson works today on his
inaugural address and gets
ready for the opening festivities
of this oath-taking week.
Johnson and wife, Lady Bird,
are going to a Broadway style
pre-inaugural gala tonight. But
there was no word on which of
the many private and semi-public parties and receptions would
draw them out of a White House
so jammed with relatives and THE RESULT it that the numfriends that daughter Luci was ber of school districts in the
sleeping on a cot.
county — 66 at the end of
The President set aside part 1963 — has dropped to 55. This
of the day to do more work on has been done through eliminthe " address he will deliver in ation of closed districts — that
Capitol Plaza Wednesday after is, districts that do not operate
taking the inaugural oath. Aides a school.
said this chore probably would There were 31 such districts
not be completed until, the at the end of 1963. Now, there
are 20.
morning of the ceremony.
Johnson flew back to Wash- The reason for this influx
ington from his Texas ranch of petitions for dissolution is a
Sunday night, cramming his jet Minnesota law requiring that
transport with so many inaugu- all closed districts still in exral visitors that a second craft istence July 1, 1965, be dishad to be used for the overflow. solved automatically.
If a closed district's resiOne of the 27 relatives and
friends aboard Air Force One dents take the initiative in diswas Mrs. Earle Deathe of Aus- solving their district before this
tin , Tex., who was delighted deadline, they have a choice as
to which district they will join.
with the capital's snow cover.
"This is the most snow I've If the residents wait for the
ever seen," she said. "I brought deadline, the county board will
some boots and I'm going to put decide where pupils — and tax
'em on. I'm going to save my money — will go. The board
will take an advisory ballot in
Sunday-go-to-meetin' shoes."
Besides inaugural commit- any closed district left when the
ments, Johnson's only an- deadline arrives, but it is not
nounced appointment today was obliged to follow the outcome
for a Cabinet room ceremony to
swear in the new secretary of
commerce, John T. Connor.
The President worked on his
Inaugural address at the ranch
before going to church services
Sunday, then relaxed by leading
a small party of reporters and
photographers on a tour of
Johnson City and the neighboring countryside.

2 High Schools
Send Debaters
To Tournament
with

of the voting in assigning an may continue contracts
area to another district.
special districts.
Goodview (CSD 2606) may
OF THE 20 closed districts continue in existence because
still in existence here, only its children are educated under
eight will be affected by the contract with the State College
July 1 deadline. They are com- Board. Its pupils attend Phelps
mon school districts 2548, 2571, Laboratory School, operated by
2576, 2577, 2605, 2621, 2623 and Winona State College.
2628. They have a total asses- Any district having such a
sed valuation of $343,460.
contract with the State College
Four of the eight, however, Board is exempted from the
have no levy for school pur- July 1 deadline, and a similar
poses this year, and the total exemption applies to districts
school tax levy in the group is having contracts with the Unonly $6,390.
iversity of Minnesota Board of
When these districts become Regents. This includes some
part of operating districts, they Twin Cities area districts.
will share the costs of running
and staffing schools. The in- A THIRD kind of district exevitable rise in tax levies is empted from the requirement
undoubtedly one reason these is one in which at least 75 perdistricts are waiting until the cent of the children are served
last possible moment to change by a private elementary and
secondary school.
their status.
RoIIingstone ( CSD 2566) is one
Jesse B. Jestus, county super- of two districts in the state to
intendent of schools, said he come under this category. Tfie
thought none of the eight dis- other is Cold Spring in Stearns
tricts affected by the law would County. Most RoIIingstone disinitiate dissolution action but,
pupils attend Holy Trinity
instead, would wait for the coun- trict in the village, operated
ty board to act after the dead- School
by Holy Trinity Catholic parish
line.
and staffed by Franciscan sisTHE REMAINING 12 closed ters.
districts in the county will keep One district — the Falsch distheir present status after July trict (CSD 2629) north of Utica
1. This is because each falls — is having a meeting on disinto one of three categories ex- solution Friday.
empted from the state's re- Unless sentiment in the other
eight districts affected by the
quirement.
Some of the districts may con- July 1 deadline changes before
tinue in existence because their then , nothing more in the line
pupils are educated in Special of school district dissolution is
District 5 . Winona. The law likely to happen before the counprovides that a closed district ty board's July meeting.

Winona Senior High School
and Cotter High School debate
squads were involved in tournament activity last weekend here
and at River Falls, Wis.
Senior High debaters participated in the River Falls State
University invitational tournament while Cotter was host to
beginning debate teams from
Senior High, St. Charles and La
Crosse Aquinas high schools Saturday.
At River Falls, Senior High
coached by Keith Larson, posted a 5-3 record with the negative team of John Morse and Lee
Turner.winning ratings of "excellent" after going undefeated
in four debates. Members of the
affirmative team were Patrick
Ellis and Jeanne Hittner.
Among the 50 schools participating in the tournament was
DURAND, Wis., which finished
with a 7-1 record. Its negative
team also received an "excellent" rating.
The Cotter tournament was
won by Aquinas which won five
of six debates. Senior High was
runnerup, Cotter third and St.
Charles fourth.
On the Cotter host squad
coached by Sister M. Janice,
were freshmen Keane Kohner
and Phyllis Wernz , affirmative;
sophomores Mary Hauge and
Judy Wera , affirmative , and
J v m Meier and Karen Kohner ,
negative.
Senior High debaters participating were: Affirmative, Huth
Karnath, Lynn Schroder and
Marilyn Bambenek (alternate) ,
and negative, Noel Bublitz, Ken
Rother and Martha Donahue ( alternate).
On Saturday both Senior High
and Cotterwill participate in the
La Crosse State University Invitational Debate Tournament.
Cotter students also will be at
St. Peter, Minn., for a speech
tournament in debate, extemporaneous speaking and oratory ,
sponsored by Gustavus Adolphus
College.

Tail Come'

The day also produced a presidential announcement of antipoverty projects in 33 states and
Puerto Rico. The estimated
cost: $102 million.
On Saturday, Johnson said
goodby lo an overnight ranch
guest, Canadian Prime Minister
Lester Pearson, and announced
at a living - room news conference the resignations of four
White House staff members
first appointed by John F. Kennedy: special assistants Kenneth O'Donnell and David Powers, special counsel Myer Feldman and Dr. Janet Travell, a
White House physician.

Lanesboro Firemen
Called to 2 Farms;
Machine Shed Burns

Plans All Set for
Johnson Inaugural

WASHINGTON (AP) - In an
extraordinary blend of "y'all
come" hominess and unprecedented security precautions,
Lyndon B. Johnson renews his
presidential oath at high noon
Wednesday.
Besides the solemn ceremonies in which the President
will place his hand on his mother's well-thumbed Bible, swear
to defend the Constitution, and
then deliver his inaugural address, there will be these other
highlights:
A grand parade featuring everybody from spit-and-polish
West Point cadets to dancing
Eskimos from above the Arctic
Circle—and even a man from
Utah skiing down Pennsylvania
Avenue on a mobile mountain.
Some 500,000 persons are expected to witness this spectacle
in person and 200 million via TV
around the world.

of riflemen on the rooftops, an
armored and bullet-proof glass
shield for the President when he
reviews the parade outside the
White House, and meticulous
scrutiny of air windows en
route.
An example of how meticulous the security planning is:
troops lining the streets during
the inaugural ceremony and
parade will not carry rifles, as
always in the past. This is a
precaution against the remote
possibility that some soldier
gone berserk, or somebody
masquerading as a soldier,
might open fire.

Holstein Breeders
To Meet Thursday
At Lewiston Bowl

In the parade will be 54 bands
plus floats plus governors plus
troops ordered to step out
smartly in 30-inch steps at 120
steps a minute. The aim is to
get that parade past Johnson
before darkness falls.
When will darkness fall? The
U.S. Naval Observatory is firm
in its belief that , despite all the
cosmic doings here, the sun will
set on schedule, at 5:16 p.m.,
—
EST.
The cost of all this is hard to
figure. The inaugural committee, a non-government organization, estimates its spending at
$1.65 million, which it hopes to
get back from ticket sales , souvenir programs, the Johnson
Medal and so on.
Congress will spend $200,000
and up for special stands and
other costs of the ceremonies
outside its front door . The District of Columbia will lay out at
least $288,000 for extra police,
water fountains, comfort stations and street cleaning.

LEWISTON, Minn . - Howard
J. Hansen, Sioux Falls, S.D.,
national fieldman for the Holstein Breeders Association, and
Milo L. Hill , Farmington , state
secretary of the Minnesota Holstein Breeders Association, will
be guest speakers at the Winona County Holstein Breeders Association meeting at 1:30 p.m.
Thursday, at Cly-Mar Bowl ,
Lewiston. All farmers interested in Holstein cattle are invited. Stephen Kronebusch, RoIIingstone, is the county secretary.
¦
HOUSTON COUNTY GOP
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Houston County Republicans will
meet Wednesday at 8 p.m. at
Sprague State Bank hospitality
room , Caledonia. Chairman LeRoy Harlos, La Crescent , will
be in charge.

State Senate One of 88 in Nation
Committees in
Minnesota Gets
Action Today

ST. PAUL (AP)-The Minnesota Senate swings into full
scale committee sessions this
week, with committee action on
the school aid restoration bill a
possibility early in the week.
The Senate Finance Committee, to which the proposal was
referred, is scheduled to meet
to consider it Tuesday afternoon.
The bill would direct the refiguring of school aids and
distribution to the school districts of their appropriate shares
of the $6.6 million cut ordered
by Gov. Karl Rolvaag last fall.
He said the cut was necessary
ecause income tax receipts
were not sufficient to cover the
aids voted by the Legislature in
1963.
The bill Is sponsored by Sen.
Robert Dunlap of Rochester,
chairman of the Senate Education Committee. A similar measure was introduced in the House.
Dunlap and others contend the
state has an obligation to pay
the aids in full.
The Public Welfare Committee is to hold its second meeting
today.
Also scheduled Tuesday are
meetings of the Senate education and elections and reapportionment committees. The elections group is slated to begin
work on legislation proposed by
an interim committee to
improve election laws.
The committee hopes to deal
with these matters early to
clear the decks for the later
heavy work of legislative reapportionment .
House committee rooms had
not been assigned following the
naming of House committees
last week, so no meetings were
scheduled today.
Both House and Senate had
1-p.m. sessions scheduled today.

OEO Proj ect

ST. PAUL (AP( - A $70,089
technical assistance grant to the
Minnesota Office of Economic
Opportunity was announced Sunday , as one of 86 new proj ects
in President Lyndon Johnson's
war on poverty.
Gov. Karl Rolvaag, in an announcement which came on the
heels of that from Johnson City,
Tex., said the money wfll finance a Minnesota Community
Assistance Agency.
The agency, Rolvaag explained, will aid cities, counties,
school districts and other subdivisions in implementing and
obtaining benefits of the federal
Economic Opportunity Act.
The federal grant of $70,089 is
to be matched on a 10 per cent
basis from state resources.
Other assistance for Minnesota programs in the federal
listing included :
Vista Volunteers . — Assignment of 22 domestic Peace
Corps volunteers as follows:
four volunteers to live and work
in four Chippewa communities
on Fond du Lac Reservation;
three volunteers to provide
varied social services on Grand
Portage Reservation; six volunteers to work in varied programs on Leech Lake Indian
Reservation ; four volunteers to
assist Chippewa communities on
White Earth Indian Reservation ; five volunteers to serve in
the Oak Terrace Nursing Home,
Minnetonka.

Work Experience — 512,400
grant to Minnesota State Welfare Department for a special
project to assist in rehabilitation of unemployed persons on
relief.
Job Corps Center — 200-man
job corps camp at Portage Lake
3V'2 miles northwest of Bena in
Cass County, with annual operating budget of $180,000, under
supervision of U.S. Forest Service. Work to include trail improvements, roadside maintenance , tree planting, site cleanup on 15 recreation areas in
Chippewa National Forest. Also
construction and development of
LUBBOCK, Tex. (AP) - 48 new recreation areas and 52
Police Sgt. Wayne Lecroy said camp and picnic areas in forest
he had seen it happen — a car scenic overlooks.
leave the scene of a collision ,
circle driverless in a field and Gov. Rolvaag said the new
return to run over its owner, planned Minnesota Community
Assistance Agency will be oplying injured.
Lecroy said the car veered erated through the Department
into the darkness Sunday night of Public Welfare. The agency,
after hitting a pickup truck. Ma- he added , will be in continuous
direct communication with
rie Ivey, 35, of Lubbock, the and governor.
the
driver, fell out.
"The need for this new agency
Tracks showed the car circled arises out of the awareness of
a quarter of a mile before re- the tragic lack of resources
turning and hitting Mrs. Ivey as available to many economically
she lay at an intersection. She distressed communities in Minwas taken to a hospital in a se- nesota which wish to> help themrious condition.
selves," Rolvaag said. "For
Lecroy said the car — head- lack of assistance in organizalights knocked out — almost hit tion , program planning and in
him as he directed traffic , then establishing liaison with St. Paul
plowed into his cruiser at an and Washington , many commuestimated speed of 35 miles an nities have in the past failed to
hour. He theorized the accelera- obtain many benefits available
tor had jammed.
to them. They will most

Driverless Car
Runs Down Owner

certainly fall to gam th» full
advantage of the Economic
Opportunity Act unless we act
now to fulfill their needs in this
regard."
Rolvaag said he expects to
start staffing the agency immediately. Initial plans call for a
staff of up to five community
specialists, plus a director and
assistant director.
"I will expect and demand
that the staff of this agency get
right out where the problems
are and not expect the problems
to come to them," Rolvaag said.
Once
a
community
is
organized and has begun to
develop its anti-poverty program, Rolvaag said, the community specialist who aided with
the organization will continue to
serve as a "liaison man" with
federal and state government.

Naftalin Raps
University
At Mankato

MINNEAPOLIS .(AP) - Minneapolis Mayor Arthur Naftalin
says making Mankato State College a university would dissipate
scarce resources, promote unhealthy competition and possibly
"cheapen t h e term 'university.' "
The idea of university statu *
for Mankato should not be encouraged, the mayor said.
Naftalin said there is "no reason whatever" to favor Mankato above the other four state colleges except for its sLze —
which results from its location
in a populous area .
He added that a university
branch, like those at Dulirth and
Morris, would be better because
it would permit sharing, rather
than dividing, resources and
would d e centralize education
more effectively th an would a
multiple system.
Mankato citizens arguing the
city's case recently before the
State College Board cited a 1957
Naftalin speech. He was quoted
as saying Minnesota higher education enrollments would double
or triple in 10 to 15 years, that
Mankato "would play an important part in the growth, and
who knew but that in 10 or IS
years, we might be another university."

Troop units carrying weapons
as they march in the parade
The quotation Is substantially
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
will be inspected to make sure
correct, Naftalin said, but he
that there are no rounds in the
— Lanesboro firemen were calladded that the university idea
chambers.
ad out twice Sunday : To a car
had been mentioned before. Ha
and machine shed fire.
This security, of course, is
said he made his remarks while
The fanner who lost the marepugnant to Johnson, and the
hacking development of the upchine shed lost another building
S.S. still has no guarantee that
per — now "Highlands" — ManThen , of course, there will be he will not vault out of his reinIn a fire only a few days ago.
kato campus against the view
A call came at 8:30 a.m. from the inaugural ball, spread over forced , armor-plated , bubblethat the Valley campus nearer
the Amos Holland farm five four mammoth halls, and topped limousine, and shake
town should be expanded.
miles north of town where the wrapped in star-spangled decor hands.
back seat of a 1960 car had symbolizing "America the Beau- The security stems from the
started to burn. Holland closed tiful. " The President and the tragedy of Nov. 22, 1963, and
the car tight , containing the fire First Lady will drop in on each certain recommendations of the
of these oversized dansants.
Warren Commission which into a smolder.
At 2 p.m. Clarence Topness , As for security, the Secret vestigated the assassination of
farmer 12 miles southwest of Service is living up to its name. President John F. Kennedy.
The inauguration jamboree is
Lanesboro , saw smoke in his It is saying nothing.
¦^¦^¦^¦^¦^¦^H /^^ti
^
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"Please," one S. S. agent im- not a one-day affair , It lasts
machine shed. The building was
that
I
three days.
burned , plus a diesel tractor , plored, "do not even say
Monday the high spot is a
manure spreader , garden tiller , said 'No comment. " "
air compressor , mower and It is known, however , that Democratic gala at the National
small tools. Fire Chief LeRoy there will be increased details Guard Armory . This whing-ding
is free, for those 10,000 persons
Erickson estimated the loss at
who have wangled invitations.
and
$6,000.
between $5,000
Richard Adler, musical comeThere was an unlit oil stove
dy playwright and producer ,
in (he shed . Cause of the blaze
has come down from Broadway
wasn 't determined.
to manage it.
A few days ago Topness lost
Performers who will contriba hog house with five sows nnd
ute talent to this affair Include:
37 little pigs by fire.
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AFS Chapter
Meets Wednesday
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Education Plan Certain
To Be Expensive
SOME COMMENT on President Johnson 's aid-to-education message described it
as imaginative. Others have called it exciting. One thing is certain — it's going to
be expensive.
The $1.6 billion "tots to teens" proposal
would raise spending for all educational
purposes in fiscal 1966 to $8.6 billion.
Obviously, from these figures, the federal government already is deeply involved in the schooling of Americans. The new
ground staked out in the President's message is direct aid to schools, both public
and private, particularly in poorer areas.
THE FORMULA it broad. Any school

district with either 100 children, or 3 percent of enrollment , from families with incomes under |2,000 would be eligible for
aid. Almost 90 percent of the nation 's 26,000 school districts could qualify for grants
up to half the cost of educating each underprivileged child.
This is the heart of the Johnson program which has many other facets. Education becomes part of the war on poverty.
With some eloquence Mr. Johnson bids
Congress attend this No. 1 business of the
American people. "Freedom," he reminds
us, "i» fragile If citizens are ignorant."
THE RICHEST NATION on eirth can

certainly do better by its youth . The nation 's schools have many tragic lacks. Statistics on the need for more facilities of all*
lands, and on the shortage of teachers,
are staggering. Educators have pointed-out
the pockets of cultural poverty, both rural
and urban , where' the quality of schooling
is below acceptable standards.
Past President* and Congresses have
tackled these problems without too much
success. Direct federal aid has foundered
on the dispute over public funds to private
and parochial schools. There has been concern over loss of local control. How far do
we go before education is divorced from local responsibility?
ON THE FIRST point Mr. Johnson
seems casually confident of a solution. As
to control, the federal hand rests ever
heavier on local achools and , for good or
111, seems certain to stay.
The question for a dynamic nation becomes one of priorities. Congress must
weigh the needs against the ever-mounting
requests for more and more billions to
build the "Great Society."
Mr. Johnson has set the first priorit y
for his eager congressional majority by his
imaginative, exciting and expensive proposal* for "developing our nation 's most
priceless resource."
UNDER THESE auspices fhey have a
better than even chance to come back to
his desk before summer for his signature
into law.

Should Prior Judicial
Experience Be Required?
AN ATTEMPT is afoot

again to make prior judicial
condition of appointment to
Court. Is such restriction on
in his choice of men for the
justifiable?

in Congress

experience a
the Supreme
the President
highest court

Senator Simpson of Wyoming has introduced a bill which would require that any
person appointed to the Supreme Court
have at least five years of judicial service as a judge of a federal district or appeals court , or as a jud ge of the hi ghest
court of a state. As he noted in his introductory message, the Constitution "does
not require that the justices of the Supreme Court meet any standard. "
There is some reason for this. By not
establishing standards — as it docs not , in
any substantive way, for members of Congress—the Constitution gives the chief executive the widest latitude in selecting justices. No arbitrary restrictions are placed
on him; he can consider for this post any
person , without narrowing the list to those
who have previously served as judges , as
desirabl e as that may seem.
IT IS TRUE that , down th rough th»
years, some of the ablest Supreme Court
justices have been men who had had little
or no judicial experience before their appointment. Had the Simpson standard b«*cn
applied in the past , some of our most distinguished occupants of the highest bench
would not have been permitted to serve.
'The present system , whereby the President
nominates Supreme Court justices without
restriction and appoints them with the advice and consent of the Senate , should he
given serious study before any change is
made.
¦
The true light that enlighten* cvrry nun
was coming Into the world. John 1.9.
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WASHINGTON CALLING

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Elected GOP to
Make Policies

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Whether Dean Burch voluntarily resigned or there was a forced change
in the chairmanshi p of the Republican National
Committee is of little relevance or significance
as far as the fortunes of the Republican party
in the future are concerned . Nor is it of any
real importance just now who is aspiring to be
the Republican presidential nominee in 1968.
For the plain truth is that , unless the Republican party becomes a party of constructive
opposition and effectively turns public opinion
toward its side On major issues, Lyndon B.
Johnson may be able to achieve nine consecutive years in the presidency.
The Republicans in recent weeks have put
so much emphasis on their internal squabbles
that they haven 't seen the forest for the trees.
Actually, the Republican national chairman
doesn't make Republican policy or mobilize public sentiment on the issues of the day. Everett Dirksen , leader of the Republican party in
the Senate , made a realistic statement of the
whol e situation "when he said last Monday that
the members of the joint Senate and House Republican leadershi p in their conversations since
the November defeat have discussed numerous
paths that might be followed by the party , but
that "always certain basic facts have emerged." which are:
"FIRST , THAT the only elected Republican
officials of the federal establishment are the
32 Republican members of the United States
Senate and the 140 members of the House of
Representatives. Obviously and beyond dispute,
they will guide Republican party policy at the
national level, in the absence of a Republican
president and vice president , by the record
they write in the Congress. It is their responsibility.
Second , that an additional repository of advice and counsel on party policy exists in former presidents and nominees for president , in
our present elected governors,"in the members
of the Republican national committee and the
state chairmen of our several states, and, of
course, in active Republican advocates at all
other levels of the party structure. Their wisdom must be channeled into party policy formulation. "
This is but another way of saying that , while
advice is acceptable and all viewpoints from
governors and former presidential nominees
should be heard , the responsibility for making
party policy rests with the Republican members
of Congress who are dealing every day with
national issues. It is the way these legislative
questions are handled which can mean victory
or defeat in elections.
THE REPUBLICANS in Congress have elected Gerald Ford as their new leader in the
House of Representatives , and from his public
statements there are indications that he is well
aware of the difference between the making
of party policy in Congress and the mechanics of party organization throughout the country
•which is usually left to the chairman of the Republican national committee.
But even "with the selection of new leaders
and a renewed enthusiasm on the part of the
Republicans in Congress to do an effective job
for their party, the fact remains that the making of party policy cannot be left to the individual predilections of would-be candidates or
to some of those young Republicans in different parts of the country who do not yet know
the facts of national political life.
Thus, for instance, many of the so-called
"moderates" are talking about formulating alternative programs,- little realizing that this is
one way to get lost in a plethora of details
and controversial technicalities. The main function of a minority party is to tell the nation
what' s wrong with the majority party 's policies
and to explain how they will be detrimental to
the public interest. Alternatives are important ,
but only as princip les and as major objectives.
THE REPUBLICAN party in Congress will
have numerous "task forces" to help it analyze
current issues and prepare speeches of opposition , but this alone will not build the Republican party 's chances for victory. One of the
chief weaknesses on the Republican side is in
the field of communication. It has been very
ineffective in presenting its point of view to
the country , though , to be sure, much of the
difficulty has been in the fact that the Republican parly in Congress has not been articulate
or able to concentrate on major points of opposition to the party in power .
The Republican party s job , therefore, lies
not in worrying about the ideology of a party
chairman , but what the Republicans in Congress are going to do to oppose unsound fiscal
policies and waste of public funds as well as illconceived controls by the federal government
of those services which should primarily be taken care of by the states. In the long run , the
differences between advocacy of centralization
in the federal government and an insistence
on the retention by state governments of their
responsibilities will become clearer and clearer,
This could develop into a major issue in the
congressional elections of 1%6 as well as in the
presidential election of 1%B.
¦

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

Mrs. M. L. Spencer Sr., was elected president of the Winona Community Chest board of
directors.
Sylvester 1) . .1. Ui uski was elected president
of the Winona County Bur Association succeeding Milton Goldberg.

Twenty-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1940
Welcome ,1. Smith, attorney for more than
52 years, announced today on his 7<ith birthday ,
his retirement from law practlne.
A new low for the season was reached here
last night when the stinging cold forced tlie
mercury down to ten below zero.

Fiffy Years A go . . . 1915

At the annual meeting of the Young Women 's
Christian Association . Arthur Nelson of Dululh
was engaged as architect for the new gymnasium building.
W. A. Cunningham , after having made an
extensive visit with his daughter in New York
City, returned to the city .

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890

Ice is being shi pped to Rochester and Munkato at the rate of about •>{) carloads a day.
Wood is plentiful on the Winona market and
about lit) loads awaited purchase; ; at prices of
$4 for dry arid $.150 for green.

One Hundred Years A go . . . 1865
Prof. Griffith , a celebrated oux-utioni.st , will
give one of his entertainments at the courthouse.

Bracing Tonic
For Free World

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — The return of the British ensign and
British power to the gates of Singapore — the dispatch , of
Britain's Far East strike force to defend Malaysia from the
aggressive designs of Indonesia — is a wonderfully bracing
tonic to unashamedly Tory hearts all over the world.
For once more at least in our lifetimes, the Royal Navy
and the Royal Air Force are running up and proudly flying, rather than striking and sadly folding, their standards.
For one more time, at least,
Her Majesty's fleets of sea
and air are moving unapologetically to protect the interests of civilized men , rather than drawing back to
huddle in the home islands
(Editor 's Note: Letlest the United Nations or
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length and
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frequent perversion in fact.
Yes, the bad fellows —
the British from Singapore,
the Dutch from Jakarta —
have long been absent from
the scene. And, in the words
of a barracks song that will
be remembered by certain
middle-aged fellows who
served with British infantry,
the last British troop ship
Bv JOSEPH G. MOLNER ,
was leaving Bombay a very
M.D.
long time ago, indeed .
But now the bad fellows ,
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Washington Preparing for
Big Inaugural Jamboree
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - T h i s
town is all set for the biggest inaugura tion jamboree
in history—from machinery
for soboring up drunks to escorts for every ambassador 's wife who attends the
distinguished ladies' reception.
Perhaps no inauguration
since the free-for-all days
when Andrew Jackson and
his whisky-drinking Tennesseans marched down muddy
Pennsylvania Avenue will
see so many crowds, so
much jubilation , such jampacked hotels, and so many
Hollywood stars flown here,
in some cases all the way
from Paris.
Two Broadway productions , "Hello, Dolly" and
"Funny Girl" will close
down to let Carol Channing
and Barbara Streisand come
to Washington , w h i l e
"What's New , Pussycat"
will stop its shooting in
Paris to let V/oody Allen fly
to Washington to bring
laughs to the inaugural gala.
Lynda and Luci Johnson
have so many teen-age
friends coming up from
Texas that Luci has been
r'- v "-i tc<- ' ' n ;i en' in hT
study. High school bands
h "« bee" re 'ng- ' oi\ to '¦ ' h
schools floors and college
dormitories. The Pennsylvania railroad will run 13
special trains in from Philadelphia alone, and PnHmf n
cars at the Union Station
will serve as hotel rooms for
visiting politicians.
"JICJOS" DONOIIUE , who
used to have headaches as
commissioner of the District
of Columbia, has never had
so many headaches in findin" hotel rooms for the mob
which is descending on
Washington to see Lyndon
Johnson become the 36th
president of the United
States.
Johnson , Incidentally, will
not be content to sit in a
box at the inaugural hall , as
most past presidents. He has
been the dancingest president ever to occupy the
White House and intends to
di"""e Pt his own inaugural.
The next four years are
going to be tough ones. But
the friends and fans who
helped give LBJ the biggest
margin in history intend to
give those four years the
greatest send-off in historv.
Very quietly, G e o r g e
Humphrey 's Hnnnu Nickel
Company , which in \9Ki
.signed one of the most nrolitable government contracts
THE WIZARD OF ID

in years, has paid the government a settlement of $2,175.000.
This has just been revealed by Rep. Wright Patman ,
D-Tex., in a report issued
by the Joint Committee on
Defense Production.
THE HANNA Nickel contract , signed by Humphrey 's
son Gilbert four days before
tlie elder Humphrey became
secretary of the Treasury
in the Eisenhower cabinet ,
was investigated by the
Senate and called one of the
worst conflict - of - interest
cases of the Eisenhower administration. Sen. Stuart
Symington, D-Mo., charged
that it was worse than the
Bobby Baker conflict of interest.
Rep. Charles Vanik , DOhio, described the contract
as "the most ingenious
money-making device since
the invention of the printing press. Government representatives were either
drugged or blindfolded. "
The contract for the mining of nickel in Oregon and
provided that the federal
government would loan the
Hanna company, long dominated bv the CN-recrctarv of
the treasury, $25,000,000 to
build a plant then would
buy 125,000,000 pounds of
nickel for 20 cents a pound ,
which meant a profit of

around $19,000,000. The government also paid Humphrey 's company an annual
$100,000 to operate the plant ,
plus various other benefits.
This column exposed the
terms of the contract as
early as Oct. 26, 1953, though
the Senate did not get
around to bringing the same
facts to light until August,
1962, nine years later.
AS A RESULT of these
exposes, the Justice Department has sued the Hanna
company for $1,816,958 on
the claim that the company
charged up to expenses important items which should
have been capitalized.
Uncontested by the Hanna
company, and in addition ,
was a cash settlement ol $2,175,000 at the termination of
the contract which has ju st
been revealed.
Crusty cigar - chomping
Gen. Curt LeMay, retiring
head of the Air Force, may
be concerned about the curtailment of manned bombers, but dollar-wise he
seems to have won his war
with Secretary of Defense
McNamara.
Figures just dug out by
the congressional Committee
on Def ense Production show
that for the first time in five
years aircraft expenditures
in fiscal year 1964 exceeded
the expenditure for missiles.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hour»: Medical eno luteal
gjtlenti : J to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children undtr la.)
Maternity pttlenti: J to S:M and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

SATURDAY ,
ADMISSIONS

Miss Maria D. McKinnie, College of Saint Teresa.
Kathy S. Erdmann, Winona
Rt. 3.
James J. Pehler, 707& W.
King St.
Mrs. A. J. Hoefer, 1052 E.
Wabasha St.
Matthew K. Gauvey, 1330 Wincrest.
DISCHARGES
"Ronald J.
Tofstad, Altura,
Minn.
Miss Monica Witte, Homer,
Minn.
Mrs. Joseph G. Plinski, 425
63rd Ave., Goodview.
Kristine M. Pagenkopf , 1775
W. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Ralph Rydman, 1074
Marian St.
Mrs. Ottmar M. Kochenderfer , Cochrane, Wis.
Julian Krzoska, Fountain City,
Wis.
Mrs. Carl Zeise, 606 E. King
St.
Dr. Melvin H. Doner, 466
Glenview Ct.
Mrs. Selma Eckhoff , 409 Lincoln St.
William K. Beach, Minnesota
City.
Kimberly Rackow, 4710 5th
St., Goodview.
Mrs. Sylvester Mullen, Winona Rt. 2.
Michael Kramer, Trempealeau, Wis.
Miss Fannie I. Roche, Rushford, Minn.
Mrs. Marjorie E. Gluesing,
Alma, Wis.
Coryjo Weatherly, 405 E. 5th
St.
Mrs. Wayne Oevering and
baby, Stockton, Minn.
Joseph A. Becthold, 540 47th
Ave., Goodview.
Milford T. Ulven III, 860 39th
Ave., Goodview.
Cheri KUiiskl, Utica, Minn.
Mrs. Lawrence Dobberphul,
453 Grand St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ronnenberg, 770 W. King St., a daughter.
Mr. and Mri. John Omdahl,
361 Druey Ct., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. James Muras,
971 E. 4th St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mogren,
177 E. Sanborn St., a daughter.
SUNDAY
ADMISSIONS
Eugene L. Lotts Jr., 1845 W.
5th St.
William P. Busse, 420 High
Forest St.
Mrs. George Spalding, Dakota , Minn.
Allison J. Heisler, Minnesota
City, Minn ,
John F. Czaplewski , 160 High
Forest St.
Mrs . Charles Stark , Winona
Rt. 2.
Thomas E. Schmit, 462V4 E.
King St.
Wallace W. Himlie, Rushford,
Minn.
Billy W. Anderson, 361 Druey
Ct.
Thorvald Larsen, Galesville,
Wis.
Felix.A. Weir, 717 E. Broadwav.
Osman B. Ellsworth, 3758 6th
St., Goodview.
Cyril M. Mullen , 1740 W. Wabasha St.
Mark J. Webber , 76 W. 2nd St.
Glen E. LaBarre , 3777 6th St.,
Goodview.
DISCHARGES~
Mrs. Earl Harkness 1027 E.
4th St.
Kenneth V. Thomas, 606 E.
Belleview St.
Mary Lee Tindal , 460 Wilson
SI .
Mrs. Samuel Watts , St. Charles , Minn.
Mrs. C h a r l e s Halvorson ,
Rushford , Mnn.
Mrs. Jennie Lingle , C0VA E.
Broadway.
Gary A. Bambenek , Sugar
Loaf.
Matthew K. Gauvey, 1330 Wincrest.
Mrs. Robert K. Anderson and
baby, 1604 W. 5th St.
Lad E. Libera , fifilt W. 5th St.
Mrs, Arthur Thelen, Winona
Rt. 1.
BIRTHS
Mr . and Mrs . David Wnuk ,
407 E. Sanborn St., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Keith Hnnzel , 11025 5th St., Goodview , a
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Schultz ,
420'// E. 4th St ., » -son.
H1HTIIS KUSKWI IKRK
LAS VEGAS , Nov . - Mr . and
Mrs . John Mnsepohl , n son Saturday. Mrs. Mascuolil is the former Patricia Brnndcs , daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Brandes, 950 E. King St. Mr.
Masepohl is tho son of Mrs. Violet Masepohl , 1731 W. Wabasha
St.
OWATONNA , Minn. — Mr.
nnd Mrs. Neal C. Lang, a son
Snturday, Mr. Lang la the son
of Mr. and Mrs . Carl Lang, 467
K noas St. Mrs. Lang is the
granddaug hter of Mr, nnd Mrs .
LV •-rd Snyder. '>.'.:* E. 4th St.
GRAND RAPIDS. Minn. Mr . and Mrs. Ronald J . Rubndo , a son today. Mutcrnal
grandmother is Mrs. Mnry W,
Haley, 2,r>7 E. Wnbashn St., Winona.
A little whole crunberry
Sauce in the refrigerator? Stuff
it down the core cavities of
apples before baking!
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Two-State Deaths

Winona Deaths

Mist Louise Pawelke
STRUM, Wis. <Special)-Mi8S
Louise Pawelke, 69, died unexpectedly Saturday at 6 p.m. at
the home of her brother, Albert,
with whom she resided. She
had been in ill health for some
time.
She was born Nov. 21, 1895,
in the Town of Hale to Charles
and Rbsie Negosek Pawelke.
She spent her entire life on the
farm where she died. She was
a member of St. Paul's Lutheran Church, German Valley,
and had been a member of the
Ladies Aid.
Survivors are: One brother,
Albert; one sister, Mrs. Walter ( Annie) Robinson, Strum,
and 13 nephews and nieces.
The funeral service will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at St. Paul 's
Lutheran Church, the Rev. T.
W. Brotzmann officiating. Burial "will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Johnson Chapel, Whitehall, today
f rom 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.,
and at the church Tuesday
after 12:30 p.m.

Dr. Charles N. Weyer
Dr. Charles N. Weyer, father
of Mrs. Roger Hartwich, Winona, died Friday night at St.
Joseph's Hospital, Mankato.
A dentist, he still was practicing at 84.

John Skogstad
ELEVA, Wis. — Eleva's oldest citizen, John Skogstad, 93,
died Friday night at Tri-County
Memorial Hospital, Whitehall,
where he had been a patient two
weeks.
He was born-July 20, 1871, In
Lakes Coulee, Town of Arcadia,
Trempealeau County, to Mr
and Mrs. John Skogstad. He
married Rena AmundsonMarch
23, 1896, in French Creek. They
would have been married 69
years this coming March.
Mr. Skogstad farmed and sold
cattl e and machinery until his
retirement. He had lived here
since 1906, and had been a county resident all his life.
He was a member of Eleva
Lutheran Church, Sons of Norway and Modern Woodmen of
America. He served on the Eleva school board and the village
board and was assessor. He also was sheriff of Trempealeau
County.
Survivor are: His wife ; one
son, James, Madison; one daughter, Mrs. Izetta Swingen,
Minneapolis; three grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. A son, six brothers and
two sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Wednesday at Eleva Lutheran Church, the Rev. Calvin
Larson officiating. Burial will
be in Eleva Cemetery.
Friends may call at StrandKjentvet Funeral Home from 3
p.m. Tuesday until noon Wednesday, then at the church.
Mrs. Lena Darrlngron
MABEL, Minn. (Special) —
Mrs. Lena Darrington, 88, resident of Hesper Township, died
Sunday evening at the home of
her daughter here.
The f ormer Lena Sagsvold,
she was born Jan. 26, 1876. On
March 28, 1801, she was married to Walter Darrington.
They farmed in the Hesper and
Mabel area. He died Oct. 7,
1934.
Surviving are : One daughter,
Mrs. Walter (Wilma) Barth,
Mabel ; six grandchildren , and
six great - grandchildren. One
son, Clifford , and one sister
have died.
Funeral arrangements are being made by Steine Funeral Home, Decorah. Services will
be at Hesper Friends Church,
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m., the
Rev. Andrew Stuart officiating.
Burial will be in Hesper Public
Cemetery.
John Carsten
LAKE dTY, Minn. (Special)
-John Carsten, 92, a former
resident here and in the Frontenac area, died Friday in
Buena Vista Nursing Home,
Wabasha, where he had lived
since 1960.
He was born in Wisconsin
March 25, 1872, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ole Andrew Carsten. A retired
fisherman, he never married.
Survivors are two nieces,
Mrs . Dorothy Herder, Frontenac, and Mrs . James E. Stevenson , St. Paul. Three brothers
and three sisters have died.
Funeral services were nt r.30
p.m. today at Tolzmann Funeral Home here, the Rev. Ronald
G. Wells officinting. Burial was
in Frontenac Cemetery. Jerry
Wise Funeral Service was in
charge of arrangements.
Hans Feller
HOUSTON , Minn. (Specinl)Hnns Feller , B8, died Sunday at
Preston Nursing Home after a
long illness. He had been a
resident there about six months.
He was born Nov. 21, 1876,
in Germany to Mr, and Mrs.
Peter Feller. He came to Minnesota with his parents when he
was 7.
He married Stena Westby In
March of 1901. They farmed
in Houston County until Mrs.
Feller died in 1948.
Survivors are: Five sons,
Melvin , Dakota; John and Herbio, Houston ; Dell , Hollywood ,
Calif., and Barney, Minneapolis ; three daughters , Mrs.
George (Gladys) Olson, Rochester; Mrs. Merton (Avis) Unnnsch, Houstdn, and Mrs. Dell
(Beatrice) Vlsger , Minneapolis;
25 grandchildren; 31 greatgrandchildren , and one sister,
Mrs. Ella Fuglna , North Dakota.
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Thursday nt Looney
Valley Lutheran Church. Burial
will be in church cemetery. The

Katharine Ann McElmury
Katherine Ann McElmury, 2
months, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth McElmury, former Wiconans, died Sunday at
Skokie, III.
The child, ill since birth, was
born Nov. 10.
Survivors include maternal
grandparents, Mr. a n d Mrs.
Alois Wessel, Winona Rt. 1; paternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence McElmury, Winona, and a paternal greatgrandmother, Mrs. Julia McElmury, Winona.
Burial will be here. Burke's
Funeral Home is completing arrangements.
Arthur P. Perman
Arthur Philip Perman, 90, 84(1
41st Ave., Goodview, died at
his home Sunday at 7:45 p.m.
after an illness of several
months. He was a retired machinist.
He was born May 8, 1874, at
Margate , England, and came to
the United States in 1889. He
lived in Winona and Columbia
Heights. In 1927 he married
Ethel Jones at Adrian, Minn.
Survivors are: His wife ; one
daughter, Mrs. LeRoy (Marjorie) Steber, Winona; three
grandchildren, and. one sister
in Australia.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Fawcett
Funeral Home, Dr. E. Clayton
Burgess, Central Methodist
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call Wednesday.
William E. Blood
William Edward Blood, 72,
Rosemount, Minn., died Saturday at 12:30 a.m. at his home.
He was born here Jan. 20,
1892, to Harvey and Catherine
Blood. He served overseas with
the U.S. Army in World War 1
and had lived at Rosemount for
25 years.
Surviving are : One brother .
Earl Blood Sr., Winona, and
one sister, Mrs. George (Margaret) Fort, Winona.
Funeral services were held
today at Fawcett Funeral Home,
the Rev. William King, Grace
Presbyterian Church, officiating. Burial was In Woodlawn
Cemetery.
Members of Leon J. Wetzel
American Legion Post served
as pallbearers and rendered
graveside military honors.
Lawrence A. Dobberphul
Lawrence A. Dobberphul, 58,
453 Grand St., died suddenly
about 9:40 a.m. today in the office of REA Express, 50 W.
Mark St., for which he was a
driver.
He was born here Aug. 25,
1906 to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dobberphul and had been a lifetime
resident except for World War
II service in the Air Force. He
enlisted March 12, 1943, and
became an employe of the express firm after his discharge.
He married Irene Kangel Oct.
15, 1929, in St. John's Church ,
and was a member of the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart ,
Holy Name Society, American
Legion, Winona Athletic Club
and Brotherhood of Railway &
Steamship Clerks and Freight
Handlers.
Survivors are : His wife ; three
brothers, Frank , La Crescent;
Ray, Alma, Wis., and William,
Momence, 111.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at Watkowskl Funeral Home and at 9
at the Cathedral, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. H. J. Dittman officiating.
Burial will be in St. Mary 's
Cemetery. Friends may call
after 2 p.m. Tuesday. Msgr.
Dittman and the Holy Name Society will say a Rosary at 8.
Winona Athletic Club members
will call at 7.
officiating minister has not yet
been designated.
Friends may call at Hill Funeral Home here from 7 until
9 p.m. Wednesday, and at the
church after 1 p.m. Thursday.
Jacob J. Pollema
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special)
— Jacob J. Pollema , 77, died at
6:30 p.m. Sunday at Community
Memorial Hospital , Winona , after a long illness.
He was born Jan. 2, 18118, at
Petersberium, Holland , Netherlands, to Mr. and Mrs. Garritt
Pollema. He came to this country with his parents In 1892 and
they settled in I^ooney Valley.
He lived at Milaca several years
and then moved here. He married Cora Britson Nov. 14, 1917,
at Houston. They farmed in the
area .
Survivors include his wife;
one son, Cyrus, Rushford; one
daughter , Mrs. Ross (Genevieve) H o w a r d , Princeton ,
Minn. ; seven grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren; two
brothers, Clans , Milaca , <md
James, Rochester, and two sisters, Mrs . Rachel Decker, St.
Charles , and Mrs. Ada Stinson ,
Ridgeway.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at Houston
Baptist Church, the Rev. Vincent Tellgrcn officiating. Burial
will be In Looney Valley Cemetery.
Friends may call from 7 to 9
p.m. Tuesday nt the Jensen Funeral Home here .

Houston Man
Found Dead

HOUSTON, Minn. (Special)Investigation is continuing into
the death of Ralph P. Hah/ergon, 56, who was found dead in
the Houston village maintenance truck in the village garage Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
First reports from an autopsy
performed at St. Francis Hospital, La Crosse, this morning
indicated he apparently died of
carbon monoxide, Dr. Philip
TJtz, La Crescent, Houston County coroner said. However, he
had been receiving medication
for a nervous condition.
THE CORONER said Arnold
Peterson, assistant postmaster,
was walking by the closed garage when he heard a motor
running. He saw smoke in the
garage. He opened the overhead door, it slammed shut,
and he opened it again.
With help, he got the motor
stopped and found the victim.
Houston people said Halverson may have had the truck
out sanding slippery spots in
streets, or he may have started the truck to warm it up.
Sheriff Byron Whitehouse,
Caledonia, was called to the
scene with Dr. Utz.
MR. HALVERSON was born
Aug. 30, 1908, at Rushford to
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Halverson.
He attended the public schools
there and became a member of
the Rushford Lutheran Church.
He was in the produce business
there several years prior to
moving to Houston, where he
spent the rest of his life.
He married Josephine Virock
of Houston, June 21, 1937.
Survivors are : His wife ; two
sons, Roger , Houston , a n d
Richard, in military service and
currently on military police duty
in Kansas City ; three brothers,
Berger and Arthur, Rushford,
and Franklin, Minneapolis, and
one sister, Mrs. Stanley ( Lillian )
Cox, Waseca.
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Rushford Lutheran Church, the Rev.
Eugene Foehringer officiating.
Burial will be in Evergreen
Cemetery, Rushford.

WEATHER

Above Normal
Readings Seen
Good weather news for Winona and vicinity.
Temperatures through Saturday will average four degrees
above seasonal daytime highs
of 20-25 and nighttime lows of
1 below to 6 above.
THAT'S THE word from the
extended forecast issued by the
Weather Bureau for the next
five days for Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin.
In the same time, the report
said, precipitation is expected
to average less than .10 of an
inch (melted) in scattered light
snow Tuesday and again Wednesday and again late in the
week.
Variable cloudiness is the
f orecast f or tonight and Tuesday with brief light snow late
tonight and early Tuesday. A
low of 12-22 is expected tonight
and a high around 25 Tuesday.
The high Saturday afternoon
was 19 and and on Sunday the
thermometer rose to 31. Low
Sunday morning was 18 and this
morning 6. At noon today the
reading was 12.

Municipal Court
WINONA
Forfeitures :
Robert J. Gora, 19, 1750 Kraemer Dr., $10 on a charge of
operating with no valid driver's
license -in possession on Pelzer
Street Sunday at 12:50 p.m.
Franklin D. Kulas, 19, Winona Rt. 2, $10 on a charge of
going through a stop sign at
Lafayette Street and Broadway
today at 1:42 a.m.
John J. Zwolinski, 20, JNitonawanda, N.Y., $30 on a charge of
careless driving on 3rd Street
from Lafayette to Main streets
today at 1:42 a.m.
Jack L. Roberts, 18, Stockton, $30 on three charges of going through stop signs Sunday
at 2:40 and 2:50 a.m. at U.S.
61 and Orrin Street and at
2:50 a.m. at the Service Drive
and Orrin Street.
Daniel J. Tushner, 1721 W.
Mark St., $25 on a charge of
speeding 41 m.p.h. in a 30 zone
on Broadway from Olmstead to
Huff streets today at 12:01 a.m.
Dan J. Trainor Jr., 518 Hiawatha Blvd., $10 on a charge of
parking too near a fire hydrant at 1320 W. Broadway Sunday at 11:30 a.m.
Allen J. Disher, 19, Minnesota
City, $5 on a charge of littering on Main Street Sunday at
10:15 p.m.

Half-Brother of
Jack London Dies

OLDSMAR, Ita. CAP) Louis London, 80, former entertainer and half-brotherof the
Main Minnesota and Wiscon- late author Jack London was
sin highways were clear today found dead Sunday in his home
except for scattered icy spots. here.
Moderate daytime tempera- City Marshal Clarence Bailey
tures were the rule in WISCON- said London died of self-inflicted
SIN as other parts of the nation , gunshot wounds. He had been
including the Atlantic Coast re- shot in th« head with a pistol,
^ to Flori- apparently sometime Saturday
gion all the way down
night.
da, shivered in the cold.
Highest temperature reported
in the slate Sunday was 30 at
Eau Claire and the SuperiorDuluth region. Others included:
Lone Rock, La Crosse, Green
Bay and Wausau, 28; Park
Falls 27, Milwaukee Airport and
Madison 26, Beloit-Rockford
area 24 and Racine and Burlington 23. The nation's high
was 88 at San Diego, Calif.
Some light snow fell over the
state Sunday but the amounts
were under an inch.
MENASHA, WIS. (A - An exThe Duluth-Superior area, plosion rocked a one-story frame
with a reading of 4 below was home Sunday, seriously injurcoldest in the state during the ing a small boy, his father and
night. Other lows included: two relatives.
Park Falls 3 above, Eau Claire
Fire followed the blast, which
4, and La Crosse 8.
spokesmen for the WisconsinNEWPORT, Vt., registered Michigan Power Co. said stemthe nation 's low of IS below med from a break in a two-inch
zero this morning.
natural gas line outside the
house.
A similar explosion damaged
a house but caused no injuries
two weeks ago in nearby Appleton.

Boy, Father,
2 Relatives
Hurt in Blast

Bond Money
Sought for 16
In Mississippi

MERIDIAN, Miss. (AP)-Appeals for cash went - out today
as 16 men awaited arraignment
in Mississippi's case of the
three murdered civil rights
workers.
The FBI said two other men
would be arrested soon.
The two are Horace D. Barnette, 25, and James E. Jordan
who used to live here but moved
elsewhere after the killings.
Their present whereabouts was
an FBI secret.

Injured were Shawn Sobiesczyk, 2, who was burned over
85 per cent of his body; his father, Jerome, 26, face and arm
burns; Jerome's brother, Hillard, 38, face and arm burns,
and Mrs. Theresa Sobiesczyk,
58, mother of Jerome and Hillard, who was in serious condition with arm burns which aggravated a cardiac condition.
They were taken to Theda
Clark hospital in Neenah where
Jerome's wife was a paUent.
She gave birth prematurely Friday to a son, who was reported
in critical condition.
Firemen said the family
smelled gas and one of the
men went to the basement to
investigate. The blast apparently was touched off when a base
ment light was turned on, authorities said.
Fire Chief Harold Akin estimated damage to the house at
$20,000.

A federal grand jury in Jackson indicted 18 white men on
charges of conspiracy in the
case. Those arrested here and
at nearby Philadelphia Satur" '
"¦ ¦
day were freed on bondrTl:- ' -w. -a*..^.
Legal strategy being planned
included a move to have each
man tried separately. A federal
source said the move would be
opposed.
No arraignment date was set.
At least two fund-raising
groups were bidding for defense
donations.
COMING MEETINGS
WASHINGTON (AP ) - A new
One — with a goal of $1 mil- national rail strike threat arose
OF GOVERNMENTAL
lion — said collection boxes over the weekend as the head of
BOARDS
would be placed at every busi- a group of union leaders said
Today — City Council, regu- ness establishment in the state "we are quite close to setting a
every public official would strike date" in a dispute belar meeting, 7:30 p.m., City and
be tapped for contribution.
tween five non-operating unions
Hall .
Tuesday — Winona Housing & The 16 arrested included and the railroads.
Redevelopment Authority, 1:15 Neshoba County Sheriff Law- G. E. Leighty, chairman of
p.m., Winona National & Sav- rence Rainey, 41, and Chief the Railway Labor Executives'
Deputy Cecil Price, 26, both of Association, announced the posings Bank.
sible strike action in a news
Philadelphia.
Price was among 10 men the conference Saturday.
FBI said actually plotted.the Ku The five unions include the
Klux Klan conspiracy to inter- telegraphers, clerks, maintecept, "shoot and kill" the three nance of way personnel, dining
men near Philadelphia, some 40 car stewards and signalmen.
miles northwest of here, last Presumably any strike by them
would result in a shutdown of all
June 21.
Barnette and Jordan also major carriers. Chief issues are
were among the 10 men listed. job security and the loss of jobs
ST. PAUL (AP ) — Some 300 The FBI said both gave written through automation.
relatives and friends filled St. eyewitness statements about the Leighty also announced that
Michael's Catholic Church to killings, which set off a massive the union chiefs had reversed a
see Bruce Stanton and Sharon FBI investigation.
45-year-old policy and voted in
Cosgrove , both 22, joined in The federal government has favor of having the government
marriage.
no authority to file murder buy and operate the railroads.
Eight attendants were gath- charges in the case. There was J. E. Wolfe, chief manage
ered at the altar as Miss Cos- no word on plans for state ac- ment spokesman, called the na
grove slowly walke'd down the tion. The Neshoba County grand tionalization proposal "a pies
aisle Saturday. She smiled at jury, which would consider any sure tactic by the unions. "
Stanton and placed her hand in state charges filed , meets next
his arm. They moved together month.
toward the altar. The marriage
The three dead men were
ceremony started.
found buried deep in a red clay
dam on a farm near PhiladelSuddenly, Stanton collapsed phia Aug. 4. An undisclosed inand struck his head on the floor formant directed the FBI to the
as he fell in the aisle. An ambu- location.
l a n c e took the unconscious The victims were .Tamos
)
young man to a hospital.
Chaney, 21 , a Meridian Negro , LONDON (AP - At least
feared dead
nine
persons
were
Stanton 's parents, Mr. and and two white New Yorkers ,
Mrs. Frank Stanton of West St. Michael Schwerner , 24 , and An- today after the worst gales in 10
years battered the British Isles
Puul , and Miss Cosgrove were at drew Goodman , 20.
Maximum penalty on the fi rst and the Bay of Biscay.
his bedside when he died Saturday night without regaining con- charge: 10 years in prison and a Four hunters were mission in
$10 ,000 fine. On the second: one the Lancashire marshes ; police
sciousness.
His father said he had no lden year and a $1,000 fine on each of found the body of a fifth. Two
fishermen drowned in Dover
what might have caused the four counts.
harbor and two others were
death of the young man, n sophkilled
in a highway accident,
omore nt River Falls State ColWeathermen said gales up to
lege in Wisconsin.
100 miles an hour lashed the
English Channel. The storm
"He had sonic headaches , "
also brought rain , snow and
said the father. "But a groom
sleet.
always has tension headaches
before he's married. When he CAPE KENNEDY , Fla . (AP )
struck his head he aggravated — The final practice launching
whatever might have caused for two-man Gemini space
him to fall , All we can do now is flights is scheduled here Tueswait until we get the autopsy day when a Titan 2 rocket will
OIL TREATED
report. "
hurl on unmanned capsule over
Miss Cosgrove was in "terri- u sub orbital course.
ble shock ," said tho man who
Tho»rocket la set to propel the
would have been her father-in- capsule to an altitude of 105
A Perfect , Controllable,
FREE TB X-RAYS
law.
miles, then ram it back through
Solid Fuel
(Mnn. -Wed. -Fri., 1-5 p.m.
Relatives and friends again the atmosphere to a parachute
iWiotn 8, Ctty Hall )
will fill St . Michael's Church landing In the Atlantic Ocean 2,Winona Co. rrifrUnO free .
Wednesday morning. Thoy will 150 miles southeast of Capo
!?*«)¦/<>9 TON
{J
each.
other* .
attend funeral services for Stan- Kennedy, Recovery will be at- $1.00 Discount, J Tan* or More
tempted. The launching Is
ton.
Last week
114
scheduled for 9 a.m.
Total sinco 195S
54,368
¦
As a base for petlts fours —
those delectable little French The other day we saw some
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
cakes — use pound cake baked Lotties of white Catawba grape
Bruce Allyn Mueller , Caledo- in a shallow pan; cut the cake juice in the fowl section of a
"Clean to Handle . . .
nia Ht. 1, Minn., 2.
Into circles, squares, rectangles large department storo. RemindClean lo Burn"
Roger Mlynczak , 666 E. 4lh or diamonds and frost on three ed us of what good punch you
St.. 3.
sides. Garnish prettily !
can make with the juice !

EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Temperatures will range from about 4
degrees above seasonal normal
southeast to Bbouf 14 degrees
above seasonal normal northwest. Colder Tuesday, warmer
Wednesday with minor day to
day changes thereafter. Normal
highs 9 to 20 north, 20 to 25
south. Normal lows 12 below to
1 above north, 1 below to 6
above south. Precipitation will
be light, averaging less than
one-tenth inch occurring as scattered light snow Tuesday and
Wednesday and again late in
the week .
WISCONSIN — Temperatures
will average near normal south
and east to 5 to 7 degrees above
normal northwest. Normal high
18 northwest to 29 southeast.
Normal low near zero northwest to 13 above southeast. A
little warmer Tuesday and
colder again Wednesday. Warming trend Thursday and Friday .
Precipitation will total about
one-tenth inch south to onequarter inch north in light snow
or snow flurries about Tuesday
and Tuesday night and again
late Thursdav or Friday.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
8 0
Albany, clear
Albuquerque, clear . 57 35 ..
25 18 ..
Atlanta , clear
32 -5 ..
Bismarck , fog
30 28 .01
Boise, cloudy
18 5 .01
Boston, cloudy
24 ' 14 T
Chicago , clear
Cincinnati , snow ... 20 16 T
Cleveland , clear ... 15 12 .11
59 28
Denver , clear
Des Moines, clear .. 31 9
19 13 .07
Detroit , snow
Fairbank s, cloudy ,. 23 -5
Fort Worth , clear .. 51 29 ..
28 23 ..
Helena , fog
Honolulu , cloudy ... 80 69
Indianapolis , snow . 22 17 T
Jacksonville , clear . 42 27 ..
Kansas City, clear . 44 23 ..
Los Anccles , cloudy 85 f>3 ..
Louisville, cloudy .. 23 18 ..
Memphis, clear — 34 26
56 38
Miami , clear
Milwaukee , cloudy . 2fi 14 .02
Mpls. -St.P., clear .. 32 5 ..
New Orleans, clear 42 28 ..
New York , cloudy . . 1 6 12
Okla . City, clear ... 49 28 ..
37 13
Omaha , clear
Philadelphia , cloudy 16 5 ..
Phoenix , cloudy . . . . 77 48
Pittsburgh , snow ... 17 ir> .0(1
Rapid City, clear ... 47 20
Richmond , cloudy .. 24 3
St. Louis, cloudy . . . 3 5 10 ..
Salt Lk. City, fog .. 30 24 ..
San Fran., cloudy .. 5fi 51
42 37 T
Seattle , rain
Washington, cloudy . 111 10 ..
Winnipeg, cloudy .. 29 -28 ..
T-Trace

Rail Strike
Fear Revived

Man Dies
Al Wedding

9 Feared Dead
In British Gale

Young Viet
Generals
Take Over

SAIGON, Sooth Viet Nam
(AP) - South Viet Nam'a young
general*took a more openhand
in the direction of the govern.
meet today u three of them
wen reported named to postsin
Premier Tran Van Huong*!previously all civilian Cabinet
The government also moved
to step up the \war effort by giving its ministries power to draft
personnel and requisition property.
Reliable fources laid M«L
Gen. Nguyen Van Tfaieu became
deputy premier and took over
the Defense Ministry from
Huong. The air force commander Brig. Gen. Nguyen Cao Ky,
became minister of youth and
sport; the army security chief,
Brig. Gen. Linh Quang Vien,
was made minister of information.
Thien and Ky were leading
members of tie "Young Turk"
group of generals who dissolved
the High National Council Dec.
20 and nearly caused the government to collapse. The council
had acted as a provisional legislature.
The military reportedly insisted on Cabinet posts as its price
for the agreement which ended
the crisis resulting from the December purge. Military officers
dominated the government from
the overthrow of President Ngo
Dinh Diem in November 1963,
until Lt. Gen. Nguyen Khanh,
the commander of the Vietnamese armed forces , resigned tha
premiership Aug. 27 under public pressure.
There was no Immediate
reaction from Buddhist leaders
who have been waging a prolonged but so far ineffective
campaign to oust Huong.
In the measures to increase
the war effort , ministries were
given power to draft personnel
for up to one year and to requisition movable property for up
to six months and real estate for
up to three years.
U.S. officials have been pressing for an increase of 100,000
men in the Vietnamese armed
forces. The government now has
615,000 men under arms, including paramilitary forces and
police.
In weekend fighting,' the Viet
Cong
engaged
government
troops near Binh Gia Saturday
night, killing 10 and wounding
15.

Violent Reactions
Feared in Conqo
BUKAVU , the Congo, (AP)—
Violent reactions were feared
today from followers of assassinated Premier Pierre Ngendandumwe of Burundi.
Reports reaching this eastern
Congo border town said the premier was shot with an automatic rifle last Friday after coming from a hospital where his
wife had just given birth to a
son.
Ngendandumwe was named
premier by King Mwambutsa
IV only eight days before. He
was a member off the Hutu
tribe, many of whose leaders
have been educated in Western
universities. They oppose the
Tutsi tribes, whose leaders are
said to support the Red Chinese.
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NEWS!
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state Farm makes news by
pioneering a GOOD STUDENT
DISCOUNT on car insurancel
You 've read about it In Tim* ,
The Wall Street J o u i n t l , and
y o u r l o c a l n e w » p ap e n .
Another State Farm first I Stat*
farm Mutual now givti a tOY,
d i s c o u n t on car i n s u r a n c e if
the sing le male drivers in the
tanill y are f u l l - t i m e i t u d e n t s
between 16 and 25 , «ro at least
Juniors or In the 11th grade ,
and have a B averarje or (be
e q u i v a l e n t . II you thi nk y o u r
Inmil y q u a l i t i e s to r t h i s na*
discount , call t o d a y !

Gemini Practice
Starts Tuesday
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Phone 4520
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European Foods,
Kitchens Topic
At Council Club
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — "Foods and Kitchens
Encountered in Europe" was
the subject of a talk presented
by Mrs. Edmund Luehmann,
Lewiston, Minn., to the Winona
Extension Council at its January meeting at the R. A. Rohrer
home near Lewiston this week.
Mrs. Lyle Blanchard showed
wreaths and candles made by
the Dorcas Club at its recent
Do-It-Yourself meeting.
A seminar for town and country -women on "Why Students
Are Seeking Higher Education"
was announced fcr February 4
commencing at 9:30 a.m. at
Hobday Inn, Rochester. Anyone
planning to attend is to notify
Mrs. Hohmann by Thursday for
luncheon reservations .
Assisting Mrs. Rohrer as hostesses were Mrs. Luehmann and
Mrs . Harold Rupprecht .
WINTER CARNIVAL SQUARE DANCE JAMBOREE

400 Square Dancers
In Carnival Jamboree

Square dancers from all over
the area attended the Winona
Winter Carnival Square Dance
Jamboree Sunday afternoon in
the auditorium of Winona Senfag High School. The event, a
climax of Saturday's Winter
Carnival activities, was spon-

sored by the Winona Activity
Group.

TWENTY-TWO clubs were
represented , totaling from 40 to
50 squares of 400 dancers.
The prize for the highest attendance of any club was
awarded to the Happy Twirlers
of La Crosse, with 85 members
Mrs. Brayton Collier present. The attendance prize
was won by the Brownsdale
Heads GAR Circle j Squares.
At Kel loaq
Ray Benedett, St. Charles,
was master of ceremonMinn.,
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)— ies and also called a few
The Ladies of the Grand Army squares.
of the Republic Circle 57 in- j
stalled their 1965 officers Friday | Roy Lunn and Miss Colleen
at the home of Mrs. Richard ) Anderson were Winona callers
Hartert . Installing officer was and those from other areas
Mrs. Gemen Heins, assisted by \ were Irv Pasch and Norman Inthe conductor, Mrs. Charles vick, La Crosse; Mac McAllisWehrenberg.
I ter, Austin, Minn.; Grant King,
Chippewa Falls, Wis.; B e r t
OFFICERS Installed were, Dibley , Caledonia, Minn.; Phil
Mrs. Brayton Collier, president ; Lunde, Galesville, Wis., and
Mrs. Edward Huth , senior vic« Clifford Carson, Rochester.
president; Mrs. Earl Timmseni,
junior vice president ; Mrs. Paul INTERMISSION e n t e r Schouweiler, secretary; Mrs. ' tainment included the Root RivINTERMISSION DANCERS . . . Entertaining the crowd
Gilmore Olson, treasurer ; Mrs. : er Valley Boys — Bob Haugen, at the Winter Carnival Square Dance Jamboree at interLester Graner, chaplain ; Mrs. ! Don Evenson, Ron Haugen and
Worthington, Minn.,
George Hoffman , patriotic in- j Carroll Evenson, who played mission time were Miss Bonnie Madison ,
guitars and sang; Coreen Shel- left, who did a Deyo Dance ; and Miss Ruth Nesbitt, Bloomstructor :
Mrs. Raymond Slawson, regis- > feland , Red Wing, Minn., who ington, Minn., who toe danced "The Alley Cat." Both are studance; Bon- dents at Winona State College. (Daily News Photos)
trar; Mrs. Grarles Wehrenberg, did a free exercise
,
Worthington,
nie
M
a
d
i
s
o
n
conductor; Mrs. Cecil Weir, as- Minn., who performed a Deyo
sistant conductor; Mrs. Georg* ; Dance ; Ruth Nesbitt, BloomingHoffman , historian; Mrs. Lucille ton, Minn., who did "The Alley
Maahs, 'guard; Mrs. Richard : Cat" toe dance. The young
Hartert, assistant guard ; Mrs. |women all are students at WiClemen Heins, musician; Mrs. i nona State College.
Raymond Slawson, relief com- >
mittee chairman ; Mrs. Wehren- j A highlight was the appearberg and Mrs. Heins, auditing I ance of the WSC Warriorettes
Drill Team.
committee.
j
Mrs. Lucy Schurhammer, Winter Carnival Jack Frost ! WASHINGTON (AP)
— The dressmakers. However , she. did
GAR department historian, will ( Kermit Bergland) and his
first
fashion
flurry
of
the in- make her own inaugural day
be a local member delegate to court of attendants appeared to
outfit — a dress of pale cerulean
augural
begins
this
afternoon
!
present
scrolls
to
callers,
Miss
the state convention in MinneI
queue
up
in
the
Naand wool broadcloth ,
when
5,000
apolis in June. Mrs. Roy Bake- Anderson and the Messrs. Lun- ional Gallery to meet Mrs. Lyn- angora
semifitted, with simulated slot
well is alternate.
i de, McAllister, Dibley a n d
B. Johnson and Mrs. Hubert seaming along the bodice and
The charter was draped and a! King; and to Miss Joyce Lock, i• don
H.
Humphrey.
\ front of the skirt , giving an emmemorial conducted for the re- whom they termed the Princess
pire line.
They
announced
in
advance
/
of
Precision
;
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
cently deceased circle memtheir
gowns
for
the
three-day
inOver the dress, she'll wear an
James Lyddy, named Duke and
ber, Mrs. Henry Kirch .
The circle voted to give a Duchess of the Dance.
I augural celebration , a wide Alaskan seal coat with sable
range from warm outdoor out- i collar , which she purchased in
monetary donation to the March i
fits to specially designed ball Anchorage, while on a camof Dimes.
J
gowns.
paign trip last Oct ober. She's
A birthday cake, was present- Kellogg Legion
i
They
picked
their
favorite
colbeen saving it to -wear for the
ed by Mrs. Heins to Mrs. W*ir Auxiliary Sponsors
ors — Mrs. Johnson choosing first time officially at the cerein observance of Mrs. Weir's
bright shades of yellow , bright mony. A black sable hat goes
birthday .
; March of Dimes
j red and shimmering whites ; and with it.
Mrs. Lester Graner received
the door prize and hostess, Mrs. KELLOGG . Minn . (SpeciaD- ! Mrs . Humphrey a patriotic
The main fashion event , of
Hartert , received a special At the American legion Auxili- j wardrobe of red , white and blue. course, is the inaugural ball on
evening,
ary
meeting
Tuesday
i Hats were considered optional Wednesday night , nnd top-rankprize .
Hostesses serving the lunch ' the unit voted to again sponsor ¦ by Perle Mesta , who issued a ing Washington wives have put
were the Mmes . Richard Hart- : the annual March of Dimes pro- "what to wear " manual as "so- the emphasis on their ball
ert , Lester Graner , Cecil Weir , { gram to be held Feb. 7 in the cial consultant to the inaugur al cowns.
: committee chairman. "
Brayton Collier and Charles Legion hall here.
Leading the way will be Mrs.
Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Hum- Johnson with a classic long coat
Wehrenberg.
I Mrs. Everett Johnson , auxiliary community service chair- phrey planned to wear hats only and gown ensemble of heavy
man , will head the event. An to the outdoor oath-taking and double-woven jonquil yellow satPleasant Hour Club advance sale of tickets will be inaugural parade. They were in , designed by young New York
careful to see their clothes went designer John Moore , an Oklain progress by auxiliary mem- well
Holds Election
together , since they were homan who claims Texas as his
bers.
making
joint appearances al- home state. The gown has a
PLAINVIEW , Minn . (Special)
THE AUXILIARY will apain most everywhere .
bateau neckline, small winp,— Officers of the Pleasant Hour
Club were elected at a meeting send a community high school
For the late afternoon Distin- enpped sleeves. A bias front
at the home of Mrs. FranMin junior girl to Girls State. Mrs. guished Ladies Reception in the panel set into the bodice feaRichard Hartert is Girls State gallery today, dark-haired Mrs. tures a slightly raised waistline
Ellinghuysen , Plainview .
Elected were Mrs. Walter chairman .
Johnson picked a princess-line tapering to a natural waistline
Kruger , president; Mrs . BernPledge of allegiance cards are holiday-red silk afternoon dress in the back , with slight fullness
ard Hoist , vice president; Mrs. to be purchased and distributed | with three-quarter sleeves nnd flowing in the skirt .
The -matching coat Is fullyJohn Lammers , treasurer; and to the three local area schools , i gently flared skirt. Silver-haired
Mrs. Marvin Becker , Secretary. Weaver , Conception and Kel- ! Mrs. Humphrey 's outfit was a gored and falls from narrow
logg, nnd to all new auxiliary j sleeveless silven and white bro- shoulders to a wider hem. It
ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE B
features a face-framing, standcade, with matching jacket
members.
1 For tonight' s fi rst evening up collar with elbow length
Circle B of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church will meet nt 2 p.m. The auxiliary is to purchase appearance — the Inaugural sleeves circled in natural sables.
Wednesday nt the home of IWrs . girls sporting equipment to be Gala , a fialaxy of entertainment
With it , Mrs . Johnson will
Rerthn Grausnirk , 417 Ham ilton used in the municipal auditori- i in honor of the President - wear a single strand of pearls
um (or their sport activity pro- Mrs . Johnson 's gown by Rox- and the diamond and gold earSt .
gram during Ihe winter months. 1 anne of Samuel Winston , New rings given her by the President
TIIK CIIAIITICR was draped York , will be n long sparkling on their 30th wedding anniverfor the deceased member , Mrs. white penu (lc soie, with bodice sary last Nov. 17, Yellow satin
pumps ,
white
of crystal jewels, bugle bends medium-heel
Henry Kirch .
and paillettes , with matching gloves and an envelope handbag
were playen durin g white stole. Mrs. Humphrey of the dress fabric complete the
; DRY CLEANING ; theGames
social hour and prizes planned lo make a last-minute costume.
award ed . M m e s Raymond
between her two gowns Mrs. Humphrey 's Kown , dei;
SPECIAL
Ii Slawson and Thomas McNary choice
for evening formal events . She signed by Count Sarmi of New
i
werp in charge of Ihe enlcrla in- I was expected to wear un cm- York , is ot f railest sheer ribbon
<
(COUPON EXPIRES FEB. 151
I
i
ment . Lunch was served by the pirc-styic red satin gown with a l;.ce in wisteria tones , worn
I AD MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER '
hostesses, the Milieu. Lucille Ii bateau neckline.
with a matching collarless fulli Maahs , Clem Ifeins and Robert
length coat. Tlie dress has a V| The Kir st Lady lias plrked a necked bodice , with bow acSpeedling.
! American beauty red costume centuating the empire waistline.
ST. MARTIN S CIRCLE V
; for the Capitol ceremony where The skirt is gently shaped with
| Circle F of St. Martin 's ],u- President Johnson will he sworn a scalloped hemline and varied
i Except Coat* 4 Drenes M*
I theran Church will meet ut 2 in at noon Wednesday. Designed blue and lavender tones give u
, ¦
| (Imall Extra Chsrgt tor H u r t)
p.m. Wednesday with Mrs. H. i by Sophie of Snks Fifth Avenue , flowing, water color effect .
I
I F. Wilk , :)20 Franklin St.
|New York , it includes a ningle> Satis 'action Guaranteed
Adverll-irmrnl
\
! breasted coat of needle-point
Aflvrr fhenirnf
1
WHY PAY MORtf
|
wool , with a small face-framing Haw To Hold
collar iiiul tiny black sealskin
: how a Hit; neck , over a match„ «.> ¦
slim-skirted
.»».
.mil nu
sheer wool
»u<-vi
••h
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and more rnmfnrtiilily. No Kiumny.
J
usually brlim fast , rfluxlu* roralort hy make Hie most of her inaugural BOoty. psslV taste or frrlln fi I>or> nr>l
Dial 2222
cuibluc Irritatin g a-rrma In •troni , arid wardrobe , but didn 't have the ¦our/, Checks "nlntr cxlor" Irlcj itiirs
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First Fashion Flurry
Of Inaugura l Today

Drug Science , Blood Disorders
Tra ced for AAUW Women Here

By JEAN HAGEN
Daily News Women'* Editor
'.'Pharmacology" and " T h e
Role of Certain Blood Disorders
in Heredity" were the two- scientific and scholarly subjects
presented to the American Association of University Women,
Winona Branch, at their all-day
meeting Saturday at Community Memorial Hospital.

SPEAKERS were Dr. Arnold
W. Fenske of Winona Clinic and
Dr. A . Sigrid Gilbertsen of Nicollet Clinic, Minneapolis.
About 50 AAUW members
heard Dr. Fenske in the
morning session, had lunch at
the Hot Fish Shop and then returned to the Hospital Solarium
for the afternoon session.
Miss Evelyn Taraldson , program coordinator, opened the
and presented Mrs.
St.oCasimir 's Ladies meeting
Lloyd Belville, chairman of the
series of studies, "Bridging the
Friendship Club
Gap Between Science and the
Elects Officers
Layman," which was culminatProjects and activities for the ed by Saturday's program. She
coming year were discussed and introduced the speakers.
planned Thursday evening at the
DR. FENSKE, who said bis
St. Casimir's Ladies Friendship topic had been announced as
Club meeting.
"Pills and Progress," because
Officers elected for the com- he thought the term "Pharmaing year were: Mrs. James Ku- cology" would scare people,
kowslri, president; Mrs. Stanley traced the development of the
Newman, vice president; Mrs. science of drugs from early
Joseph Stoltman, secretary, and times
.
Mrs. Edmund Podjaski , treasurEarly
man, he1 said , thought
er.
pain was caused by evil spirWinners at cards during the its. Dr. Fenske told of the early
social hour were Mrs. I. L. study of patients and diseases by
Jeweski in canasta , Mrs. Mi- Hypocrates and its development
chael Drazkowski and Mrs. Wm. during the Renaissance. He
Schuminski, in schafskopf.
spoke of the discovery of digitaOn the social committee were lis in the 39th century and the
Mmes. Rose Bambenek, Delbert J pioneer work of French and
Bitzan , Ernest Yeske, Herbert ; Germany scientists in pharmaBrang, and Leonard Wroblewski. cology.
Presently there is an increasing flow of new drugs, he said.
Mabel Army Man Some
people distrust the new
Married in Tacoma drugs, while others over-trust
them , according to Dr. Fenske.
MABEL, Minn., (Special) — He explained
Miss Virginia Ann Norris, drugs on certainthe effects ot
types of padaughter of Mr, and Mrs. Rob- tients,
because of the body's
ert Norris, Fort Worth , Texas,
metabolism, tolerance, absorpbecame the bride of Capt. Dean tion and
other factors.
H. Darling, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr , Fenske outlined studies
Kenneth Darling, Mabel , recent- that are being done
constantly
ly in the chapel of Madigan
Army Hospital . Tacoma , Wash.
Lt. Col . Robert E. Klewin , hospital chaplain , read the service.
The couple were attended by
Miss Florence Arrigo and Capt.
Carlton Yopp.
The bride is a graduate of
Texas W o r n e n 's University
where she was a member of
Aglaian . She is affiliated with
the Texas and the American
Occupational Therapists' Associations.
The groom is a graduate of
Mabel High School and the United States Military Academy at
West Point . He recently returned from a tour of duty with the
Army special forces in South
LACE MANTILLA
Viet Nam.
Following a wedding trip to
Canada the couple will live in
Washington.
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THIS IS THE FINAL WEEK OF THIS GREAT SALE

Triangle Scarves

Whitehall Ivy OES
Installs Officers

J

WHITEHALL . Wis. (Special)
—fvy Chapter 115, Order of the
Eastern Star , held an installation of officers Thursday eveningElective officers installed
were : Mrs . I/ester Senty, worthy matron ; Dr. Carl Webster ,
worthy patron ; Mrs. John
Brown , assistant matron; Lowell Larson , assistant patron;
Mrs. Lowell Larson, conductress; Mrs. Dorothy Nelson , assistant conductress; Mr . Theodore Duebbert , secretary; Miss
Mabel Larson , treasurer ,
Appointive officers installed
were: Mrs. Lily Reich , marshall; Star points , Miss Marian
De Bow, Adah , Robert Gilfillan ,
Ruth; Mrs . Helen Hanson .
Esther; Mrs. Mervin Engen .
Martha; Mrs. George Hegge .
Electa ; Mrs, Inga Jahr , warder; Walter Reich , sentinel.
¦
LADIES AID
MINNESOTA CITY , Minn. Lutheran Ladies Aid will meet
in the church basement at 1:30
p.m . Thursday. Members are
asked to bring their mite boxes.
Mrs . Arthur Pearson , who will
be hostess, snid visitors nre wel-
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to determine the purity , stabil- In her talk on "The Role of
ity and potency of the many Heredity in Various Blood Disnew drugs being introduced orders, " the Minneapolis physician opened new vistaa of uneach year.
derstanding for many of her lis"THE DOCTOR'S little black teners.
bag now runneth over," he She described the various
quipped, about the many new blood types, such as A, B, AB,
drugs.
O and RH and by means of
Dr. Fenske described the leg- charts on the blackboard told
islative regulations to protect what happens when persons of
the public from Impure drugs, certain blood types are mated
such as the Food and Drug law and reproduce.
of 1906, the Harrison Act, 1914,
DR. GILBERTSEN reviewed
and the Marihuana law, 1937.
important blood disorders,
some
Presently, he said, the United
hemophilia, which she
such
as
the
NaStates Pharmacopeia,
said
had
an impact on political
tional Formulary and the New
referred to th«
history.
She
and Non-Official Remedies are
royal families
"
in
the
"bleeders
the sources of information and
she
regulation in the use of drugs. of Europe. Hemophilia, dat,
,
is
an
ancient
disease
said
Periodicals, such as "New
"Drugs" contain facts to speed ing back at least to the secup information as soon as the ond century, and told what condrugs are on the market, as dition of the blood causes it and
does the American Medical As- how it is inherited through the
sociation Journal. T h e PRD females of a family.
Dr. Gilbertsen explained the
(Physician 's Desk Reference )
he said is another source of val- process of blood transfusion,
uable information about drugs. which was a method first tried
Laws require details of a drug's by doctors in France in 1668.
content in «ach package. Dr.
She discussed such diseases
Fenske said, which is another as anemia, leukemia, jaundice,
source of information .
and sickle cell anemia.
Dr. Gilbertsen said that the
"PHARMACISTS. TOO have
study
of the blood makes a conto keep up on the new trends,
the same as doctors," t h e tribution to the study of anthropology. She suggested that
speaker said.
Dr. Fenske discussed the anti- the sickle trait , found mainly
biotics and other drugs and among African Negroes, but
described
the intensive studies also in Asia , indicates a mass
j
peoples between
i that are made to insure their migration of
Africa and Asia.
! safe use.
The study of the blood and
"I want to reassure you that
there are a lot of controls and heredity, she said , "has all
safeties to protect you," he sorts of new horizons. It opens
said. You can see now many new vistas in the field of genetreferences and controls are ics. What can be discovered
here is unlimited and fantastic.
available."
It is a tiling of the future. "
MRS. E. J. BOLLER, president of AAUW , presided at the
! afternoon meeting and introduc- Chairmen of Girl
j ed Dr . Gilbertsen.
: The Minneapolis physician is Scouts to Meet
' the wife of Dr. Victor Gilbert- Local neighborhood chairmen
sen, former Winonan. He is the of Girl Scouts will meet at the
son of Mrs. Victor Gilbertsen home of District Six chairman,
Sr., 474 W. King St., and is the Mrs. Harold Richter , 829 W. 5th
! head of the Cancer Detection St. at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday.
[ Center and assistant professor
Miss Helen Berg, River Trails
and surgeon at the University Council of Girl Scouts adviser
of Minnesota.
from Rochester , will be present.
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Split Leve l to Please a Large Family New Linahan
Motel Issued

H-66 Statistics

By ANDY LANG

For nearly 20 years , split level design has been received in
ail: sections of the country as a
house which, offers a great deal
of habitable area for the money.
Combine this concept with the
elegance associated with custom design and you have the
five-bedroom home created by
architect Herman H. York for
the House of the Week series.
Because of an extra "all-purpose" room on the lower level,
a sixth bedroom is ready if the
family increases in size at some
later date.

Design H-66 has a living
room, kitchen-dinette, foyer,
four bedrooms and an exceptionally large bathroom
(Witt three lavatories) on
the upper levels. There are
three rooms on the lower
level; A family room, a fifth
bedroom or den, and an
"ail-purpose" room, plus a
laundry area. Total habitable area is 2,504 square
feet, not including the covered entry, terraces and
two-car garage. The overall dimensions are 75' by 36'
4".

PLEASING COMBINATION . . . Elegance
and simplicity are combined in this five-bed-

I.

•W r^\

OT

room split level, which has all the practical
amenities a large family might want.

f

I

lf-4'

IN KEEPING with many of
today 's finer houses, the entrance has been designed to have an impressive appearance. The foyer is large, with
quick access to either the fami—> ly
room down a few steps or to
(
the bedrooms above. Directly
ahead and through a pair of
louvered doors is the dinettekitchen combination.
Sliding glass doors lead from
the dinette area to a private
dining terrace at the rear. And
from this terrace, several steps
lead down to a lower outside
lounging area off the family
¦
I
J room.
On the lower floor , In addition
to the family room, are a laun•WMtmn. sorter ***.
dry with a built-in laundry
chute, a full bathroom with a
Mori you buy any water toftener,
or pjy another monthly rental ft*
stall shower, a guest bedroom
for soft water service . . . let us
and the all-purpose room we
show you the Meadowbrook Water
previously mentioned. The twoSoftener. See how Meadowbrook
car garage on the some level
will tivtycumoneyend eliminate
can be entered from either the
•oft wtter service problems.
family room or the service walk
at the rear.

THE MOTEL area will be on
a 4.5-aere tract and will have
a swimming pool, dining facilities, cocktail lounge, service
station and other facilities. William Linahan, president of the
firm building the motel and its
general manager, had said previously that provisions will be
made for future expansion.
The Linahan permit was the
first major one issued here
this year and swelled the 1965
dollar volume of new construction to $508,820, well ahead of
test year 's to-date total of $312 ,800.
There have been no new house
permits issued thus far this
year.
Frank O'Laughlin Plumbing &
Heating Co., received a permit
for an «'I burner installation
for Mrs. Frieda Griesel, 55 E.
Snrnia St.. and Myron Lowther,
303 W. Howard St. Kraning 's
Sales & Service received permits for three air-condltloning
units to be installed at Mirsc'e
Mall snooping center, 1213 Gilmore Ave.
Permits for gas-fired installations went to O'Laughlin, for
Dr. Herbert Heise, 267 E. Broadway. Kraning 's. for furnaces
and heating units at Miracl e
Mall. Fair Heating Service, for
Winona Warehouse , Inc., 408
W. 4th St.

Meadowbrook

Chas. J. Olsen
& Sons

PLUMBING & HEATING
109 Cenltr St.

Phone 7010

Willie provision Is made for
two f ireplaces, one ol f ormal design for the living room and the
other in a long masonry wall
dominating the family room, a
budget-minded family might
want to omit the fireplace in
the living room.
However, the furnace flue is
a part of this chimney, and the
additional fireplace will not
cost as much as one with its
own chimney structure.
There are four bedrooms on
the upper level, plenty of
closets and a huge bathroom
arrangement with three separate lavatories , a desirable feature for a large family preschool, rush hour traffic jam.
For exterior styling, architect
York has selected "stacked

Proocrty Transfers
In Winona County

POLACHEK
ELECTRIC
875 W.

- SEE us FOR -

Howard

• Sheet, Plate and
Structural Steel Work
• Welding and Boiler
Repair Work.

Phone
9275

We guarantee
complete satisfaction.

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL CO.

5

Phone 5965
H3 T67 West Front Street
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How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home

bond" brickwork, which means
the vertical joints are not staggered as in a common bond .
The appearance of this kind of
jointing is often recommended
to give a house greater contemporary character . (York uses
this kind of brick pattern in his
Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
own house.)
of the Week is included in a SO-cent baby blueprint. With it in
band you can obtain a contractor's estimate.
THE SIDING is rough sawn
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME—
with an interesting texture. Be- How to Build, Buy or Sell It. " Included in it are small reprofore exterior colors are select- ductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
ed, it is well to remember that
Send this coupon to the Dally News or you may purchase
monochromatic color schemes the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Dally
are the safest and, interestingly News.
enough, in the best taste. What- Enclosed Is SO cents for baby blueprints on Design H-66,
Q
ever accent is needed can be
EncloBed
la
$1
for
"YOUR
HOME"
booklet
?
achieved with foundation planting, using shrubs, flowers or NAME
flowering trees a little out of
STREET
the ordinary.
The wide roof overhangs are
CITY
STATE
desirable as a protection from
driving rain and as an aid to
(lie problem of maintenance.
Building in Winona
While split levels utilize the
lower level or basement as a
19G5 dollar value ....$508 ,820
living area , there is no absence
Residential
1,820
of necessary storage or furnace
Commercial
507
, 000
room in Design H-66. These
Public , (nonneeds are taken care of by a
taxable
0
ROCHESTER , Minn. - Buildfull cellar under the living, din0
ing and kitchen portion of the permits issued here in 1984 to- New houses
taled $19 , 151,602, 40 percent Volume same
house.
dote 1961
$312,800
above the previous high of $13 , 622,947 in 1962.
Apartments and motels , rang- sticks to the chalky surface
ing from two units to 90, were formed by the older paint.
the big news. Permits were issued for a total of 421 units in
52 buildings.
Institutional building account1 /
DIAL
ed for nearly $7 million of the
total . Permits for 245 houses
PHONE 74M
were Issued.
Last week a Minneapolis
builder announced he would
build a $2 million complete composed of 10 buildings.
General Contractor
¦

Building Record
Set at Rochester

will «&
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We Make Cabinets and Furnishings
TO FIT THB DECOR

PHONE 8-689-2560 OR WRITE
EDWARD MAXHAM — BOX 414 — MINNESOTA CITY
• Economy Price** Now in Effect

#4578
F0R

GEO. KARSTEN

vi/i

f| Jr

PAINTING BRICK HOME
One of the best paints for a
brick home which has been previously painted is a standard oil
vehicle house paint, says the
National Faint, Varnish and
Lacquer Association.
This
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A permit for construction of
an 80-unit luxury motel-restaurant drawn at the city engineer's last week gave a halfmillion dollar lift to Winona's
early year building activity.
The permit was issued to Linahan's Inn, Inc., for the development near the intersection of
Mankato Avenue and Highways
14-61.
Just east of Mankato Avenue,
with an assigned address of 956
Mankato Ave., the permit application called for construction
of a 235- by 131- foot motel
building and a 131- by 102-foot
Wadministration
building.
Sraith, Winona, is achitect for
the project
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BRUCE MeNALLV
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Phone IIOH
M4 Lake Street

BAUER
ELECTRIC, INC.
215 |«*t Third St.

WARRANTY DEED
Agnes W. Nlntemann to Thomas Hantier et ux—SEVi of SE14 of Stc. 33104-10.
Georfle E. Williams Is Elmer J. Wlrl
et al-S. 33Vi acres of S'/» of SEVi of
Sec. J40O4-S1.
Frank D. Blesanz fo Myl« H. Peterson et UK—Pert of Lot 39, Subd. of Sec.
'
35-107.7.
Waller F. Rott et ux to W. H. Lauer
Sec
S,
.
et ux-Part of Gov 't Lots 4 and
13107-8, lying W'ly of highway, leadinfl
from Gllmore Valley lo Minnesota Cltv.
Lowell C. Ankrum et ux to Richard K.
FrlCkson et ux—SWV4 of SW'/4 , Set. 14;
S'/i of SE'4 and S'A of SWA, Sec. 15;
N'/j of NE'A; N'/i of HV/Vu SW'4 of
NW'/«, S«c. 22-104-6.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Spurgecn Mercantile Co. to Spurgeon's
of Minn., Inc.—Lot 2 ond E. 15 ft. of
Lot 3, Block 52, O.P. of Winona.
FINAL CERTIFICATE
Slafe of Minnesota vs. Effa C Let et
al—Lots 14, 15, 16. 17, 20, 21, 22, 23.
24 and 25, Subd. Sec. 7-105-4; NEV4 of
NWA, Gov. Lots 1 and 2, Gov. Lof 3.
NEVi of SWW, SE'/i of NWA, Sec. 78105-4, lands In Village cf Dresbach.
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By A. F. SHIRA
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All-America Flowers for 1965
TJERE we go again on All-AmericaSelections for 1965. THs
"time the award winning garden flowers will be discussed,
as the vegetables were taken up in a previous article.
January is tlie month of the seed and nursery catalogs, many
of which are filling the mails and delighting the hearts of gardeners with the prospects of colorful gardens in the growing season
just ahead. There catalogs describe the award winners for 1869
along with the annuals that won
third winner of the AAS awards.
recognition in previous years.
This
new variety Is described
The All-America Selections,
as of bush form, rounded, dwarf,
is
a
familiarly known as AAS,
and very free blooming. The
non-profit educational organizabright rose-pink spreading custion that conducts official trial
grounds throughout the United hion with flower spikes only 7
States and Canada for new var- or 8 inches high is an entirely
ieties of flowers and vegetables. new type of miniature snapEntries are open to all private, dragons. Its hybrid vigor is
commercial and public institu- attested to by the fact that as
tional plant breeders. They are many as 25 spikes may be in
tested in these trials by quali- bloom at one time on a single
fied resident judges who score plant. This new snapdragon is
and rate the entries according everblooming in habit and will
to their performances. From produce many new blossoms
these ratings, together with the without cutting back the old
personal evaluations and com- spikes.
The fourth award winner for
ments of the judges, a board of
directors finally selects those 1965 is the zinnia, Yellow Zenith,
varieties to receive the awards the largest , liveliest, and brightby secret ballots. The flowers est color of all of the members
receiving the honors for 1965 of this great race of El hybrid
are four in number including zinnias. The bushy plants grow
one each of the following popu- to 2 feet and produce many
lar varieties; delphinium, pe- clear yellow double cactus-flowered blooms up to 6 inches
tunia , snapdragon and zinnia.
across, on long stems. The hyFIRST to be mentioned Is the brid vigor keeps these plants
delphinium named Connecticut growing and blooming over a
Yankee. Since this plant will long period for a matchless disbloom the first from seed and play of color. They seem to be
will persist for succeeding quite resistant to mildew.
years, it may be classed as
The seed catalogs indicate the
both an annual and a perennial. All-America award winners by
Unlike other famous detohin- the symbol AAS, and they
*
iums of giant size, this cham- should be available at
most seed
pion is bushy in growth, reach- houses and stores. Look for
ing a height of about 3 feet and them when buying your seeds
bearing large 2-inch blooms. for spring planting.
The color range is from light
to dark blue, lilac, lavender,
purple and once in a while
white. The first year plants
may have from 3 to 12 spikes,
each with about 20 florets. By
the second year a plant may
have 20, or more, spikes filled
FINEST IN FAUCETS U
with blooms. They are won- I
w For New Homes and OW ¦
derful for use as medium tall
plants in the border. We believe
that Connecticut Yankee is the
first delphinium to receive an
All-America Selections award.
The next winner Is the petunia, Appleblossom, which perhaps is the most prolific bloomer of all of the large flowered
kinds. The blossoms are 3
inches, or more, across, heavi
ily fringed, and light salmonKramer k\ Toye
pink in color with wide white
Plumbing & Heating
throats. The compact 12-inch
312 E. 3rd St. Phone 5381
plants are extremely vigorous
and free-flowering, and are ideal
for beds and borders, as well
as for planters and window boxIF YOU WANT A
es. This petunia is resistant to
Botrytis disease and holds up
well in all kinds of weather.
Now, let us turn to the snapdragon, Floral Carpet Rose, the
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Before applying paint to
floors, you must be sure that
the surface is properly cleaned,
warns the National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association.
Otherwise the foreign matter
will interfere with the adhesion
of the paint to the floor.
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. .. with new Valspar Floor Tile
Cleaner, of course! As long at you
must clean floors, why not do it
the easy, fast , dependable and
economical way? Art unlikely combination? It was until Valspar Floor
Tile Cleaner came along. Now you
can effortlessly clean any ffoot
that's made to be washed (use
new Valspar Wood Wax on wood
floors) and beautify it at the same
time. Great (or linoleum, vinyl and
asphalt tile floors—painted walls,
ceramic fixtures, stainless steel
17M Waal Fifth
and all plastic surfaces. Add water
and one quart of Valspar Floor
Phona 8-3762
Tile Cleaner makes eight gallons
ot the fastest acting,
-£2^s.
easiest- to-use cleaner / Flty
\
///-«, {^
a lady ever usedl
f.')\\ * INDUSTRIAL

mm *™w

GAS FURNACES

Don 't be satisfied
with less than Lennox/
Wa have a Furnace for Any
Heating Need . . .
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Md Enough Humidity
In Your Home?
SEE US FOR A

Spray Humidifier
• No working pai-h.
• Attaches to present furnace.

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS
HAROLD OFENLOCH
741 East Broadw ay
Phooa 57t»

DEAR ABBY:
I NASON ON EDUCATION

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY; When I started going with Earl ten years
ago, he promised trie that after he finished his 20 years
in the Navy w^ would get married. Well, he's been out
three years now , and he never says anything about marriage
any more. He even placed his hand on the Holy Bible
once and swore he'd buy me a ring, .so when I asked him
why he didn't, he said I talked too much. After ten years
of going around together he decides I talked too much!.
I found a book of matches in his pocket on which was
written in his own hand , "IS THERE ANY WAY I CAN
SEE YOU TONIGHT?" I am sure he wasn't writing that
kind of message to another man. I am 39. Do you think it
takes a 41-year-old man ten years to make up his mind?
GLADYS

see that children have a quiet
time and place necessary to
complete their homework .
CHILDREN aren 't born with
built-in self-discipline. They
have to learn it . They need support in whatever it takes to look
after baths, home chores , proper rest and homework.
Of course children like exciting Westerns. They know the
"good guys " are going to win.
They are on the side of the good
guys; nothing succeeds like success. They may even derive
profit from the moral flavor of
the show .
But without parental interference. Johnny may sit through a
whole series of such shows. If
this happens, he'll wake up in
the morning too tired to face the
day. Poor work in the classroom
mav follow.
The trouble is not the Westerns, but fatigue. What Johnny
needs is more sleep. A child
needs some firm, kindly, consistent discipline from parents tq
maintain good mental health .

DEAR GLADYS: No. I think Earl
finished one 20-year hitch and he's not
about to go for a lifetime hitch just
yet. The handwriting on the book of
matches is clear enough. Don't wait
for him to draw you any pictures.

FRATERNITY OPEN HOUSE . . . Sigma Tali Gamma
members greet a few of the 150 visitors who called at the
fraternity 's house at 113 E. Sarnia St. Sunday aftern oon.
Left to right , Mary Bates, Kenyon ; Gretchen Anderson ,
Hayfield ; Jerry Wilharm , Waterloo , Iowa , fraternity vice
president; Kathy Brock , Waterloo. Iowa , and Rollie Vussow, Winona , new fraternity president. Twenty-three Winona State College students are living in the leased house.
Miss Gertrude Finch of the college faculty is patroness.
(Dail y News photo)

Assistant at
Central Church
To Leave Post

NOW

OFFER--
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THE WORLD IN

1964

Reta rded Children
Association to See
Film on Wednesday

H 1 . S I O R Y A S W K LIYHD 1T

The Winona County Association for Retarded Children will
meet Wednesday at 8 p.m . at
Lucas Lodge of the Red Cross
headquarters , 276 W . 5th St.
"Toymakers ," a film showing
the needs and nature of mentally retarded persons in institutions , will be shown . The documentary film records brief incidents in the lives ot several
residents of the Stat e School and
Hospital , Sclinsgrovc , Pa.
¦

This new , 300-page
volume is crammed with
the high drama of stories
ond photos of the entiro
year.
It h being produced by
tho writers and editors of

A salad to accompany roast
lamb: fresh pear halves on salad greens. The trick here is to
fill the core cavities of the
pears with mint jelly and to add
cream cheese balls rolled in
chopped nuts lo Ihe salad plate.

The Associated Press that
gave you "The Torch Is
Passed."
"The World in 1964"
Is available to you for
only $3 by filling out the
ing your copy of the book
now . It will be mailed to
you in earl y February.

THE WORLD IN 19*54
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DEAR SUBSCRIBER: Does your newspaper run a
"tag " after each of my columns stating that I will answer
all letters WHICH INCLUDE A SELF-ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE? If it doesn 't, it should. All these
letters ARE answered , but due to the space -limited to
me, only a few letters can be answered daily in my
column. Sorry .
DEAR ABBY: My Mother . Dad , husband and I had a
big argument and we want you to settle it for us. Every
time we go out for dinner , my husband orders steak. He is
left-handed and can 't cut it properly, so he gives his plate
to me and I cut it for him. My parents say that this is
not proper , but rny husband and I don 't see anything wrong
with it. What is your opinion?
LEFTY'S WIFE

tb/ ^/ etfr

IT happened — really it did. The things I'm about to lell you
really happened , and in church.
If someone is interested in some true tales to tickle the
lib s, so to speak , and he has the time to do the research , and
the know-how to write a book, I've got a great idea for the
book. Really it could become a best seller , I believe. Its title
should be, "It Happened in Church. " The 'source of information
would be primarily ministers and the stories would be (rue.
I' m thinking, for example , of the minister who had spent
many years with one congregation and was now making a
move to another pulpit. There
was an elderly gent in his congregation that habitually fell
asleep during services. It just
happened that on the Sunday
that the new preacher was to
deliver his first message that
the first minister was still in
town , giving him a chance to
hear his replacement. As he
took his place in the pew, he
ST. PAUL (AP ) - Minnesota found himself next to the old
that always fell asleep.
industry reached record levels gent
Nudging the preacher and
in 1964, says Gov . Karl Rolvaag. handing him a small pen-knife,
The governor reported Satur- I the old fella said, "I want to
day the industrial picture im- ! hear this new man too , but you
my weakness. If I fall
proved financially by more than j know
asleep, just poke me with this ,"
$187 million and more than 15,- referring to the penknife.
000 new jobs were created last
The minister took the knife
year.
with a smile and a nod of agreeThe governor 's annual report ment as the service began. The
from the Department of Busi- message wasn 't far spent when
ness Development stated that sure enough , the old boy was
149 new manufacturing plants off into dreamland. Taking his
located in Minnesota last year , elbow, not the knife , the minand 171 plants expanded facili- ister poked this pew-sleeper
ties . The new plants created lightl y, at which the old gent
more than 11,700 jobs, and the literally yelled , out in church
"Help, I'm beplant expansions accounted for during services
" This preacher deing
stabbed.
3.600 additional new jobs.
cided never again to disturb a
New plant construction totaled sleeping soul , at least not durmore than $87 million , Rolvaag ing church services.
said , and plant expansions more
than $100 million .
ANOTHER Minister tells of
In his regular monthl y report , the heckler and how he handled
Frank T. Starkey , employment him. The heckler was a small
security commissioner , stated boy that wore high buckle overthat the December 1964 job shoes, but always left (hem open
level of 1,033,800 exceeded the to the top. Each Sunday the lad
previous year 's figure by 25,000. would wait until services were
Unemployment in December well under way and the miniswas 11 ,100 under December 1963, ter had started the sermon.
he reported , at 58,100 compared Then it happened — it always
happened. Tlie boy would come
with 69,200.
from the back of the church ,
Ilcnefit pay to j obless in 1964 walk down to the front , clicktotaled slightly more than $37 ing his overshoe buckles togethmillion , about 4.7 per cent lower er , cross in front of the preacher , smile as he went by, and
than the previous year,
The number of unemp loyed then go out a side door. In a
drawing benefits of one week or few moments he would come
more in 1904 totaled lllil . non , back to cross a second time in
front of the preacher , smiling
compared to 116,500 in 1963.
¦
as he came bv.
After about the second Sunday,
;¦ When you finish cooking n the preacher found thnt it was a
custard sauce , it' s a KOOI ! idea
to cool the pan in cold running weekly event , and the young lad
obviously felt under the circumwater .
stances , he was an untouchable,
But in this minister, he met his
match . The messngc was just
under way when the preacher
saw the young lad slide out of
his seal and start down the
aisle , overshose clicking nnd all.
The preacher , capable of speaking without notes , kept right on
speaking, stepped out of the pulpit ancl onto the floor level,
preaching all the time , mind
you , waiting for the hoy to get
just a step ahead of him , nnd
then followed the lad the full
length of the front o( the church
and right up to the door , preaching. The little boy would look
hack nnd then walk a little faster until by the time he reached tho door , he was nearly on a
run. And , it happened in church.
It was the last time it happened , hut like a thousand nnd one
such stories of action and reaction , it happened in church.

State Industry
At Record Peak
In Past Year
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DEAR WIFE : Why your left-handed husband has trouble
cutting steak is beyond me. But if he wants you to cut it
and you 're willing, it should be nobody else's business.
*
CONFIDENTIAL TO MOTHER OF SEVEN IN COLUMBUS: Television will never replace reading. Limit those
children of yours to so many programs a day, or when opportunity knocks later in life they won't be able to hear
it for the television 's blaring.
Troubled? Write to ABBY , Box 6970O, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed
envelope.

"Now let's open real wide — like when you're
arguing politics."

APARTMENT 3-G

By Alex Kotzky

REX MORGAN, M. D.

By Dal Curt it
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By Saunders and Ernst

Look at Those Bargains

coupon below and reserv-
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* V*WLO You MIND WEARINGTH«* He WONT LET
MtiON£ OUTA ffOHTieRVOOOfi WOK AT HIM.V '

DEAR ABBi': Why do you claim that
you answer people 's problems when you
don 't? This is the fourth letter I've written to you and it will be the last if you
don 't answer. Do you just throw a letter
away if you can't think up a smart answer
for it? My problems are a lot more serious
ABBV
than some of the stupid ones I have . seen in your column.
Does a person have to PAY to get his letter in the paper?
If you don 't answer this one, I am going to quit taking the
paper.
LONG-TIME SUBSCRIBER

BILL MERRILLS.,

The Rev. W. C. Friesth , assistant pastor at Central Lutheran Church 2> 2 years, resigned
his position Sunday morning
during worship services.
In his letter of resignation to
the congregation he said , "I
want to quote one paragraph
from the letter
of call d a t,e d
May 29, 1962,
and accepted by
myself: 'In accord with the
practice of the
American Lutheran Church , it
i s understood
that if and when
the senior pastor resigns, the
assistant pastor Rev. Friesth
also will resign .'
"Therefore , in compliance
,THE EDITORS OF
with this statement , I hereby
THIS FAMOUS BOOK
offer my resignation as assistant pastor of Central Lutheran
AND THIS NEWSPAPER
Church . The effective date of
this resignation to be Sept . l ,
1965, unless a call from another
congregation requires my leaving at an earlier date."
Pastor Friesth came to Central Lutheran Sept . 1, 1962, to
BH
B
replace the Rev . Thomas Herbranson. A native of Ft . Dodge,
Iowa , he graduated from St.
Olaf College, Northfield , in 1954
and Luther Seminary in 1958.
After completion of his seminary education , he served LasS^S^ll^ll^H Salle Lutheran Church and Lake
f ' '^^^^^^EHB
' Hanska Lutheran Church in Minnesota before coming here.
Rev. Friesth and his wife ,
Beatrice , have three children:
Bonnie, 6, Brent , 4, and Bruce ,
.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HaVP^ m.
Pastor Friesth was active in
!¦• ^IMHPiRB^^^^'ij youth
work , parish education
*- . ^*:::;:^r: : :M ^ M M
and the Lutheran Student Association at Winon a State College,
He now is president of the Winona Ministerial Association.
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Ten Years and
Still No Wedding

TV , Homework
Won 't Mix

By LESLIE J. NASON , Ed , D.
University of Southern
California
Your television set often
serves you well with an amazing
variety of entertainment and information , but it CAN cause
trouble for school children .
In the morning a quiet breakfast and a warm family relationship provide a proper sendoff for school children . Television, even with a choice of good
educational programs , should
not be allowed to interfere .
In the late afternoon , while
mother is preparing the evening
meal , there are programs designed for little ones — cartoons,
games and activities that build
responsiveness. But even though
this keeps children occupied
white mother is busy, it cannot
take the place of reading, drawing, clay modeling, painting or
other quiet activities in which
the child exercise his own skills
and initiative .
SOME TIME between school
and dinner , c h i l d r e n need
wholesome playtime with physical exercises and a chance to
work off pent-up energy.
Judicious use of television
can be a source of family entertainment in the evening, but
should not be allowed to rob the
family of story-reading time, or
time for discussion of the day 's
problems.
Homework activities and television can 't operate in the same
room. A student should put his
whole mind into studying. The
student who says he can study
better with the music as a background may be using music to
shield him from outside noises
and distractions . Even if it does
help, it fills a part of his mind
that should be used in studying.
Radio, with talking, demands
an even greater share of a student's mind. Television , making
demands on both ears and eyes,
makes study even more difficult .
How television shares the
home with people can be controlled through family planning.
It takes teamwork to budget
television time. Adults should

DENNIS THE MENACE

I WONDKK what«ver became
of thnt old man with the pen
knife , Perhaps he has passed on
to his reward. Or , that little
boy ? Possibly he became a
preacher , You see, lots of interesting things happen in church.
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Hawks, Redmen Set for Stretch; Campbell,Nett Looking
By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
Preliminaries are out ot
the way. For Winona'i four
basketball teams, the stretch
run is dead ahead. Two apparently are set , two are not.
Wnoha High and St . Mary's
have compiled the best records and appear set for battles to come. The Hawks have
nine games left, six in the
Big Nine , while St . Mary's
has 13 games remaining, 11
of them in the MIAC. The
Redmen hold the city's best
record of 11-2 — 4-1 in the
conference. Winona High is
7-2 overall and 3-1 in league
play.
Still searching for lethal
combinations are W i n o n a
State 's Bob Campbell and

Cotter's John Nett. The Ramblers have a seven-game push
ahead before tournament activity.* They now stand 7-5 on
the year. State , with an NIC
record of 1-2 and an overall
mark of 3-9, has 10 games
left, seven in the conference.
L a s t weekend's activity
brought success only to the
Winhawks, who gave veteran
coach John Kenney his first
victory at Austin. The score
was 7944.
State lost an 86-77 overtime
decision to once-beaten Moorhead (2-0 in the conference )
and Cotter saw St . Paul Hill
gain revenge for an earlyseason Rambler win with a 6154 win.
Kenney and St. Mary's Ken
Wiltgen are satisfied their
teams are set

"With the last three wins to
set us up, we should be
ready," said Kenney.
The Hawks — who have met
La Crosse Logan, Eau Claire
Memorial and Austin in their
last three tests — have two
rugged games this weekend.
They must meet Mankato, an
early-season title choice that
has staggered on occasion, at
the High School Auditorium
Friday night before rolling
into Williams Arena on the
University of Minnesota campus to meet Mounds View , one
of the state 's top 20 teams,
in a preliminary to the Gopher-Ohio State game Saturday
night.
" M a n k a t o is coming
around," said K e n n e y .
"(Dave ) Lillard is 6-6 and
jumps pretty well and they

run a 1-2-2 with (Chuck) Halling out front. He 's the one
who beat us (81-74) last year.
He's a good shot and a good
ballhandler."
The coach, who plans no
changes in his starting lineup,
will spend some time working with forward Larry Larson while giving the other four
starters a rest tonight.
Wiltgen's Redmen face a
big test in Lakeland. The

team doesn't hold an outstanding won-lost record but
has size in a pair of boys who
go 6-8 and 6-11.
Following t h e Thursday
clash at Sheboygan, the Redmen move on to Milwaukee
for a bout with full-court
pressing University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
"They should be real good
tests," said Wiltgen, whose
team hasn't played since last

Monday because of exam
break. "We haven't had a
real good practice s i n e *
Thursday and this week someone or other will be gone all
the time . I hope we can regain our shooting and poise
on the trip. We want to be
ready for t h e conference
games. "
Nett viewed Cotter 's 61-54
loss to Hill as a bad night.
"We were kind of flat — not
sharp at all, That size hurts
us and it's something we can't
seem to do anything about."
About Mondovi , he said: "I
haven't seen them, but I
guess they're having one of
those seasons when they're up
one night and down the next ,
too. What about St. Felix?
How are you going to beat
a team that scores 111 points?
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"I'm still not satisfied with
the starters, but we just can't
seem to come up with the
right combination."
Campbell probably had the
biggest reason to moan after
the Warriors' 86-77 overtime
loss to Moorhead.
"Two years ago when they
were down here, we were behind 77-76 at the end," he
remembered. "We took timeout with 12 seconds left and
set up. It worked perfectly,
but we missed the shot."
"We had a 72-70 lead at the
e n d , Saturday," recalled
Campbell. "Everything worked perfectly. We gave Lysaker a shot from the corner
and he missed. But our rebounder w a s around and
(Jim) Jahr got a cheap one
underneath. Two games al-

most alike. Maybe we don't
live right."
Of Bethel, Campbell was
expecting a scouting report
today. "I believe they have
a kid 6-10, but we don't know
much yet. We'll stay with the
same group."
In wrestling action this
week , Winona High is at Mankato Friday and Winona State
at St. Cloud Saturday. The
Warrior tankers get back into
action Friday by hosting
Carleton at 3:30 while Winona High's swim team is at
Mankato.
The St. Mary 's hockey
team, currently leading the
MIAC, meets Hamline at St.
Paul's Aldrich Arena Friday
before moving on to College,
ville for a bout with St,
John 's Saturday.

Auggies Destroy j Fun and
J Titles at
Supremacy Doubt \) Winter Cards Vs. Hornets Tuesday
Carnival
SALAVA: 'A BIG ONE FOR US'
MMMMMMMMMIHMMliM.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
If any doubt existed about
Augsburg's supremacy in Minnesota's small college basketball this season, the Auggies
dispelled it emphatically Saturday night.
Augsburg blasted MinnesotaDuluth 75-55 for its sixth straight
Minnesota Intercollegiate Conference victory, upping its overall record to 15-1. Lone Auggie
loss this season was to Lincoln,
Mo., in the Bemidji Holiday
Tournament.
Gastavng Adolphas, meanwhile, remained a threat to
Augsburg. The Gusties defeated
St. Thomas 66-56 to move into •
second-place tie with idle St.
Mary's, both with 4-1 MIAC
records. Macalester beat St.
John's 67-57 in the only other
MIAC game.
Mankato State pulled the biggest surprise of the season
among Minnesota collegiate
teams, however , when the Indians upset St. Cloud State 63-60
at St. Cloud in the Northern
Intercollegiate headliner.
The Huskies' defeat was the
first in nine years to a conference opponent on their home
floor. St. Cloud had won 41
conference games since 1956 at

home, and had won 44 straight
games from all foes since I960.
Mankato and Moorhead , an
M5-77 victor over Winona State
in overtime, remain as the only
unbeaten teams in NIC play .
Bemidji State posted a 95-82
victory over Winless Michigan
Tech.

In the Midwest Conference,
Carleton lost to Coe 72-60 while
St. Olaf bowed at Beloit, 91-66.
Minnesota Morris blasted Northwestern of Minneapolis 97-70 in
a Pioneer Conference game.
Augsburg is idle this week,
taking the break for semester
exams. Three MIAC games are
on tap tonight, with Gustavus
visiting St. John's for the only
game involving one of the top
teams.
Northern Intercollegia te
Minkit *
M*«rhM«
St. Cloud
BtmWH
WINONA
MIch. Ttcti

SATURDAY
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Moorheid Statt II, Winona Stall II
(OT).
SI. Paul Hill 41, Wlntni Catttr 54.
N0N-CONFERENCEHiyflald 71, Owatonna 41.
Harmony 71, Dodgi Canter 44.
Houston 40, Lewlsion 4(.
Minneapolis Watt 41. Northficld Si,
MINNESOTA COLLEGES
Augsburg 75. Duiulh 53,
Ruiravus 44. St. Thorn*. 54.
Macaltstir 47, SI. John's 17.
Mankato 41, St. Cloud 10.
¦emldll n, Michloln Tech It.
Morris »;, Northwtstern (Minn.) M,
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
Ripon 41, Knox 41.
Monmouth 12, Lawrence 71.
Oelrelt 7f, Marquette 17.
Balolt I
I , St. Olat 44.
NertWend 71, Oomlnlcin et Racina T7
G.orfs Williams II, Mlltln 71.
Lewis College It, It . Nerbert 75 .
Illinois Wesliyan 14, Clrthaae 71.
Cure** 101, Northweatern (Wis.) II,
Cos 77, carleton il.
Auguttana 44 , North t»«rk 17.
COLLEGES
EAST
St. Joseph' s II, Lilayetle I
I
.
St . John's 71, Seton Hell 41.
Cornell 71, Princeton »».
Ttmple 73, Vlllanova II.
Army II, Pittsburgh 11.
Syracuse 104, LlSelle II.
Ptnn 7J, Columbia 42 ,
aVawn 71, Harvard 41.
SOUTH
Divldion IM, Pritbylerlan 17.
Duke 105, Wake Foreil 77.
Tsnnissea 77, Kentucky 51.
N.C. State 71, Maryland 47.
N, Carolina 17, Virginia 40.
Prnn State M, West Virginia 71.
Georgia Tech il, Louisville 4).
Auburn 03. Alabama II.
Florida 40, Mississippi It.
MIDWEST
Michigan to, Northw/ittern 41.
Wichita 75 , St . Louis 44.
Indiana 14, Ohio State 71.
Illinois 7», Minnesota 77.
Iowa 111, Michigan Stale I
I
.
Bradley 104, Cincinnati M.
DePiul 43, Dayton St .
Notre Dame tl, Duller 57 ,
/Missouri 10, Kansas State 41.
Kansas 71, Iowa Stall' 40.
FAR VV tJJT
UCLA II, Slanlord «l
San Francisco It, Ssnla Clara 77.
Colorado State u, l», Utah State 71.
Washington state 14 . Oregon Slats I
I
Southern California 75, California SI
Oreoon 45, Washington 51.
Denver 14. oklahomi City 74
Seattle to. Western Texas Slate 71.
Idaho tl, Monlani 41.
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OAMBS THIS WEEK
T0NI6HT - Okttavut It St. John'j;
C«ne*rdlt it St. Th*mi«; H«mHn ( <l
MietlHttr; l«nMf|l «f NsrtWinO (Wli.);
Minn -Marris it Narth Oakols.
TUBSOAY — ••tlial It Wlnini; St.
Claud at MMmaid.
WKDNISDAr - Ouluth it Superior
(W(s.)i St. HarUrt It Mfcft. recti.
THURSDAY — St . Mary 's it Lakaland.
FRIDAY - St. Mary* it WisconsinMlhMvkaa; Northland at Mtrrti; Carleton at Knox; St. 01*1 at Monmouth.
SATUROAY — Ouluth at MJcalesttr;
St. Jatin't if CMieardla; Guslavus al
Hamllna; Wlnwii at St. Cloud; Mankato
•«mid|l;
Mtorttttd
it
Michigan
at
Tich; St. Oil! at Knox ; Carleton at
Manmauth; NirtMand at Morris.

CURLING KINGS . . . Receiving the
championship trophy from Bruce Tanberg of
Winona, who was voted the best dressed
curLer at the Winter Carnival curling contest
at Centerville Sunday, is the Pete Munson

Rink. From left, the team members are: Pete
Munson, Winona; David Winters, Centerville ;
Roraie Weilandt, Winona, and Jerry Bambenek, Winona.

Seeling Cops
Singles Title
In Tournament
Dave Stark and Bob Hardtke
won the doubles event with 1 ,179
and Dick Seeling placed first
in singles with 651 in the Eagle*
League Annual Double-Singles
tournament held at Hal-Rod
Lanes Saturday.
Seeling posted games of 182230 and 212 and used a 27-pin
handicap to boost the 624
scratch total.
The second-place doubles
team was made up of John
Sherman and Bill Armstrong
with 1,162, Lauren Eskelson and
Ernie Eskelson were third with
1,144 , Dsryl Oates and Dale
Prondzinaki were fourth with
1 ,131 and Frank Rossln and
Roger Ladewig fifth with 1.125 .
Bill Armstrong followed Seel
ing with 6-45, Joe Trimmer had
620, Bill Hamernlk 600, Bob
Cada 599, Bill Docrcr 594, Chris
Weifenbach 579 and Joe Trochta 577.
Larry Eskelson had the high
single game of 23.1 and Seeling 's
624 was the best series.

FISHING CHAMPS . . . These are the winners in the Winter Carnival children 's fishing contest held on Lake Winona
Sunday afternoon. In back is Tom DeGrood while Ricky
Schultz is in front. Others from left , are : Kevin Sonsolla,'
Glen Dornfeldt , Linda Dornfeldt and Debbie Bell. (Daily
News Sports Photos)

Allyn Joins Forces
With Milwaukee Fans
MILWAUKEE (AP) - New
opposition to the Braves ' shift to
Atlanta in 19fifi has been voiced
by Chicago White Sox owner
Arthur Allyn , who says he will
ask oilier American League
owners to join him in requesting

that Baseball Commissioner
Ford Frick order tlie club to
stay in Milwaukee.
In a story appearing in today 's editions of the Milwaukee
Sentinel , baseball writer Lou
Chapman quoted Ailyn as saying there was no justification
for the move and that Frick has
hnd the power all along to cancel the shift.

Iconoclastic Defense Does Job

That's what Tennessee Coach
Ray Mears dubbed his 1-3-1 zone
After Ihe Vols had whipped
Southeastern Conference rival
Kentucky 77-58 at Knoxville Saturday. The loss, Kentuck y's
¦ixth in 13 starts, dropped the

Wildcats ' SEC record to 2-2.
They entertain league-lending
Auburn, 5-0, tonight ,
A layer of fog that blanketed
the Northwest softened up Oregon State for Pacific Athletic
Conference foe Washington
State. It took two chartered airplanes and four rented cars —
with police escort - to get the
Beaver* from Seattle lo Pullman, Wash., where thoy lost to
the Huskies 64-6,1.
It was the second defeat in
two nighU for the Beavers, preseason pick to pies* national
champion UCLA (or the conference title , and left them in a
Mst-place tie at 1-3.
Bowling Green, ea route to

Munson Rink
Wins Curling;
Fish Too Smart

Fishing wasn 't so good, curling was great and everyone had
fun.
That , in a nutshell , takes care
of the Sunday sports events of
the Winona Winter Carnival.
In the curling contest held at
Centerville Curling Club, the
Pete Munson Rink of Winona
came through with the championship.

TONGUE-TWISTING ZONE FELLS KENTUCKY

By THE ASSOCIATED PRKSS
The wintry demons that conspired againsl Ihe Oregon Slate
and Bowling Green basketball
teams were nothing compared
to the plight of Kentucky 's
Adolph Rupp.
Oregon Sate was in a fog and
Bowling Green was snowbound ,
hut the undoing <if Rupp 's Wildcats at Tennessee was a thing
culled an Iconoclastic Defense
with Disharmonious Tendencies.

^HI ^MWM Hnaa«iMM«

Ox ford , Ohio , for its game with
Mid American Conference leader Miami , got snngged in the
blmnrd that hit the Eastern
part of the country. The Falcons
walked the last mile into Oxford
from their snow-stalled bus and
took a 74-5(1 beating from the
Redskins. It was Miami' s eighth
straight league victory and 12th
in 13 over-all games.

Emil weather caused cancellation or postponement of several
games hut failed to stop the nation 's lop ten teams from completing a rate sweep of their
competition during the week .
Keith Erickson and Gail
Gnodrich , wllh 21 and 15 points ,
respectively, led top-ranked

UCLA past Stanford 80-M .for its
13th succeflsive triumph after an
opening loss at Illinois.
Came Russell scored 36
points, equaling his own Michigan single-game mark , as the
runner-up Wolverines trimmed
Northwestern 90-«8 and took the
lead In the Big Ten Conference
race.
Wichita . No. 3, lield the lop
spot in the Missouri Valley Conference with a 75-64 victory over
St. Louis.
"I've saved this for a whole
year," Mears said of his tonguetwisting zone after A. W. Dnvis'
24 points led Tennessee to its
third conference victory in four
tries and a 10-2 season mark.

IN ADDITION to Munson, David Winters of Centerville , Romie Weilandt of Winona and
Jerry Bambenek of Winona
were team members.
In the fishing contest supervised by members of the United
Commercial Travelers club and
the Park-Recreation Department, Clem Dornfeld , 112 Laird ,
Rot the prize for the first fish
caught when he registered a
four-ounce perch .
Linda Dornfeld , 112 Laird ,
took the girl's prize with a bass.
The crappies were the .smartest fish of the day, no girl or
boy catching one.
In the boys sunfish division ,
Gary Placlicrki . 251 E . Mark ,
won the first with the only one
caught. It weighed Iwo and onehalf ounces. No girl came up
with a sunfish.

Some of the glitter was removed from the Eleva-Strum
at Alma Center Lincoln clash
scheduled for Tuesday when
the Hornets fell before Independence Friday night.
But, while the contest won't
match conference unbeatens,
both the Cardinals' Dick Salava , who has coached his team
to a 6-0 Dairyland Conference record, and the Hornets'
Dick Fischer agree the game
should be a dandy.
Eleva-Strum has lost once
in nine games. Alma Center
holds a 5-1 record in the
Dairyland and is 6-2 overall.
"I don't feel we 've reached
our potential although we
have made great Improvement the past two weeks,"
said Salava. "It has to be
called a big game for us. A
win would put us two games
ahead in the conference and
we play all the toughies at
home the rest of the way."
"I feel we have the potential ," says Alma Center's
Fischer. "We're doing better
than most people expected,
but we have some pretty fair
boys. After watching Independence, I feel we 'll have an
easier time with Central .
"Bisek (Jack , 6-8 Indee
center) is a hard man to
stop," went on the first-year
coach. "Eleva-Strum won't be
that big, but they do have a
balanced scoring attack . "
The Cardinals have received a shot in the arm with the
return of 6-2 forward Jerry
Vetterkind, who has been out
with a fractured collarbone.
He has been the team's leading scorer and rebounder over
the past two seasons.
"He still isn't starting, but
he can make a tremendous
difference ," said Salava. "He
was our high scorer against
Whitehall (The Cards won 5738 behind 17 points from Jerry."
To try and combat the hotshooting Hornets, Salava will
start Roger Tollefson . 6-0;
John Dinkel . 6-3, and. Tim
Bue , 6-1 , up front. They have
been the early-season leaders. Also opening will be
Greg Finstad, 5-10, and Jeff
Havenor , 5-11. Salava calls
Finstad his "steadiest hoy. "
Alma Center will open with
high-scoring Gary Cummings ,
6-4 senior at center. The forwards will be brother Dale,
5-11 , and 6-1 Norm Seguin.
The guards are 5-10 Dave
Mayer and 5-10 Dave Hayden.
Both teams bank on hotshooting performances. The
Cords average in the high
40s, Alma Center around 45
percent,
"I think we 'll be ready for
them, " summed up Fischer .
"The boys have been lioking
to this one for a long uVc —
in fact we might have been
looking too far ahead when
Independence beat us.
The Rame highlights a conference slate that also sends
Whitehall (3-3 ) to Augusta

(3-3 ) , Independence (3-3) to
Cochrane - Fountain City (1-5)
and Osseo ( 1-5 ) to Blair (24).
In the Hiawatha Valley,
Lake City (6-1) plays at Zumbrota ( 6-1) to decide who is
king of the hill.
As far as top non-conference
clashes go, take your pick .
In a top Catholic Region Six
game, Wabasha St. Felix
travels to Rochester Lourdes.
Coach Duke Loretz ' Yellowjackets, who rolled up 111
points against Hokah Friday,
lost to Lourdes by only three
points in an earlier meeting
and won a victory over Winona Cotter.
A prime Western Wisconsin
battle will have Alma, a perfect 9-0 on the season, going
against Durand in a rematch.
The Panthers lost to the Rivermen earlier, but Jim Miner's team has been coming
strong, winning two Mississippi Valley clashes.
Gale-Ettrick, drubbed by
Holmen Friday but holding a
5-3 record, travels to Mon-

dovi , Preston plays at bpruig
Grove, Elgin at Dover-Eyota,
Plum City at Pepin, Chatfi eld
at Caledonia and Caledonia
Loretto at Lewiston in other
big games around the area.

DICK SALAVA
"Need This One Badly"
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Cardinals Top
Dodge Center

IN THE perch division , Kevin
Sonsalla , 1462 Park Lane , took
first with n six and one-eighth
ounce catch. David Dornfeld,
112 Laird , was second with a
five-ounccr and Gregory Erickson of Lewiston third with a
three and one-half ounce fish .
In the girls perch division,
Debbie Bell , 427 E. Mark , won
first with a four and one-half
ounce catch. Janet Dornfeld ,
112 Laird, wan second and Linda
Dornfeld third .
Ricky Schultz , 1760 W. Wabasha , was the youngest fisherman present. He is three years
old . Tom De Grood , 78 E. Sanborn , won the attendance prize .

HARMONY , Minn. - Tom
Mculemans ' Harmony Cardinals
kept right on rolling a long Saturday night , dropping Dodge
Center 78-66.
/
LOOK AT THESE LOW PRICES!
i
The Cardinals broke from a
deadlock
to
17-17 first-period
I
I
6-VOlT
12-VOLT
lead 40-34 at halftime and 57-53
at the end of three.
Jim Willford paced fo.ir douAlto
Exch.
Exch.
ble-figure scorers for the Cards '
Dllco
^M
with 22 points. Bill Barretl had ; ^^
Htadquarttrt
^^^ .
19, Mike Erickson 15 and Ron
^
^m
Johnson, a defensive and re- 1
hounding star , got 14 . He also j
picked off 14 ricochets.
j
Roger Kraemer 's 21 , Roger !
Delano's 15 and Dennis Myers '
10 led Dodge Center .
Harmony won the "B" game
58-25.
¦

Notre Dame lineman Jim
Lynch is the brother of Tom
Lynch , Navy 's 1%3 football captain. Tom hel ped Dick Duden
conch the Navy Plebes this
fall.

NEW ATHLETIC DIFECTOR
NOItTHFIELD , Minn . i*> Dr. Axel C . Rundgnnrd will take
over next fall as athletic director arid chairman of men 's physical education at St. Olaf College.
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Dramatic Putt
Helps Ellis
Win Tourney

SAN DIEGO , Calif. (AP) The San Diego Open Golf Tournament ended is the excitement
of a sudden-death playoff , a remarkable rally , victory for the
underdog, Wes Ellis Jr., and a
touching off-scene reaction by
the most ardent admirer of the
loser , Bill Casper Jr .
Ellis capped a dramatic
comeback when he sank an
eight-foot putt for a birdie 3 on
the 73rd hole while Casper got
down in par.
The 32-year-old Ellis , who
doesn 't play many tournaments
away from his position as a club
professional in West Caldwell,
N.J., sent the affair into the extra hole when he made a sensational putt on the 72nd hole.
He knocked the ball in from
the edge off the green, 45 feet
away.
Shouts from the gallery shook
the place .
But a small boy , standing in
the crowd , cried.
His name? Billy Casper III ,
age 8. He had trotted as close to
his daddy 's heels as he could all
day.
The round turned into a threeway struggle in the final nine
holes among Casper, Ellis and
Johnny Pott. Pott, who lost in
a playoff to Tommy Jacobs in
1962, missed a short putt on the
16th hole, losing his chance for
the playoff.
Pott finished with a 65 for 268,
George Knudson had a 64 for 269
and Jay Dolan and Bud Holscher were tied at 272.

Women Pace
Pin Happenings
Over Weekend

Except for Carroll Colbeneon 's 615 series for FergusonColbenson in the Guys and Dolls
League at Westgate bowl, the
women dominated weekend
bowling action.
Filling out the highs in the
Guys and Dolls were PetermanKonkel with 759, Emmons-Schacht with 2,179 and Lois Schacht
with 216-142-170 — 528. Leona
Lubinski totaled 161-168-190 —
519 and Millie Lica got her first
200 game and 500 series by waxing 208-146-150 — 504. Colbenson's 615 game on games of 221,
181 and 213.

PACING THE female keglers
was Leona Lubinski , subbing in
the Jacks and Queens circuit at
Westgate. She smashed 190-547
errorless to pace Double L's to
792-2,211 . Sonia Buck had 161440 for Rockets and Marv Niemeyer 233-564 for Lefts and
Rights .
In the Winon a Athletic Club
Ladies League — and pin action
resumes at the Club tonight —
Helen Selke raked 216-535 to
lead Hot Fish Shop to 963-2,572
as the first half ended.
Last , but certainly not least ,
Pat Weigel came up with a 517
series for Alley Gators in the
High School Girls circuit at HalRod Lanes. Teammate Joyce
Schreiber laced 203 as the pair
led the team to 797-2,184.
WESTGATE BOWL: K i n g s
and Queens — Ben Gorder ' s 534
scries paced Trojans to 2 ,183
Jerry Palmer 's 226 led Gruesome Foursome to 758. Alice
Bauer totaled 181-440 for The
Beeps.
.Junior flit-I s — Linda Sehiillz
slashed 158 to lead Pozanc
Trucking to 732 while Bowling
Bell.s were fumbling 1,3.90 behind Mary Rodgers ' 264 .
.ll'NIOK BOYS — Dave SmelRPI ' S 178-440 led Strikers to 711.
Alley Crackers tipped 2 ,014 and
Don ' Blake 171 for All-Stars.
IIAMIOI) LANKS : His N
Hers — Uev Wolfe ripped 157450 for McElmury-Wolfe and
Bud Hansen of Anderson-Hanson and Ed Kauphusman of
Kauphusmcin -Kauphusman sp lit
men ' s honors with 211 and r>57.
Anderson-Hnnsen came up with
7B8 and Kvans-Gunderson 2 ,236
High School Hoys
.1 o h n
Walski rammed 202-577 for Good
Players and Knights commanded team events with 724-2 , 101.
Park-Hrc. li. Hoys
Dave
Schewe '.s Kir, led Braves to 722
Bruce Springer of Kour Aces
lied Ihe IWi . Dave (Vaplcwski
scored :il>:: for Four ( !o Fours
nnd Hlack Hawks tumbled 1. 3611

Perkins Favored fo
Win Over Hernandez
( AHA (A S , Veiicziifl.i ( A P ) Fiddle I' cikins , the much-tiiiv
cled world junior welterweight
from Chicago , is n heavy favorite lo re-lair , his title against No.
J i lialU'iiger Carlos Hernandez
timiijht , hut the Venezuelan belt«'i lias ;i .simple upset formula
in the works .
"I'll finish him if 1 can hit
him . " the 21 year old Hernandez
said after finishing (raining for
tiie .scheduled la-round bout ,
beginning at 11 p.m ., EST.
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Tuesday 's
Basketball
TUESDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLSBethel at Winona State , Memorial
Hall. 7:30 p.m.
HIAWATHA VALLEY—
Lake City at Zumbrota.
DAIRYLAND—
Whitehall at Augusta.
Independence at Cochrane-Foimteln
City.
Ossee af Blair.
Eleva-Strum at Alma Center .
NON-CONFERENCE—
Kenyon at West Concord.
Elgin at Dover-Eyota.
Preston af Spring Grove.
Chatfield at Caledonia.
Randolph at Slmley.
Mazeppa at Wykoff.
Plum City at Pepin.
Alma al Durand
Grantors at Falrchild.
Gilmanton at Lima Sacred Heart.
Gale-Etlrick at Mondovi.
Caledonia Lorerto at Lewiston .
Wabasha St. Felix at Rochester
Lot)rem.

THURSDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
St . Mary's at Lakeland.

FRIDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Mankato al Winona High, 4:30 "B"
squad game.
St. Mary* , at Universit y et Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Cotter at Mondovi.
BIG NINE—
Northfield at Rochester.
Owatonna at Albert Lea.
Faribault at Red Wing.
HIAWATHA VALLEY—
St. Charles al Kenyon.
Lake city at Stewartville.
Plainview at Zumbrota.
Cannon Falls at Kasson-Minlorvllle.
WASIOJA—
Byron at Claremont .
Wansrningo at West Concord.
Hayfield at Pine Island.
Dodge Center at Dover-Eyota.
ROOT RIVER—

Spring Grove at Peterso n.

Houston at Rushford.
Mabel at Caledonia.
CENTENIMIAL—
Goodhue at Elgin.
Mazeppa at Faribault Deaf.
Randolph at Wabasha.
WEST CEN7RAI
Taylor at Gilmanton.
Falrchild at Arkansaw,
Alma at Pepin.
MAPLE LEAF—
Harmony at Lanesboro,
Wykoff at Preston.
Spring Valley at-Chatfield.
DAIRYLAND—
Eleva-Strum at Cocbrane-Fountain
Ciry.
Blair at Independence .
Whitehall at Alma Center.
Augusta at Osseo.
BI-STATE—
Lima Sacred Heart at St. Felix.
Onalaska Luther at Caledonia Loretto.
RoIIingstone Holy Trinity at Hokah
St. Peter.
COULEEHolmen at Melrose.
Onalaska at Mlndoro.
West Salem at Trempealeau.
Gale-Ettrick at Bangor.
NONCONFERENCEDurand at Elmwood.

SATURDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winona High vs. Mounds View , University of Minnesota preliminary.
Winona State at St. Cloud State .
Wabasha St. Felix at Cotter, St.
Stan's, *:15 preliminary.
NONCONFERENCEDodgt Center at Kassor- "Aantorville
Minneapolis Washburn at Austin.
Wlndom at Northfield.

SUNDAY

BI-STATE—
Sacred Heart at Caledonia Loretto.

MONDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Gustavus at St. Mary's. • p.m.

r

Rambler B'
Team Triumphs
ST . PAUL, Minn. — Cotter
High School's "B' ' squad basketball team took advantage of
31 St. Paul Hill fouls Saturday
night to post a 63-46 victory.
Outscored 18-17 from the field,
the Little Ramblers , coached by
Jon Kosidowski , made 29 free
throws to 10 for Hill.
Cotter led 15-9 at the quarter ,
33-23 at halftime and 42-39 with
six minutes left.
Mike Twomey paced Cotter
with 17 points , Leaf had 11 and
Greden 10.
Cashman scored 12 for Hill
and Hedican , one of five Little
Pioneers to foul out , 10.
Colter "B" <*J)
lg It pl tp
Browne
3 2 3 1
Heinlen
13
2 5
Erdotiyk 0 ) 3 1
Greaen
3 4 0 10
Twomey
5 7 " 3 17
Spelti
0 0 0 0
Werni
0 0 0 0
Weniel
3 3 I «
Leaf
1 • 4 11
Hoeppner 1 1 0 ?

Hopkins Tops
Innkeepers Tumble
Winona High
Watkins, Oilers Cop Swim Team

30-26 -at halftime, then watched
W L
W L Watkins slowly close the gap .
J 4
Watkins
5 1 Lewiston
1 S Bob Hazelton and Ron Richter
Williams Annex 5 2 Owl Motor
I 7 paced the winners with 16 and
Standard Oil
5 2 First National
13 points. Pat Costello and John
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Koprowski each had 11 for WatStandard Oil 71, Owl Motor Co. 43.
kins. Both teams missed repeatWilliams Annex SS. Watkins 54.
Lewiston 51, First National 45.
ed free throw shots , the InnThanks to the Williams Annex keepers settling for nine of 21
Innkeepers and a bit of shirt- and Watkins 12 oi 23. Richter
tail riding by Standard Oil, they was 5-for-5 from the line.
now have a three-way first-place
PITCHING three men Into
tie going in the City Basketball double figures and getting a
League sponsored by the Park- standout defensive effort from
Recreation Department.
Ted Czaplewski, the Oilers
The Innkeepers knocked off built a 32-20 halftime lead. Jim
Watkins 55-54 in Sunday 's thrill- Rockers finished with 16, Bob
er, and watched the Oilers Cyert got 14 and Rich Brown 13.
trounce Owl Motor Co. 78-43 to Roy Hazelton and Mike Leahy
set up the three-way deadlock . each had 13 for Owl.
Lewiston's Jack Miller meshIn the oher game , Lewiston
broke from a 25-25 halftime tie ed 16 points and Ron Erdmann
to snow under First National 13. Chuck Petit scored 15 for
First National and Chuck Ha58-45.
Williams Annex went ahead gen 11.
CITY LEAGUE

Call Celtics
Greatest Cage
Team in History

BRAVES * SQUAWS
Westgate
W.
Streng - Kuhlman
5
Winona Tool Co
«Vi
Fakler - Fakler
*
Knopp - Lubinski
3
Minneiska Trail Rides
3

Hotel Rolls to
8th Win in
Pee Wee Loop
W
3
2
1

L
5
i
7

Hole! kept lifiht on
Totals 17 31 11 43
Totals II 10 31 4( rolling in the Park-Hoc Pee Wee
COTTER "B"
15 II • 31—43 Basketball
League and CocaHILL "B"
0—41
*» 14 14
Cola stunned American Legion
28-14 lo headline Saturday happenings ,
The Hotel team won its eighth
straight by beat ing Sunbeam
24-17 . Ill the other game . Paint
Depot stormed past McKinley
Methodist 32-5.
Steve Wiltgen hit 14 and Pal
Wadden six for Hotel . Keary
(Henna and Hick Halaj c/.yk six
each for Sunbeam.
Coke got 12 from Rob Fal lman
CATHOLIC JUNIOR HIGH
and seven from Don Florin
HEAVYWEIGHT
W L
W L while Jim Nelson and Joe FerSaints
3 1 Royals
1 1 guson each counted six for Le
Knights
3 1 Rockets
e 4
gion ,
Todd Taylor chi pped in Id for
In Heavyweight p lay in the
Catholic Junior High Leae.uo Paint Depot and Boh < linen and
Sunday, Saints and Knights look Rick Massie six each.
victories to cont inue in first
HANTAM
place.
w i.
w i.
I 3
J 1 Red Me»
The Saints topped the Hoyal.s Sunbeam
Central
Melh
0 !
Peerless Chain 4 1
.'!!».:i2. Louie Bisek had 12 , Boh Athletic Club 4 2
Hildcbrandt and Toll Hiska 1(1
Sunbeam forged a h alf-game
ej ich for the winners . Scott Ft'aby dellierstone 12 and Mike Conway lead in th e Bantam loop
's Club 23-10
Red
Men
feating
nine for the Itoyals.
Peerless Chain was idle .
The Knights , R etting eight while
In the other game Athleti c Club
points from Gene Richie , bent
dumped Central Methodist 27-10.
Rockets ;i-H4. Don Doehliii tf
Sunbeam built a 13-1 halftime
st-ored six points for Buckets . lead and coasted home. Karl
Kreuzer and David Rnmer scorI .I (; IIT \U : K .IIT
w I.
w r ed 13 and .six for Hie winners ,
Huillers
« I Falcons
1 3 Hon May six for the losers.
Mustangs
3 3 Johnnies
I 4
Athletic Club led 2-0 , 9-4 and
Mustangs look the measure* of 21-8 al th e ((Hurler turns. Ricky
Falcons .11-22 and Hustlers kept Schull/. and Joe Carroll counted
I heir record unblemished when Ifi and seven lor AC, Dennis
Central
Johnnies were forced lo forfeit , Siichomel four for
It was the league 's drsl for- Methodist .
¦
feit in six years of existence.
After Mot re Dame heat Navy ,
Kd Hoeppner .scored 10 points Middie roach Wayne Hardin
for the winners , John Mueller 10 said: "Notre Dame is probably
for Falcons .
the best learn in tin ; country. "

Saints , Knights
Win , Hold First;
Mustangs Cop

VV.
3
3
J
1

3
3

points
il

52

50
41
47
44
42
41' x
3|
32
j i>i
29
28'i
26
js
14> »

..
w.

4

Viking Sewing Machine . . . 5
Graham * McGuire
4
Steve's Lounge
4
Shorty 's
4
Teamsters
3
Black Horse Bottli Club . . 3
Siebrecht' s
2
Blanche 's
j
Dorn' s IGA
1
Schmidt' s Beer
1
Sunshine Cafe
1
WESTGATE JR. GIRLS
Westgate
vv.
Bowling Bells
it
Alley Cats
15"i
Strikettes
15
Bowlerettes
15
Pozanc Trucking
131.4
Plndroppers
13
Pin Spinners
7
Alley Ooops
.
.
4
KINGS * QUEENS
Westgate
yy.
The Beeps
7
Vaughn - Mlynczak
51,,
Trojans
j
C and Ks
4

Musketeers

"THEY HAD TWO kids out
and it was enough to make the
difference in the meet with
Edina ," said Luke. "They (Hopkins) are very powerful."
In the varsity meet, Winona
was relegated to second- and
third-place finishes, H o p k i n s
sweeping every first place.
Winona did get a top effort
from diver Fred Williams, who
tallied 51 points to finish just
two points behind the winner,
Scott.
Grant also got a second for
the Hawks in the 100-y a r d
breaststroke, bu that was the
majority of glory for Winona.
In the "B" squad preliminary, Winon a was beaten 62-29.
Holmes captured a first for the
Little Hawks in the 100-yard
butterfly when his opponents
were disqualified.
Winona "s 200-yard freestyle
relay team of Bill Seivers, Tim
Heise, Bob Rydman and Spencer also won.
The next test for Winona
comes Friday at Mankato at
6:30 p.m. when both A . and B
squads will be in action.
"We beat them once," said
Luke. "But they have been getting stronger."

L.
•
0
l
J

C
t

Electric

Wv'Bona Rug Cleaning

5

Points
21
21
JO
It
II
II
15
14
14
lj
u
7

LAKESIDE
Westgate
Springdale Dairy

Emll's Menswear
Winona Printing Co
Walkins Min Vites
Dutchman 's Corner
Vikings
Blackhorse Bottle Club
Goodall Co
Jen 's Tavern
L-Cove
Bauer Electric
Keller Construction Co.
Roverud Construction Co
Brem's Sign Co.
Bundy Construction Co.
PIN DUSTERS
Hal-Rod

4

1

Zywicki Investment Co. ...
Schmidt's Beer
Kline

3

4Vs

l'A

Hal-Rod
Winona Plumbing Co.
Walkins Pills
Hamernik's Bar
Bauer Electric
NSP
Freddy's Bar
East Side Bar
Mutual Service
Bunke Apco
Hamm' s Beer
Williams Annex
Mayan Grocery
LADIES
Red Men
Wall Buick - Olds
Merchants Nat'l Bank
PaHrath Paint
Leicht Press

BOSTON (AP) — The curren t
Boston Celtics are being praised
as the greatest ever — better
than any of the Bob Cousy, Bill
Sharman , Frank Ramsey clubs.
Seeking a seventh straight
National Basketball Association
title. Red Auerbach's runaways
made it a record-nearing 14
straight victories and 21 of 22 by
beating Cincinnati 101-98 Sunday.
And Auerbach says. "We ' re
concentrating more than ever
on defense.''
In other NBA action Sunday,
St. Louis downed Los Angeles
111-105 and tied the Lakers for
the Western Division lead.
Cincinnati , trailing Boston by
eight games in the East despite
a 30-14 record , just missed on a
late rally before Bill Kussell
hueeed his 30th rebound and
killed the clock. Russ also had
nine assists.
Afterwards Royals' C o a c h
Jack McMahon said: "Those old
Celtics with Cousy , Sharman ,
Ramsey and Russell were great
but this team is the greatest.
"The old Celtics used to beat
you with their scoring. This
Celtics ' team beats you with its
defense. "

L
0 Paint Depot
2 Sunbeam
4 McKlnley Melh .

Bar

LEGION

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
St. Louis 107, Baltimore 17.
New York 102, San Francisco ••.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston 101, Cincinnati II.
St. Louis 111, Los Angeles 105.
TODAY'S GAME
Philadelphia vs. Detroit at Cleveland.

3

3

Wegman - Draikowskl

WESTERN DIVISION
20
.545
Los Angeles . . . 24
St. Louis
24
20
.545
Baltimore
21
23
.477
3
f
Detroit
II 30
.348
San Francisco
11 35
.331 14

W
«
4
4

J

Mankato

EASTERN DIVISION
W.
L. Pet. GB
Soston
3»
7 . .141
.18]
I
Cincinnati
30 14
Philadelphia
21 22
.481 H' ;
New York
15 30
.333 23V:

PKK WEE

3

Brisk - Thelen

Schewe - Czarnowskl

NBA

Hill "B" (44)
(g II pi Ip
Holtkimp 3 0 5 1
Englman e I 0 t
Chbonneu 3 ) 4 1
Eaton
s o i l
Reyes
10
11
Smeia
I 1 5 1
Roe-ike
1 1 5 )
Winona Hotel
Davis
0 0 0 9 Amer . Leqion
Cashman 4 4 1 1 ! Coca-Cola
George
0 0 0 0
Hcdiean 4 3 5 10
Winona

Wiczek - Duellman

L.
1
l'i
2
3
3

HOPKINS, Minn. — Prior to
Saturday 's swimming meet with
Hopkins, Winona High Coach
Lloyd Luke rated the host club
as one of the state's best.
Although Hopkins was beaten
by Edina-Morningside Friday .
Luke hasn't changed his mind
af ter his Hawks fell 78-17.

4

The Werners
4
Gruesome Foursome
31/1
Double Os
3
JACKS I QUEENS
Westgate
vv.
Jokers
5
Lefts ft Rights
4
Double Ls
4
300 Club
j
Rockets
1
Deuces Wild
1
GUYS A DOLLS
Westgate
w.
Lubinski - Davis
t
Schmitz - Llca
»
Ferguson - Colbenson
t
Hutchinson - Luedtke
I
Mohan - Williamson
7
Fenke - Clscwskl
7
Peterman - Kortkel
7
Emmons - Schatht
4
ATHLETIC CLUB LAOIES
Athletic Club
W.
Hot Fish Shop
21
Koehler Body Shop
J5tj
Sfein Oil Co
2J
Winona Knitters
21
Wally 's Sweethearts
it
Lantern Cafe
ll'.i
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
Hal-Rod
w.
Alley Gators
7
Scramblers
4
Pin Cats
4'i
Slriketles
4"i
Powder Puffs
j
Gutter Duslers
2
PARK REC JR. BOYS
Hal-Rod
W.
Four Aces
5
Four Go Fours
5
Spartans
4
Crusaders
4
Braves
]
Lucky Strikes
3
Black Hawks
3
Alley Rats
3
Vikings
2
Red Dogs
2
King Pins
2
Dlack Eaglet
1
SATURDAY JR. BOYS
Westgate
W
Alley Crackers
.
14>i
All Stars
lt
Strikers
34
pin Tonplers
14' «
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hal Rod
W.
Good Players
4
Pin Smashers
5
Pin Busters
S
Knights
5
Spartans
3
Finks
3
HIS « HERS
Hal-Rod
W
Evans
Gundenon
5
Overby - James
4
Kauphusman - Kauphusman
4
McElmury - Wolfe
3
Anderson - Hansen
. 2
Fountain Cltltns
I

L.

0

1
2
2
j
3
3
4
4
5
5
}
|_.
•
12'i
13
13
1414
15
31
24
L.
2
31^
4
5

5

5
S'-'j
4

L.
1
a
3
3
5
5
L.
4
t
4
7
I
I
I
10
L.
17
1»"»
32
24
26
27',-»
L.
2
3
4'' j
4' a
4
7
L.
1
1
2
3
1
1
3
4
4
4
4
5
L.
11"i
1)
15
32V>
L.
3
4
4
4
*
4
L.
1
3
7
3
4
4

$00 Attend
Fishing Contest
At Tremnealeau

ARCADIA , Wis . (Special ) Rst imntes of the crowd on
Third Luke , Trempealeau , for
the Arcadia Sportsmen ' s fishing
eonlesl i n n from COO (o 1100 nnd
over . Sunday.
Prizes for fish caught were
Rims , first , rods and reels , second nnd ice augers , third. Win-

HOPKINS 71, WINONA 17
20O-Yd. Mtdlay Relay: Hopkins (Her
manson. Fox, Ross, McWall); 3. Winona
T—1 :S0.».
J«0-Yd. Freestyle: 1. Gary Norton (H);
3. Prottemeir (H); 3. Kowalskl (W). T1.-S7.3.
54-Yd. Freestyle: 1. Lundbtrj (H); 1,
Fegrt (VV); 3. Klrkeeldc (N). T— :M.J.
200-Yd. individual Medley : I. Sloylen
(H); 3. Ewanson (HI; 3. Hotft (W). T2:24.0.
Diving: l. Scott (HI; 3. Williams (W);
3. Lunde«n (H). Pis—53.5.
100-Yd. Butterfly: l. Fogarfy (H); 1.
Jack (H); 3. Johnscn (Wl. T—1:03.5.
100-Yd. Freestyle: I. Lundbera (H); 3.
Anderson (W); 3. Ciry (HI. T— :SI.I.
100-Yd. Backstroke: 1. Hermanson (H);
j . Reim»n (H); J. SfaiufleM (W). T1:05.0.
400-Vd. Freestyle: I. Ross (H); 2.
Turner (H); 3. Braun (W). T—4:35.7.
100-Yd. Breasls'trokt : I. Fox (H), 3.
Grant (VV); 3. Armstrong (H). 7—1:»».».
200-Yd. Freestyle Relay: 1. Hopkins
CMcNa lf, Paffenon, Klrkeeide, Jack); J.
Winona. T—1:40.0.

HOPKINS "B" 42, WINO NA "B" 2».
200-Yd. Medley Relay: L. Hopkins (Rtlman, Trow , Hessian, Child); 2. Winona.
T—1:51.4.
200-Yd. Freestyle: 1. Turner (H); 1.
J. Flndlay (W); 3. Hilke (W). T—2:01.4.
50-Yd. Freestyle: 1. Smith (H); 2.
Oagntf (H); 3. B. Sievers (W). 7— :2».t.
200-Yd . Individual Medley: 1. Sandvlg
(HI; . Lavlgne (H); 1. Fleming (W).
T—3:3».».
Diving : 1. Walonick (H); 2. Oauthler
(H); 3. Keiper (W). Pts—44.1.
100-Yd . Butterfly. 1. Holmes (W). 7—
1:30.1.
100-Yd . Freestyle: 1. Vesely (H); 2.
Tom Griesel (W); 3. 7im Heise (W).
T— :S7.».
100-Yd. Backstroke: 1. Swanson (H);
2. Bangstrom (H); 3. Armstrong (W). T
—1:05.0.
400-Yd. Freestyle: 1. Prottemelr (H) ;
2. Joe Findlay (W); 3. Van Winkle (W).
T—4:41.4.
100-Yd. Breaststroke: 1. 7row (H); a.
Senn (H); 3. Hammer (W). T—1:15.7.
3»-Yd. Freestyle Relay: 1. Winona
(B. Sievers, T. Heise, Rydman, Spencer); 2. Hopkins. T—1:44.1.

Blues, Phelps
Lead Leagues
In Junior High

Canadiens Back
In First Place
In National Loop
NHC

W. L. T. P7 OF OA
Montreal ... 11 11 7 4» 112 f*
Chicago
" 1 1 * « '» 107
Toronto
I
I 14 10 44
122 101
4 42
111 101
Detroit
1* X
NewVerfc . . . . M 20 # 1 4
103 72»
Boston
I I
4 24
01 135
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Montreal 3, Boston 2.
Detroit 4, Toronto 2.
New York 4, Chicago 3.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Montreal 4, Chicago 1.
Toronto SV Boston ?.
New York 4, Detroit 2.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Montreal Canadiens are
back in first place in the
National Hockey League today
and they owe it all to two players who weren't even with them
three days ago.
Veeran
goaltender
Gump
Worsley and right-winger Leon
Rochefort , recalled from Quebec of the American League for
the weekend after the Canadiens had lost three straight ,
sparked Montreal to is 4-2 victory over Chicago Sunday night
lifting the Habs back into the
NHL lead .
Worsley , who had snapped the
losing string by whipping Boston 3-2 Saturday night , made 34
saves against the Hawks and
Rochefort scored the tie-breaking goal midway through the
final period.
In other Sunday games, Toronto whipped Boston 3-1 and
New York downed Detroit 4-2.

Will This Rule
Satisfy Coaches?

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — After a dozen years of
experimentation, college football's rulemakers may finally
have settled on a substitution
system that will remain in effect for a long time.
"The new rule will satisfy the
desires of all people who coach
and administer college football "
said Abe Martin of Texas Christian University, president of the
American Football Coaches Association.
The rule, adopted Sunday by
the Football Rules Committee of
the National Collegiate Ahletic
Association , will permit platoon
substitution when the
ball
changes hands, between periods
and after any score. Two players may enter the game at ?"v
time.

Canadian Coins
Stolen at Montreal
MONTREAL (AP) - Early
Canadian coins valued by police
at $100,000 were stolen Sunday
night from a museum in downtown Montreal.
Two masked men armed with
revolvers entered the 261-yearold Chateau de Ramezay after
visiting, hours, sent the woman
caretaker to her apartment in
the building, emptied three
showcases and escaped.

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 57^ ; 92
A 573,4; 90 B W<; 89 C 55V4 ;
JUNIOR HIGH
HEAVYWEIGHT
cars 90 B 56'i; 89 C 56'-4 .
W L
W L
Eggs easy; wholesale buying
Central Blues
4 1 Washlnglon-K
3 3
Jefferson
4 2 Phelps
I i prices unchanged to 1 lower; 7i)
Central Golds
1 2
per cent or better grade A
Central Blues hold a half- whites 25; mixed 25; mediums
23?i; standards 24; dirties ungame lead in the Heavyweight
quoted; checks 19.
division today after dropping
Jefferson 50-39 in a game playNEW YORK (AP ) - (USDA)
ed last week . Mark Patterson — Butter offerings ample. Degot 23 for the winners , Joe Hel- mand irregular.
Wholesale prices on bulk cargerson 1.1 for Jeff .
With Holgerson scoring 12, tons (fresh) .
Creamery , 93 score (AA ) Sfi-' iCris Bublitz 12 and Allen Nordsving 11 , Jefferson did defeat 59 cents ; 92 score (A) 5B'/i-5B :!4 ;
:,
Phelps 41-20. Stan Teske hit 90 score (B) 581,4-58 4 .
Cheese offerings li ght but ful11 for the losers.
In the other game, Washing- ly adequate. Demand slow.
Wholesale sales, American
ton-Kosciusko tumbled Phelps
40-14 behind lf> points from cheese (whole milk ), single daiSteve Strefow and 14 from Ken sies fresh 4M.J-44 cents; singe
Brommerich. Tcske counted 14 daisies aged 50-52; flats aged
50-54; processed american pasfor Phelps .
teurized 5 lbs 39-43; domestic
swiss (blocks) grade "A" 40-52;
LIC.IITWKIGHT
W L
W L grade "It" 44-50; grade "C" 43Phelps
J 1 Jellerson
1 4
49.
Central Golds
4 I Washington-It
• 4
Centra l Blues
3 2
Wholesale egg offerings more
than ample. Demand quiet toPhelps owns a half-game lead dny.
In the Lightweight division
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
thanks to two victories last based on exchange nnd other
week.
volume sales. )
The leaders bent Jefferson 2ftNew York spot quotations fol19 behind IB points from Scott low:
Hazelton and 11 from Gary
Mixed colors: Standards 2fiBauer and then stopped Wash- 27'//; checks 22-23'/it.
ington-Kosciusko 40-18 as HazelWhites: Extra fancy heavy
ton counted 17, Jeff Percy hod weight (47 lbs min) 29-31 ; fan12 for Jeff , Zero Bosteter eight cy medium (41 lbs average) 25for W-K.
26V4 ; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs
In the other game, Jeff stop- min ) 27»/2 -29'/i; medium (40 lbs
ped Central Blues 14-20. Hanson average) 25-26; smalls (36 lbs
got 11 and Percy nine for Jeff , average ) 23-24 ; pecwees (31 lbs
l)«ve Czaplewski and Steve Mc- average) 19Vi -20V4 .
Browns: Extra fancy heavy
Cown 11 each for Blues.
weight (47 lbs min) 31-33; fanners were: Northerns —• James cy medium (41 lbs average) 26
Soppa , Arcadia , 7.47 pounds 27&; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs
Earl Martin , La Crosse , U.96 . min) 24)^-30; smalls (36 lbs avand Ralph Eichman , Trempea- erage ) 24-25 ; pcewecs (31 lbs
)e,.u, 5.97. Sunfioh — Dane Wet- average) 19b-20 '/4.
zel , first; Clarence Schultz , secNEW YORK (AP) - Caond , and Al Comer , third.
Cmppics, Charlotte Gamroth , nadian dollar .9315 today, .9311!
Independence first; Ben Millis , Friday .
secoiid , nnd Everett Berg, third.
CHICAGO (AP ) - ( USDA) The oldest fisherman w a s Live poultry : Wholesale buy ing
William Crivitts , Bl , and the prices unchanged to 1 higher ,
oldest woman was Julia Progrc- roasters 23-26; speciul fed white
ba.
rock fryers 19-19'A.

Stock Market
Moves to New
High Ground

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices
All'd Ch
54 Int'I Ppr
Als Chal 22 Jns k L
Amrada 85V4 Kn 'ct
Am Cn
45% Lrld
Am Cn
45% Lrld
Am M&F 18% Mp Hon ,
14y4 Mn MM
Am Mt
AT&T
68% Mn & Ont
Am Tb
34% Mn P&L
Ancda
56% Mn Chm
Arch Dn 35% Mon Dak
ArmcSt
65% Mn Wd
Armour
47 Nt Dy
Avco CP 23 N Am Av
Beth Stl
36% Nr N Gs
Bng Air
66% Nor Pac
Brswk
8% No St Pw
Ctr Tr
40% NW Air
Ch MSPP 31% Nw Bk
C&NW
60% Penney
Chrysler 60% Pepsi
Ct Svc
80% Phil Pet
Cm Ed
54% Plsby
Cn Cl
53% Plrd
Cn Can ' 51 Pr Oil
Cnt Oil
77% RCA
Cntl D
58% Rd Owl
Deere
47% Rp Stl
Douglas 33% Rex Drug
Dow Chm 77% Rey Tob
du Pont 249% Sears Roe
East Kod 147% Shell Oil
Ford Mot 54% Sinclair
Gen Elec 96% Socony
Gen Fds 85 Sp Rand
Gen Mills 51% St Brnds
Gen Mot 96% St Oil Cal
Gen Tel
37% St Oil Ind
GiUette
30% St Oil NJ
Goodrich 59% Swft lz Co
Goodyear 47% Texaco
Gould Bat 37% Texas Ins
Gt No Ry 58% Un Pac
Gryhnd
24% U S Rub
Gulf Oil
59 U S Rub
Homestk 50% Westg El
IB Mach 437% Wlwcrth
Int Harv 79% Yn S & T

33%
70%
99y4
44V4
44V4
64%
58%
34%
55%
84%
40%
'38
89
52%
60%
50%
39%
68%
46%
68%
613/4
56%
80%
189%
58%
32%
26%
42%
32%
40
129%
58%
58%
91%
14%
81%
75%
43%
90%
57%
86%
95%
44
66%
52%
43%
27%
45%

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

Buying hours ere from I ».m. to 4
p.m. MorxJey through Friday.
There will be no call nwketi during
the winter monthi on Frldeye .
These quotations apply as to noon
today.
All livestock arriving alter closing time
will be properly cared 'or, weighed and
priced the following morning.
N005
Top butchers, 190-330
15.75-14.15
Top sows .:
13.85-13.35
CATTLI
The cattle market Is stiady.
High etioice
31.75
Top beet cows
13.50
Conner* and cutters ... 11.25-down
VEAL
Tlte veal market is steady.
Top choice
37.00
Good and choice
1.00-11.00
Commercial and boners .. 1.00-down

NEW YORK (AP)—The stock
market moved into new high
ground early this afternoon.
Trading was moderately active.
The Dow Jones industrial average moved above its record
closing high reached last November.
The market had nine straight
sessions behind it in which
more stocks rose than fell and
the sustained advance was
breeding increasing caution in
the street .
The trend was slightly higher
among steels, motors , oils, mail
order-retails, utilities and tobaccos.
,
Aerospace issues continued
lower on prospects of lower
federal spending for aerospace
in the years ahead. Drugs and
rails were irregularly lower.
Airlines, farm implements and
electronics were mixed.
The flow Jones industrial average at noon was up 3.59 at
894.74, topping its closing high
of 891.71 reached Nov. 18.
The Associated Press average of 60 stocks at noon was up
.8 at 333.5, exceeding its record closing high posted Friday.
Industrials were up 1.4, rails off
.3 and utilities up .5.
Dn Pont rose 2; Sears, Roebuck and Jones & Laughlm
more than a point each ; General Motors , Bethlehem , Chrysler,
Texaco, Johns-Manville and
Liggett & Myers fractions.
Lukens Steel rose 2, Polaroid
ard Xerox 3 each , IBM 4.
Prices on the American Stock
Exchange advanced in moderate trading.
Corporate bonds were mixed.
U.S. government bonds continued steady.
(FJrjt Pub. Monday, Jan. 4, 1W)

State of Minnesota ) at.
) In Probata Court
County of Winona
No. 15,«1
In Re Estate «f
Laura A. Shields, Decedeat.
Order (or Hearing on Petition for Admintitration, Limiting Time to File Claims
and for Hairing Thereon
Rose Mary Snyder having filed hlra ltl
a petition for general administration
slating that ssM decedent died Inteststa
and praying that B. i. Snydar be appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED. That tha hearing
thereof be had on January 27, 1965. it
11:00 o'clock A.M., befora this Court
In tha probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota; that tfia
time within which creditors of said de>
cedent may file their claims ba limited
to four months from the data hereof.
end that the claims so filed ba hears)
on May 7, 19S5, at 10:30 o'clock A.M..
before this Court In me probafa court
room in the cotrt houta In Winona, Minnesota. and that notice hereof ba glvan
dy publication of th is order In tha
Winona Dally News and by mailed]
notice as provided by law.
Dated December 29. 1?W .
MARGARET McCREADY,
Probata Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera.
Atlorney for Petitioner.

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: S a.m. to 4 p.m.,' closed Saturdays. Submit sample brtore loading.
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley
tl.ll
No. 2 barley
1.05
No. 3 barley
95
M
No. 4 barley

Winona Egg Market

These quotation! apply as of
10:30 a.m. today

Grade A ((umbo)
Grad e
Grade
Grade
Grade

A (large)
A (medium)
8
C

ft

II
If
14
10

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No .
No.

1
J
1
<
I
1
3
4
1
2

northern spring wheat
northern spring wheat
northern spring wheat
northern spring wheat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheal
hard winter wheat
rye
rye

1.72
1.70
l.M
1.&3
1.63
1,40
l.M
1.53
IU
1.14

LIVESTOCK

State ot Minnesota ( •».
) In Probate Courl
County ol Wlnana
No. 15.973
In Re estate ol
Jennie Miller, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
el Will, Limiting Time to File Clllme,
and lor Hearing Thereon
Ben A. Miller having tiled a petition
lor the probate ol Iho Will ot sold de
cedent and for the appointment of M. A.
Goldberg a^ administrator with Will .annexed, which Will Is on tile In this Court
and open to Inspectloni
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing
thereof be had on February 3, 1965, at
10.30 o'clock A.M., before this Courl
In Ihe probate courl room In Ihe court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and ttint
oblecllons to Ihe allowance of said Will.
If any, be filed nelore said time ol
hearing; lhal Ihe time within which
crodllors of said decedent may llle
their claims be limited to lour monlhs
I mm Ihe dale hereof, and lhal Ihe
claims so tiled be heard on May 13,
l«»5 , at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before 1l>ls
Courl In Ihe probate court room In Ihe
court house In Winona, Minnesota, and
that notice hereol be olven by publication
ol this order In Ihe Winona Dally Newt
and by mailed notice as provided by lew,
Oaled January 4, I9e5,
E. D, LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Goldberg •¦ Torgerion,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
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(First Pub. Monday. Jan. 4, IMS)
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SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST . PAUL, Minn. *— (USDA)
—Cattle 6,200; calves 1,500; trading moderately active; slaughter steers and heifers steady to strong; cows mostly steady;
veaiers,
slaughter
calves and
bulls,
feeders
steady;
choice
950-1,250
lb
slaughter steers 23.00-24.00; mixed high
good and choice 22.75-23.00; mixed good
and choice heifers 21.50-21.75; good 18.7521.25; utility and commercial cows 12,5013.50; Conner and culler 10.0O-12.5O; utilit y
and commercial bulls 14.50-17.50; culler
13.50-16.00; high choice veaiers 31.0033.00; choice 27 .00-30.00; choice slaughter
calvees 17.00-20.00; good 13.00-16.00; good
and choice 924 lb feeder steers 16.75;
standard and good 600-750 lbs U. 50-17.50.
Hogs 10.000; borrows and gilts fairly
active, steady to 25 cents lower lhan
Friday ' s average; sows steady; feeder
pigs firm; 1-2 200-220 lb barrows end
gilts 1675; nm*.t 1-2 190-230 lbs 16.2516.50; 240-260 lbs 15.50-16.00) medium
1-2 160 190 lbs 14.50-16.25; 1-3 270-300 lb
tows 13.5014.00; 300-aOO lbs 13.00-13.75;
3-3 100-500 lbs 12.75-13.25; choice 120-160
lb feeder nigs 14,00-14.50.
:'
Sheep 5,500; very active trade on all '
1.00
classe*.; slaughter lornbs mostly
hirjher, slaughter ewes 50 cents higher ;
feeder lambs largely J1.00 higher; extremes 11.50 higher; choice and prlmo
60-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs 17.0023,50; letter price highest since March
15, 1960; flood nnd choice 70-85 lbs 22.0022.50; utility end good slaughter ewes
6.50-7.50; double deck fancy 73 lb feeder
lembs 24.00 , highest since March 12, 1958;
other choice and fancy 60-80 lbs 22.5023.50; good end choice 50-60 lbs 20.00-22.00,
!
CHICAGO
i
CHICAGO (* - -(USDA)- Hogs 9,00Ol
butchers 25-50 cenls higher; 1-2 190-22!
In butchers 17 50 17.75; mixed 1-3 190 I
230 Ibl 17.00-17. 50; 2-3 250-270 lbs 15.75- I
16.50 ; 1-3 375-400 lb sows 1375 14.25; ?-J
500-650 lbs 12.25-13.25.
Cattle 13,000 ; slaughter steers stead y
to 25 cents higher; tour loads prime
steers
36.00;
1,225 1, 300 lb slaughter
hltih choice end prime 1,150 1,150 lt»
25.O0 2575; choke 1,100-1,400 lbs 23.7524 . 75; good 21.OO-33.0X); high choice and
prime 950-1, 050 lb slaughter heifers 24.00
lo 24 ,50; choice 600 1,100 His 23.25 24 0*0;
good 30 00 22 25; utIIMv «nd commercial
covjs. 11 .75-13.50 ; culler to commercial
hulls 14.0018.00.
Sheep 700; slaughter lambs stendy;
65-110
lb
wooled
choice
nnd prime
slnucjhter lambs 22. 5023.00; cull to good
wooled slaughter ewes 5.50-6, 50.
(First Pub. Monday, Jan. 11, 1MJ)
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State of Minnesota ) as.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 15,e»3
In Ra Estate af
Wllhelmlna C. Donaldson, Daeedint.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probata
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
and for Haarlng Thereon
Elvena Matlson. having filed a petition
for the probate ol the Will of said dacedent and tor the appointment of Elvine
Matfson as Executrix, which Will li
on file In this Court and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, Thet the hearing
thereof be had on January 27, 1965. at
11:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
ob|ecllons to the allowance ot said Villi.
If any. be llled before said time of
hearing; that the time within which
creditors of said decedent may file
their claims be limited to four months
from the date hereol, and that tha
claims so filed be heard on April 30,
1965, al 10:30 o 'clock A M., before this
Court in the probate courl room In tha
court house 'n Winona, Minnesota, find
thet
notice hereof be given by publication of thlr, order in the Winona Dally
New*, and by mailed notice as provided
by law.
Deled December 19, 1944.
MARGARET McCREADY.
Probole Clerk.
(Probate Courl Seal)
Merlin A. Bentty.
Attorney tor Pelilloner .
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STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OP

Fidelity Savings and
Loan Association
LULHI CU A l

WINONA. MINNESOTA
is ol December 31st, \Hi .
RESOURCES
Morlqnge Loans
I2,7M,}81?I
Slock loans
. .
38.(Bl 00
U.S . Bonds 8, Obllaatlone . . . .
379.51 3 4J
Federal tinme Lonn
Bank Slock
}5.000 .00
Furniture /inn Fixtures
4 .190 31
Due from llanM nnd
Cash on linnet
1J4.J 9J.85
Other Asset!
30.18 * .]&
TeMI
LIABILITIBf

U3KM.M 0»

Paid Up Stock
* J6O.J00.0O
Optional Slock
2,BJ8,49».I7
Borrowed Money
75,000.00
Undivided Profits, Net
6,113 M>
Conlinoent Rc- ,erve Fund . . . .
77,80s.90
Other Reserv e* .
58.68) Al
Duo lo Mpmhors
109,904 3?
Other Liabilities
4,848..19
Total

. 11,390 ,455 01

STATE OF MINNESOTA. COUNTY OP
WINONA, »»
Wc, the Auditing Committee for tha
above-named
association,
do solemnly
>*»"' •'•») we ItAvo examined the flnan.
del condition and Accounts ot said association and Ihnl the foreoolno slatensonte
are true to the best ol our knowledge
end belle).
E, H. PEARSON
C. L. TOTMAN
Audltlno Commute*
Subscribed and sworn lo before nie this
14|h day ol January 1985
(S EAL)
EARL A. LADfcWIG
Notary Public, Winona County, Minn
My Commission Expires May 3, 1968
ST

T
WNNESOTA, COUNTY O"
£. .!LP ,! ss,
WINONA,
We, A 0. Slubslad, President, end
Frederick G. bchllllno, Secreta ry, ol Ihe
above named Association, do eolemnly
swear Hint Hie loreaolno iletemenls are
true to the bast of our knowledge and

A. O . SIUO STAD ,
President .
FKKDKRICK G . SCHILLING^
Secretary.
Correct attest: (two directors)
I T. SCHAIN
HAROLD J. LIBERA
Directors.
Subscribed and swo rd to before me this
14lh dey ol January, i(>aj
(SEAL)
EARL A. LADEWIG
Notary Public , Winona County,
Minn
My Commission Exp ires May J, 1968

\
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Want Ads
Start Here

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER* Man or woman your drinking create*
numerous problems. If you need and
want help,' contact Alcoholic* Annonymout. Pioneer Group c/e Genera l Delivery, Winona, Minn.

4

ONCE AOAIN tha boas nt* done/ away.
And wt begin -our game of "Will tha
mice all ptayT'
Before he left he confided a secret
or two.
He's built a better mouse trap far
keeping track of you.
Watch 111 Signed: Friday.
(Courtesy of Ray Meyer, Innkeeper.
WILLIAMS HOTEL)

fcUND ADS UNCALLED FOR-

e-*4, n. o, «,

M,

7 Monay te Lean

Personal*

jo, 92, n. •«,

Card of Thanks
NEltZKE —

IX ilneert thank you to my friends, rel«tlvei and nelghbort who ramemberad
mi with cards, glfti and visits while
I w«» confined at Community Memorial
Hospital and tine* I hava returned
nome.
AAr«. Arthur Neltike
ItVEENEY-I wish to thank all my friends, neighbor!
and relative! for the* many fine cards
and gifts received during my Illness.
Special thanks to the nursei at La
Cross* Lutheran Hospital .
Mrs. William' Sweeney,
Dakota, Minn.

TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY
874 E. 3rd

Te l, SJ47

Business Set-vitas

14

7

IF carpets look dgll md drear, remove
the tpots as they appear with Blua
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, 11.
R. D. Cone Co.
Y OUR F I R S T BITE MII ten you that you
hava coma to the right place for taste
tempting, nourishing meals planned jo
satisfy even the most fussy appetite
Bring the whole family to RUTH'S RESTAURANT , Uo E. 3rd Sf. Open 14 hours
a day, except Mon .

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITUR.B
170 E. 3rd
Tel. 2915
Hrs. * a.m. to S p.m.. Sit. 9 a.m. to neon

A FALL on }he Ice and a suit needs rapairs; 64>,i W, 3rd, on your laft up the
Itafri. Betsfnger, Tailor.

PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bulls, Hrvlceable and younger, reasonable. Eugene
Schneider, Plainview, Minn.

(First Pub. Monday, Jan. 11.. 1965)
Sta le ot Minnesota ) »s.
County of Winona
) In Probata Court
NO. 1.5,945
In Re Estate ef
Miures Thomas, alto known at Maure
M. Thomas and Maura Tomat, Decedent
Order tor Hearing on Pallllon for Admin.
Ittratfon , Limiting Tirol te File Claims
•ad for Hearing Thereon.
John Breftfow having filed herein a
Million for general administration stating
that ttVd decedent died intestate and
praying that Ralph Boalt be appointed
•dmlnlstrater;
IT IS ORDERED , That tha hearing
thereof be had on February 3rd, 1965,
at 11 :08 o' clock A.M., before this Court
In tha probate court room In the court
hou»» In Winona, Minnesota; that tha
time within which creditors of said decedent may file their claims be limited
fe four month! from tha date hereof,
•rid that tha claims IO filed be heard
en A\av 12th, 19&5, at 10:30 o'clock
A.M.. before this Court In the probate
court- room In the court house In Winona,
Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
Olvers by publication of this order in
the Winona Dally Mews and by mailed
notice as provided by law.
Dated January 7, 1965.
E. 0. LIBERA,
Probate Judge,
f Probate Court Seal)
Streater , Murphy &, Brosnahan,
Attorneys for Pefltlener .
(Pub. Date Monday, Jan. IB, 1963)
CITY OF WINONA, MINNESOTA
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice of Hearing
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
That an application has been made
by Dr. Cleve W. Gruler for a variation
Irom the requirements of the Winona
Zoning Ordinance so as to permit construction of a residence closer to the
front end rear lot lines than Is permitted by the Wlnoeia Zoning Ordinance
at the following described property :
Parts of Lots 11, 12, and O.L. J,
Erpeldlng's Addition, or at 1302 Service Drive.
Not.ca Is sent lo the applicant and to
the owners of property affected by the
application.
A hearing on thla petition will be given
In the Court Room of the City Hall,
Winona, Minnesota, at 7:30 p.m. on
January 28. 19JJ, at which time. Interested persons may appear either In
person. In wrlflng, or by agent, or by
attorney, and present any reasons which
1he*y may have to the granting or denying of this petition.
They are requested to prepare their
ta«*. In detail, and present all evidence
relating to this petition at the time of
tha scheduled hearing.
Respectfully,
RUSSEL ROSSI, Chairmen
Board of Zoning Appeals
(Pub. Date Monday, Jan. II, 1965)
CITY OF WINONA, MINNESOTA
WI NONA PLANNING COMMISSION
Notice ol Hearing

HEREFORD CALVES — 350 lb!„ good
quality. Pleasant Valley Dairy, Tel.
442S.

KEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEANING
JERRY'S PLUMBING
127 E. 4th
Tel. »3»4

HEREFORD FEEDER Calves, II, 450
lb*. DOT* Id Fredrlckson, Kellogg, Minn.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

REGISTERED HEREFORD bulls and
heifers, 8 months old, S1S0 and up.
Queen Highland Hereford Farm, Worth
Ridge, La Crescent , Minn.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING Si HEATING
Tel. 3703
*07 E. 3rd

Help Wanted—Female

26

BAR GIRL needed by downtown business.
Must ba 21, previous experience not
essential. Tips good, pltasenl working
conditions, our employees know of this
ad. Write E-92 Dally News.
FOUNTAIN WAITRESS - pleasant workIng conditions. No, " Sun. work. See t ^rt.
Hansen, S. S. Kresge Co.
NURSE-R.N. or L.P.N, wanted for Pepin
View Nursing Home, full rime work.
Write Box 467, Lake City, Winn,
AVON TERRITORY OPEN
Customers walling to be served.
Housewives can qualify.
Write Helen Scott, Box 764, Rochester.

RAINBOW SALES
S204 Bloomington Ave., Mpls.
Tel. PA 1-2411

SPRINGING HOLStEIN COW. Jens Vossetelg, Galesville, Wis.
PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landrace
boars. Clifford Hoff , Lanesboro, Minn
(Pilot Mound).

PLUMBING 8, HEATING
16S E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737

PIGS—27, 5 weeks old. Relnhardt Kennebeck, Rt. 1, Fountain City, Wis,
HOLSTEIN BULLS—of serviceable age.
5O0 plus butterfat herd average. With
DHIA records. Russell Persons, St.
Charles. Tel. 932-48«.

Anchor True-biotic
Mastitis Treatment #1
cm. of t2

4?c syringe

«,»

Jl Dr. Naylor 's. Teat Dilators, 79c

TED MA1ER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raised on slat
floors. Available year around, SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY, RoIIingstone, Minn.
Tel. 8689-2311.

Terra myc in
Poultry Formula
With Anti-Germ 77

M lb
'/i lb

«3.13
S6.C0

„

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Wanted—Livestock

46

RIDING HORSE — gentle and medium
build. Write LaVarne Hoppe, Rt. 1, Winona, stating location and price or Tel.
8-1485.

DA IUM3EWS~"

MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

Mutual of Omaha Insurnnco
Company, due to an expansion program , has openings
for 2 full time representatives in Winona County. Men
whose living standards require $7,000 or $9 ,000 a year.
Men selected will attend our
n a t i o n a l sales training
school , followed by actual
fi eld training as applied by
successful and experienced
salesmen .

This is your opportunity for
a career in a highly successful business.
Write Mr. John Pagelkopf
c/o A. E. Rlchey Associates
1202Mi 7th St. N .W.
Rochester, Minn .

New 8-f t. Russel
Grass Seed Attachment
to fit single or double
row packer .
KOCHENDERFER & SONS
Fountain City, Wis.
MCCULLOCH

CHAIN SA.WS

New Model MAC 15 Lightweight 17-inch bar . $124.95
FEITEN IMPL. CO.
113 Washington , Winona , Minn.
1

JUMIN UttKt

DAY

Tues. Eve., Jan. 18
8 p.m.

Poppe Impl. Co.
Houston , Minn .

Hay, Grain, Feed

50

HAY FOR SALE - Will deliver. D I .
Wright, SI, Charles, Minn , Tel. 93J43W.

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enfoy fhe
comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep full
service—complete burner
care . Budget planned end guaranteed
price. Order today from JOSWICK'S
EAST END COAL 8, OIL CO., 901 E
Bth. Tel. 3389.
SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak slabs.
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
8. LUMBER YARD
Trempealeau, Wis.
Tel. 534-6316

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

USED FURNITURE-oak dresser, SI0;
twin size metal bed, $5; occasional
chair, 15; mahogany kneehole desk
with matching chair and glass top for
desk, 959. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato. Opan evenings.
CLOSE-OUT SALE at BURKE'S FURNITURE. Regular t99.9i Kroehler Recliner
In brown or green U.S . ' Naugahyde,
close-out special $79 W.t, at BURKE'S
FURNITURE MART, 3rd S. Franklin.

Good Things to Eat

Articles for Sale

KlOTICE .- Drapes, curtain) , ru*)s, bedspreads. H price. Large -election, l/iedA-BII Shop, Stcwarlvllle , JAInn .

THIS IS THE MONTH to dress up your
home Indoors with Elliott' s Vinyl Super
Salln Latex pnlnl. Excltlnpi new color
schemes, goes on like a breaio , wonderfully scrubbnble. PAINT DEPOT, 147
Center St,

Slate ot Minnesota I ss.
County ot Winona
) In Probe te Court
No. M.diSI
In Re Gitate ol
Edward F, Sflaf. alto known as
Edward Stlet, Decedent ,
NOTICE—Once a year sale I Vt prlcel
Order for Hearing on Pinal Account
All must got Don't mill III Usad-ASituations Wanted—Fern. 29 Blt
and Petition for Distribution.
Shop, Stcwarlvllle , Minn.
The
representatives
of
the
above
named estate having filed their final HOUSECLEANINQ or boarding home FOR LOWEST PRICES on now and used
work wanted by experienced woman.
account and potltlon for settlement and
appliances see Frank Lille & Sons , 76T
Tel. 9383.
allowance (hereof end for distribution
E. fllh. Op«n evenings ,
to the person"! thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing Situation Wantftd—Mala 30 ICE SKATE Exchange, new and used.
thereof be had on February 11th, 1965,
Skates sharpened. K0LT ER Bicycle
Shop, 901 Menkalo. Tel. JMS.
•I 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court JOB WANTED Dy man with farm backIn (he probata courl room In the court
ground, willing lo Hern anything. 3*
nnd
that
house In Winona, Minnesota,
yeeri old, married, 3 children, 2 years SEE OUR SELECTION ol ue-fd refrigeranotice hereof be given by publication ot
tors, TV sets and rangas. B a. 6
In service. Tal. Trempealeau 534-6413.
this order In the Winona Dall y News
ELECTRIC, 135 E. Ird,
by
provided
and by mailed notice as

Monay fo Loan

40

Quick Money . ..

on any articles ol value . . ,
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
121 E. 2nd Sf.
Tel. 2131

OK USED FLiRNITURE STOilE
713 B. 3rd il.
Ma buy
We Sell
Furnllure-Antlquei Tools
and other 'lemv.
Tal. S-3WI

Washing, Ironing M:ieh. 79

J

RCA WHIRLPOOL
Washers and Dryers
Sales and Service
FEITEN IMPL. CO.
113 Washington Tel. 4832

COLLEGE STUDENTS need car, no more
than $30. Prentiss Hall, Ext. 272. ask
for Tom or Bob.

F. A. KRAUSE' CO.

See Us For Best Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Fura
M & W IRON S. METAL CO.
Tel. 3004
201 W. 2nd St.

South on New Hwy 14-61

VIM. MILLER SCRAP IRON *. fAETAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur.
Tel. 2047
252 W. 2nd.
Closed Saturdays

INCORPORATED
Tel . 5147
450 W. 3rd

Apartments, Flats

90

CENTRAL LOCATION — 5 rooms and
bath. Call after 12 p.m. at 171 E. 4th.

WITH THE BAND
RENT
YOUR INSTRUMENT
FROM "US
New—Used—Rebuilt
- Band & Orchestra
Instruments

Apartments, Furnished

TWO LARGE furnished rooms, 2 large
closets, electric range, refrigerator. 157
W. 4th.

TWO NICELY furnished rooms, all utilities paid, suitable for elderly lady or
pentleman. 452 Main. Tel . 403* after
J.

Houses for Rent

95

NEW TWO-BEDROOM
Tel. 2290 or 5751.

home <»'

Wanted to Rent

rent.

Bel Air

WANT TO RENT NOW 4 or 5-bedroom
home, by *own«r of new store opening
In Miracle Mall . Tel. 2U«.

4-door . economy 6
automacylinder , |
THREE OR FOUR bedroom home wanttic transmission ,
ed. Centrally located. Tel. 1-3055.
radio , heater , power steering, solid
Farms, Land for Salt
98
V finish , whitewall
140-ACRE FARM near La Crescent, with
tires .
large spring, suitable for trout . Mod. ern 4-bodroorn home. Vacant. S13.900.
CORNFORTH REALTY, Li Crescent,
Minn. Tel. 895-2106.

House* for Sale

We are the onl y
dealer with
repair service.

$1895

99

1962 PONTIAC
Star Chief

FURNISHED COTTAGE In the pines,
town ro.id, 100 tl. rlvor frontage, extras
Included. Reasonable price. Wisconsin
Realty Service, Golcsvllle , Wis.

HAL
||^|
ARD

mSk

4-door hardtop, raI
dio , heater , auto- %
/
m a t i c transmis- \
sion , power steer- \ / ¦
ing, power brakes , \ /
whitewall t i r e s , \#
?
tu-tone finish , all
vinyl upholstery.

D. MODEST 2-bedroom, 1-floor home on
full tot. All hardwood flooring. Gen
fired forced air baseboard heet. Good
condition. Loc.ilcd cast In W.-K. Schoo l
district . Priced to sell af 15,500. ABTS
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
SI. Tut. 6-4365,
NO DOWN PAYMENT for responsible
veteran I 4- or 5-bedroom home with
garage on 450' lot In Rolllngslone ,
Hardwood floors, V/i tiled baths, white
oak kitchen cabinets, oil hot water
hent, lull basement. Taxes 31139 year.
Tel. 8689-2334.

64r ELr2qcl

Tel. f)-2!)21
Located Just West of
R . D. Cone 's
71

Transistor Radio

We have 40 dltlerent modelt on hand
at our store. We tervlce all we tell.
Come In or call WINONA FIRF &
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
(Across from the now parking lot.)

$2095
1958 OLDSMOBILE

l1noB

^^

o

l| C L^X J

(C a

Tel. 2340

Radio , h e a t e r ,
automatic transmission , p o w er
steering , p o w e r
brakes , extra clean
V throughout.

I

120 Center St |
|
73 ¥^i,,<k,Y,,Ak\iaiMmMw^mmrrltmr

Specials at the Storea

74

31" 1««5 Console TV Seta,
1169.95. No trade needed,
1 Only Phllco Stereo Console,
J159.95. Floor model .
See our selection of portable TV
Sets nnd Phonourophj

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
FIRESTON E STORE
200 W. 3rd

Stoves, Furnaces , Parts

75

January Spec ials
A. Three-bedroom brick.
near Lincoln School

111,500

B. Apnrlmenl House.
Cenrtel locetlon

II4,WO

D. Three bedroom, fireplace,
family room. In Wlncreit

tU.fOO

Typewriters

77

YOUR ONE-STOP Typewriter and Business Machine Henilquartera. We service all typet ol •nac.hlnei, ilock ribbon* for any make and ill* type,
writer.
WINONA T Y P E W R I T E R SERVICE
Tel. I3XM.
1*1 E. 3rd.

196 1 PONTIAC
2-door

Automati c transmission , r a d i o ,
he a t e r , power
steering, p o w e r
bralies , solid maroon finish , whiteV wall tires.

I. Assume 01 loan, pay down only
1400 on thlj threebedroom rambler
t l / ,500
AF TER HOURS C* LI •
W. L. (Wlbl Holier C-1IB1
Leo Koll 4581
Inure Flsk 21le
Bob Solover 7M7

ffaoB

-O

I C^.,V-Vcf^
^
Tel- 2840
I1 -^

120 Cenlcr St.

I

Auction Sal«»
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and state licensed
«nd bonded. 252 Liberty St. (Corner
E. 5th and LlbeMy) Tel . 4980.

$ 1595

VENABLE S

35 W . 2nd
Tel. 8-271 1
Open Friday Evenings

Minnesota
Land & Auction Soles

Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut. Tel. J-3710. after houra 7IU

CARL FAvNN. JR.
AUCTIONEER, Bonded and Licensed.
Tel. 864-7811
Rushford. Minn.
JAN. 20—Wed. 11:00 a.m. 10 mllej S. of
Winona, 2V4 miles W. ol Wilson. Jerry
Woodard & Kline Bros., owners; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer; Minn. Land I, Auct.
Serv. , clerk.
JAN. 21-Sat ., 12:30 p.m. <5 mile* W. <rf
Caledonia. Minn., on County Road U
(Beaver Ridge). Mrs. Oscar Laurltzen.
owner; Schroeder Bros., auctioneeri i
Thorp Sales Co., clerks.

- JERRif WOODARD & KLINE BROS.
PERSONAL PROPERTY

§
|

1 AUCTION |
jgj
m

10 miles south of Winona r 2Vi miles west of Wilson. Watch ?|
for arrows off Highway 43 west of Wilson.
|
|

|

Lunch on grounds.
Starting at 11:00 A.M.
q
72 CATTLE — € Holste in cows, f resh in past 30 days; |f
i? Holstein cows, close springers; 2 Holstein cows , due Jl
in March; 1 Brown Swiss cow, fresh and rebred in Sept.;
4 Holstein cows, due in April and May ; 1 Guernsey cow, ^
|
fresh 1 week; 1 Guernsey cow , milking and due in June ; |:
6 Hereford cows, due in March; Shorthorn cow, due in isj
March ; 1 Blue cow, fresh with calf ; Hereford cow with ;^
calf; 7 Holstein heifers, bred in August; 4 yearling Hoistein heifers; 1 bred Black whiteface heifer; 4 yearling ^|
Holstein heifers ; 2 Holstein heifers , 8 months old; Holstein :',*
bull , 8 months old ; Black whiteface heifer , 8 months old ; £?
4 Charlois-Hereford cross heifers , bred; 2 Hereford- U
Charlois heifers , 8 months old ; 2 Whiteface heifers , bred; |^
2 Charlois heifers, 6 months old; 12 Holstein and Hereford
^
calves. Most of the dairy cows are calfhood vaccinated . ;|
%
Surge
seamless
milker
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - 2
buckets ; Surge S.P. 11 milker pump ; Surge 3-4 un it pump: ;ii
pipeline in 2 barns ; 20 cow trainers ; stainless steel ; .i
strainer; stainless steel carry can and cover .
jj
HORSE — Morocco 9-year-old mare in foal and jjl
saddle.
i|
FEED — 1,200 bushels oats; 500 bushels ear corn; R0O '
^j
bales mixed hay; 4O0 bales straw.
PICK-UP — 1954 GMC Vi ton pick-up, 4 speed nuto- j|
matic transmission.
l\
6 TRACTORS AND MACHINERY - 1953 McD . Super .
M tractor in good condition; 1952 McD . Super C tractor ^
in good condition with cultivator ; 1952 Ford tractor with . *
Ford -2-bottom mounted p low; McD. Model H tractor in ;
•
good condition with cultivator ; McD. Model 22-36 tractor
in good condition on good rubber; J. D. Model B tractor;
McD No 8 three bottom 14-inch tractor p low on rubber ,
Gehl ' chopper with new style corn head and hay attach- j
ment; Allis Chalmers blower with 45 ft. pipe ; McD. t
manure loader for II or M tractor; Kosh power mower ¦!
with brackets for II or M tract or; McD. power mower ; ^
J.D. 4-bur side nike; Mel). 3-bar side rake; 4-scction j
folding drag ; 4-scction steel drag; Case 2-bottom plow ;
McD. mounted corn planter ; J . D . Model R manure j
;
spreader; McD . 10-ft. tandem disc; McD. 7 ft . tandem
disc; rubber tired wagon; McD . iron wheel wagon : McD.
10-ft. field cultivat or; ." {-section spring tooth ; McD. .1- ;
bottom plow for parts; Hull-over scraper; McD. corn , \
shellcr; McD. potato digger; potato plante r; Liberty gram , \
blower ; l i f t , hoe drill ; McD . bay baler ; horse mower; .<
McD. corn bind er; Avery at-inch thresh ing machine in \;
good condition; Owatonna elevat or; McD 8-ft . grain bind¦
er; antique corn shredder with good rolls; beat hnuscr , '
for II or M tract ors.
M ISCEIJ.ANK DUS — tflli2 Celil 10 inch hammmnill ; »
150 /1 . drive bell ; wagon box ; band shellcr; pile lumber ; ,(
cement mixer and motor ; platform scale; chain hoist : ;{
emer .v ; post drill; anvil ; forge; pile .scrap iron and ;
j
miscellaneous.
TERMS: Cash or finan ce with ' » down and lial .mrn .^
i
In monthly installment s.

1 Wednesday; January 20 §

Jl
%
>il
::i
4
:|
^
1
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195 9 VOLKSWAGEN ; ii

$895

M. Collegev Uw . three-bedroom,
two belht, family room,
knotty pine kitchen wllh
bullt lni
. mtOO

FAA/IOUS ALADDIN blue llame keroiene
heaters. No smoke, no smell , burns J!
hours on 1 gallon. Also ranges, gn*. or
oil healers , Service end parts. RANGE
OH BURNER CO. Wl E. 5lh S|. Tel
1419. Adolph Mlchalowskl.

$695

/
Solid black exte- \
/
rior , r e d vinyl \
interior , gas heat- \ /
\ /
er , whitewall tires ,
real economy.
y

F. Downtown duplex, low down
payment
SJ.500

RENT OR SALE — Trailers «nd camotrs. LEAHY'S. Buffalo City, Wli. T«l.
Coch rane 248-2532.

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

4-door

HIIKE'S ADDITION- 2-year-old , 3-bedroom rambler, hot water lient, double
gnrofje,
combination
windows ,
4fh
basement bedroom, recreation room.
Tel . 7577.

Mobile Homes, Trailers H
I

Telephone Your Want Ads

^^

1963 CHEVROLET

96

Open Mon . & Fri. Eve.
3rd k Mankato Tel. 8-3649

to The Winona Daily 'News

SURE WINTER
STARTERS

MARION ST. 1130—2-bedroom heme, oil
heat, occupancy Feb. 1. Inquire 1075
Marion St.

ft SALES . ft

AUCTION I ! I Household, Livestock or
General. LYLE L. BOBO, Rt. 3, Heu»ton, Minn. Tel. Hokah 894-2IU. Licensed & Bended.

40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

TWO-ROOM furnished apt., woman preferred, available Feb. 1. 22.5 Washington.

lr^lON A UT0_
W HMIBLER /~\ DODOS

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

No payments until
spring .

91

1956 MERCURY

2-door hardtop , V-8, standard transmission with floor
shift , radio , heater , whitewalls, m o t o r completely
overhauled. This car is real
sharp.
Special price , $295.

W ALZ

109

-. Wa Advertise Our Prltei

American
Economy King fi cylinder ,
good first or second car ,
standard transmission , heater.

$1595

$2495

DOWNTOWN location, 3 rooms, 1 bedroom, heat and hot water furnished,
S60, adults. Tel. 4210 from I a.m. to 5
p.m.

196 1 RAMBLER

4-door , power steering, pow.
er brakes, radio, heater ,
whitewall tires, vinyl interior , tu-tone white with
brown top,

Power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, radio, Cruisomatic
transmission, many other
extras . Driven less than
10,000 miles. Buy now when
you can get a good one .

Sam Weisman & Sons

A-1
USED CAR.

196 1 PONTIAC
Catalino.
Station Wagon

'63 FORD V-8
Convertible

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool!

Enjoy The Best
in on

12 1 95

"BREEZY ACRES"

Used Cars

Chryjler . Plymouth
Open Friday Nighlj

4-door hardtop, solid white ,
Sower s t e e r i n g , power
rakes, radio , heater , tinted
glass , all vinyl interior ,
whitewall tires , local owner.

Wagoneer Custom

RECENT SET of encyclopedias and sterling silverware. Tel. 7279.

NYSTROM'S

1962 PONTIAC
Bonneville

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

AMPLIFIER for elsctrlc guitar wanted.
Tel. t>9'2277.

$1895

ANY
CAR

107

4-wheel drive , radio , heater ,
automatic transmission , independent front suspension ,
real sharp, low mileage.
Stop out and test. drive this
one today.

Bel Air

•Moor. •ttJnomy KyllntJtr with ifonj).
¦rd trensmlMion, locally owned i-o*ttr lutomoblle with only 12.Q0C actual mllei. Still h« 12,000 mlio m
new car tactory warranty. Like mw
throughout.

BEFORE BUYING

OUR SHOP will reopen Jen. 26 when
our pirscnnel return from attending
Nations! Motorcycle Service Schools.
Wa are continually striving to give you
the best «rvlce possible. ROBB BROS.
Motorcycle Shop, 573 E. 4fh.

81

1963 CHEVROLET

CHECK OUTt VALUES

1963 JEEP

POTATO PRICES are going up so buy
your potatoes now. WINONA POTATO
MARKET, 118 Market.

MARCH

Motorcycles, Bicycles

$1895

Tel. 2396
105 Johnson
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

TRUCK HOISTS INSTALLED AT
BERG'S
3950 W. 4th, Goodview
Tel. 4933

FIVE AND THREE room apts., gas heat,
separate bath. Inquire at 7*2 W. Mark,

Get Sawing Machines
PREVENT CAS
LINE Irceie.
"Heet." < cans, 99c. (lAMBENEK'S,
•In B. Mankato.
USED SINGER ELECTRIC console, like
new , WINONA SEWING CO , 551 Hull
TWO WALNUT LOGS-ench 10' long, 16"
St. Tal. »34«.
Bluff
Stanley
Wlicio rek,
diameter,
Siding, Wis. Tol. 6607-6341,
AMANA FREE7IHR, chest 1yp« , 1J cu. ft.
Special SIBD.88. SCHNEIDER SALES,
3M9 6lh St., Gdvw.

TYPEWRITERS ttxl adding machines
for cale or rent. Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us> for all your office supplies, desks, files or ofllce
chain. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. SMJ.

65

57 Radios, Television

GIDSON REFRIGERATOR, medium aire,
Ilka newi 9* 15 Dullox gray rug, reason'
able . 168 Mechanic.

77

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63 Wanted to Buy

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt's Music Store

NO LAYOFFS

Dated January 13th. IMS,
t . D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Sawyer a. Darby,
Attorneys for Petitioner*.

SAN ITARY

27

Stale of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Wlnonn
) In Probate Court
No. lS.97 .-i
In Ra Esta te of
OR SLACK periods. Iteexty |ob wffh un
Lillian Katharine Malcnke, Decedent.
limited future. Applicant must be will•Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
ing to move within 40mile radius ol
at Will, Limiting Time to File claims
Winona . Man will be company trained.
and for Hearing Thereon
Immediate employment to man selectfern Hanson having filed a potltlon for
ed. Plus guarantee durlnn fra'nlnu. S«nd
the probate of the Will ol snld deresume to Dept . 6, E 95 Dally News.
cedent and for the appointment of Fern
Hanson ns Executrix, which Will Is on
file In thla Court end open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED , That the hearlno
•/hereof be had on February 10, 1965,
¦t. 11:00 o'clock A.M., twfore Hits Courl
In the probate court room In the courl
fiouae In Winona, Minnesota, ind that
objections to the nllownnci: of said Will,
If any, be filed before said time nf hearing, that the time within which creditors
•of slid decedent may file their claims ba
limited to four months from the date
•hereof, and that Ihe claims to filed
De hoard on May 26, 1965, at 10:30
•'clock A.M., belore this Court In the
probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, ond (hot notice
he. sot be given by publication of this
order In Ihe Winona Daily News and
by mailed notice ns provided by law.
Dated January 15, 1V65 .
E. I). LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
Senl)
IProbole
Court
y
Han-rid J. Libera,
Altoj ney for Petitioner .
(P Irst Pub. Monday, Jon, IS, 1965)

57 Typewriters

Articlas for Sale

On* t) tht cl«»ntjt can in town.
Fully oqvlpped Including power <tt«r*
Ing. powir brtkts, 6-wiy cltctrle
»e»t5, power window* , prtmium tlrti.
Thlt car fiat been drlvin 47,000 mll«
by oni ewti«r. Oni ef tht nlctit ustd
Pontiles we have ever *e*n.
Specially priced.

Wg^^oimtoiiT^ca

GREAT BUYS ON:
f t Passenger Tires
¦fr Truck Tires
¦fr Tractor Tires
"My wife says if she doesn't complain about my bringSHOP NOW AT
ing work home from the office you shouldn't complain
about my bringing work from home."
W. 5th & RR. Tracks
The Dally Newi Classified Ads work (or you either at home
Old "Wagon Works" Bldg.
or the office. Call 3321.

OPEN HOLSTEIN heifers, 800 Its. end
up. Allyn Tews, Rt. 1, Winona. Tel. APPLES — Cortlands. Mcintosh , Prairie
Lewiston 2796.
Spy, Haralsons. Priced right. Get them
at F. A. Krause Co., "Breezy Acres",
MARRIED MAN on dairy farm, separate HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS anTheffS. on Hwy. 14-61.
2-bedreom living quarter!, experience
en wanted, also open and bred heifand references required. Donald Bonners. E. E, Gremelsbach, Inc., Lewlsion,
Household Articles ^
67
ken, Eyota, Minn., Tel Rochester 282Minn. Tel. 4161.
'
3?11.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKElT" FOR "a |ob well done feeling " clean
FOReTIGN EMPLOYMENT Information.
carpets with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
A real good auction market for your
Construction, other work prelects. Good
shampooer, $1. H. Choate {. Co.
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
paying overseas lobs with extras, travel
weeks,
hogs
bought
every
day. Trucks
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service
available Sale Thurs. tef. U67.
Musical Merchandise
70
Bureau, Dept. 222, Bradenton Beach,
Forlda.
Farm Implements
48 ACCORDIONS-2, 1-24 bass, 1-120 bass.
GENERAL PARMWORK—man wanted.
Tel, J243.
Alfred Feullng, Alma, Wis. Tel. 685- FORD LOADER; Starllne barn cleaner,
4JM.
Model 1995. Tel. Fountain City Bin3816.
RELIABLE MAN to haul can milk, to
atari Immediately. Contact Edgar EvenSee the new 12 lb. model X L 12.
son, Rushford, Minn. Tel. S64-7690.
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
EXPERIENCED WHOLESALE aulomo5nd & Johnson
Tel. 5453
tive parts salesman, must be willing to
118 E. 3rd St.
work and show Interest, good territory,
good pay. Proper man will have the
opportunity fo buy Info the business.
This Is e real opportunity for a young
man to own his own business. Wrlle
E-93 Dally News.

Help Wanted—Male

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE :
A preliminary plat of Schellhas Subdivision has been filed **' "¦ the Winona CARETAKER WANTEO, Minnesota City
.
Planning Commission for Ihelr consideraBoat Club, a non-profit organization .
tion.
This plat Is located South of
Application blanks available by writing
Lake Boulevard and West of Mankato
Box 42, Winona, or calling Roy Larson
Avenue In Ihe Northeast One-quarter
al 3533.
(NB> 4> ot Section 35, Township W
North, Range 7 West, In the City of
Winona, Minnesota.
A hearing on the preliminary plat ATTRACTIVE
SALES
PROPOSITION
will be held In the Court Room of the
open In Winona, Minn, area with AAA-!
City Hall, Winona, Minnesota, nt 7:30
rated Texas Refinery Corp. First year
p.m, on January 2B, 1965, at which time,
earnings should be up "lo, and exceed,
you may appear In person, In writing,
110,000. Direct, specialty sales experior by agent, or by attorney, and preence and knowledge of heavy equipment
sent any reasons which you may hnve
helpful but not necessary. Sales are to
fo> Ihe granting or denying of the above
farmers, contractors, truckers, light
subdividing.
Industry and other heavy equipment
You aro requested to prepare your
owners and operators. Free Insurance
case. In detail, and present all evidence
end retirement benefits. If you 're berotating to this matter at the time of
tween 30 and SS years of eoe, own an
the scheduled hearing.
automobile and con handle a pormanent
Respectfully,
sales position, send resume to L. J.
Lanlnghom, Sales Manager, 916 CranE. J. SIEVERS, Chairman,
ford
Dr., Hurst, Texas. Personal InterWinona Planning Commission.
views arranged .
(First Pub. Monday, Jan. Id, 1W3)

'

Nelson Tire's
Bargain Center

FOOD WASTE
DISPOSER? Compare
qualify before you buyl See all three
Waste King Pulverator* models first at

PLAC E YOUR ORDER NOW for Rowekamp 's chicks,
Ghostley Pearl
63,
White Rocks, day old and started up
RURAL HOUSEWIVES
fo 20 weeks. ROWEKAMP'S POULTRY
AVON Cosmetics olfers excellen t earning
FARM 8. HATCHERY, Lewlsion, Minn.
opportunity for you . . . working In
Tel. 5741.
your own community. Write Helen Scott,
Box 764, Rochester. Minn.
MORE TUPPERWA.RE
DEALERS NEEDED
Rapidly growing business needs men
and women, spare time or full time,
to show Tupperware, the leader in
plastic housewares, at home parties.
Make your own hours, Fun. Profitable. No experience necessary. For
private Interview call the distributor
nearest you:
M & M SALES
102 S. Waba sha, St. Paul
Tel. 2J7-2M*

Accessories, Tires, Psrta 104

43

FOR. THAWING frozen water pipes, Tel.
St. Charles 932-3640, St. Charles Welding a. Machine.

CUT CLEANING TIME In half with new
modern bathroom fixtures. Closets come
In off-the-floor models for easy floor
maintenance,
pedesfal models wllh
smooth dust resisting modern lines.
Lavatories can be round, oval, square,
rectangular. In gleaming white or lovely
pastels. Tubs are squared, curved, cornered, for any siie room-

(Winona's Only Real estate Buyer)
Tal. o38l and 70»
P.O. Bex 345

FAWN CHIHUAHUA pups, 115 •¦Ch.
George Coetiman, East Burns Valley.
Tel. em

Bonneville •
4-door hardtop

1959 VOLKSWAGEN
2-door
4-speed transmission, heater, real s h a rp , beautiful
black.
NOW JUST
$998

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

IN THE DOGHOUSE with too many pmoples? Sell them quickly with e Dally
Newi Went Ad. Tel. 3321 today.

INCOME TAX Trouble? Will do lob J;or
you. Reasonable fees. Tal. 8-3497.

102

lOf

1961 PONflAcT

Customer
Confidence
And Satisfaction
is the foundation upon which
the success of this dealership was built. Come in and
see for yourself.

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
POR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

42

Horses, Cattle, Stock

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Wanted—Real Est...

109 Jitd Cars

Uttd Cart

E. WEST END location. J bedrooms.
Large living room. Built-in stove and
oven In lha kitchen.- Dining room. Oil
heat. Excellent buy at only 112,000.
ABTS AOENCY, INC., Realtors, 1S»
Walnut St. Tel. MS6S er after hours:
E. R. Clay S-2737, BUI Zlabell 4454, E.
A. Abts 31B4.

LOANS ELdoaGnr'cf
Dogs, Pats, Supplies

99

IP YOU WANT te buy. tell or trade
ba sure te aee Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, SSI E, 3rd,

173 Lafayette St.
Tel. Slat .
(Next to Telephone Office)

INCOME TAX RETURNS prepared by
qualified accountant. 201 W. Broadway. Tel. S-30M

For clogged sewers and drains
Tel. 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee

Houses for Seto

Real Estate • Loans
Life Insurance
FRANK WEST AGENCY

THE DIFFERENCE between hoping and HOLSTEIN HEIFERS—7, open, weight
having clean, fresh looking floor cover700 and lets. Ralph A. Doblar, Hovrlon,
ings li tha difference between using unMinn., ( Money Creek) Tel. 89MM7.
Lot) and Found
4 satisfactory do-lf-yourself methods and
walking to the phone and calling HOLSTEIN COWS, 12, lust fresh or close
WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVICE,
kOST—5-month-old Collie and Spltr puppy.
springers; 210 gel. bulk milk fin*, iVi
Hi W. 3rd.
Vicinity of 1100 W. Mark . Brown and
years old; 2 Surge seamless, large size,
white, marking*. Amwers to "Rlngo."
milk buckets; Scotch Collie cow dog.
Tal. 3705.
Plumbing, Roofing
21 Sherman E. Cooke, Mondovi, wis. Tel.
1
Gilmanton »4«-4!93.
v

Personals

STRICTLY BUSINESS
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Alvm Kohner. Auctioneer
Minnesota Land and Auction Service
K\ erett J . Kohner , Clerk
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WINONA DAILY NEWS

BV RoV Crant

BUZ SAWYER
Br Ch-Mfr Gould

PICK TRACY

l
y Mort Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY
By Hanna-Barbara

THE FLINTSTONES

DAN FLAGG

By Don Sharwood

Ll'L ABNER

By Al Capp

By Cr«ic Young

BLONDIE

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

CLOSE-OUTS
¦

We 're closing out some very fine furniture due to changes made at the National Furniture Show. KROEHLER and VALENTINE SEAVER Sofas, Sectionals and Chairs
.. . BASSETT, WARD and KROEHLER Bedroom . . . SIMMONS and ENGLANDER

52
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Bedding . . . end many other famous brands are unbelievably reduced during our
CLOSE-OUT SALE.

WORK or SPORT

PORTABLE ELECTRIC

:T~ 75( HEATERS

(APS

a »400

DRESS GLOVES 75' f.*?_Ki.?,.

FIRST QUALITY CHILDREN'S Reg. $7.95

MEN'S-LADIES' Reg. $1.95

Assorted Colors

^»

Reg. $3<H.M Valentine Seavcr Deluxe Traditional Sofa in beige
matalassei nylon. 87" Sofa with arm
caps.

^lk ,'//
^lk

COCQ

" - **k\We\\ ^r

Three Sofa Sizes

KKntHLEND

^^$0"^'
*jj
Reg. $129, 74-inch style

Cta A PA
JpSMej U w.t.

Reg. $159, 82 inch style

«J>lcOeUU w.t.

Reg. $219, 92 inch style-

-r*l*J**laiUU w.t.

$ 75

SHOE BOOTS
IfrSTS
W sVa#la#

^**

$
1 BLANKETS . .. 450

LADIES' FLANNEL LINED Reg. $3.95

;A;rjiiA,ED
• •

*3»

$7 95 Value —FULL SIZE "THERMO"

FIRST QUALITY "THERMO" Reg. $2.95

e

•

R 0,
"
$3 95

,€ ,ft

*>¦•>"
I

BOYS' WOOL-ORLON $5.95 Value

SHIRTS & DRAWERS $175
^|

Have Thousands of HeatTrapping Air Pockets

¦
Ea. .

$6.95 Value — Men's Heavy Duty 4-Buckle Rubber

$ 90
"
&
SWEATERS
2 OVERSHOES
—

$340

Red Sole — All Sizes

+eW

MEN S DRESS ZIPPER RUBBER

OVERSHOES »« 2 SLIPPERS
at\1# LT¦%at*II#1IFat*

D

<t^Ql
90*i
$

GENUINE GOV'T . 100% WOOL , USED SMALL SIZE

during our CLOSE-OUT SALE I

Better
Buy s at

'

*

R«8* $2.95 MEN S CORDUROY HOUSE

si $l00
'

—

"'

KOREAN SHIRTS 1" SKATE SOX 3 I T

T) T J T) J 7 if? * Q Furniture
Mart
JLJ U I \I YJOJ O

OUT OF THE HIGH RENT DISTRICT — OPEN 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY
Friendl y low Terms
AT EAST THIRD AND FRANKLIN
Free Cutlomer Parking in Rear
|i>«MeSeMeWeNeMa *lM>e*e«ejM-MeMt ^^

¦

a«MnMa«B«nHHa

^^

